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Choline metabolites are elevated in breast cancer, decrease in response to 

effective therapy and are detected non-invasively by magnetic resonance modalities. 

Decreases in choline metabolites occur early-on after initiation of treatment. There is 

potential for use of choline metabolites as non-invasive diagnostic and therapeutic 

response indicators. Choline metabolites are detected in vivo by magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy (MRS) in broad resonances which are composites of multiple compounds. 

Tumor extract studies have suggested that phosphocholine (PCho) is the component of 

these resonances with the greatest potential for use as a diagnostic marker or therapeutic 

response indicator. Since other compounds present in these broad resonances vary in 

concentration with cancer progression and in response to therapy, changes in these other 

resonances can potentially diminish the overall signal or dampen the detectable 

therapeutic response. The ability to resolve and quantify PCho in vivo increases the 

sensitivity of this detection method, and hence, increases its potential utility. Herein is 

reported the in vivo resolution and quantification of PCho in a human breast cancer 

xenograft model in mice. A significant PCho decrease is detected following treatment 

with the taxane docetaxel. This PCho decrease is correlated with the diffusion-weighted 

magnetic resonance imaging (DWMRI) measured increase in tumor water mobility, and 

with mitotic catastrophe, a non-apoptotic mode of cell death. 

By studying model system of human breast cancer cells, other metabolites in the 

choline pathway varying with cancer progression are determined, and the transcriptional 
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expression of genes in the choline pathway is quantified. From these data and enz^/me 

activity data reported by other groups, a model is proposed where a number of metabolic 

perturbations combine to elevate PCho in breast cancer. These perturbations include the 

elevation of choline transporter, choHne kinase, and phospholipase activities, in 

combination with decreased CTP:PCho cytidylyltransferase (CCT) activity. By changes 

in metabolites and gene expression following therapy, it is proposed that increased CCT 

activity combined with decreased phospholipase and GPC phosphodiesterase activity 

lead to decreased PCho. In addition, expression of a putative choline transporter (CTLl 

variant A) and a putative choline kinase (CHKL) is quantified in human breast cells. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation is a compilation of manuscripts concerning alterations in choline 

metabolite levels in breast cancer. In particular, choline metabolites are explored as 

potential indicators of breast cancer progression and therapeutic response. Choline 

metabolites are elevated in breast cancer and decrease soon after the onset of effective 

therapy. These phenomena are of interest because tumor choline compounds can be 

visuahzed non-invasively by magnetic resonance imaging or spectroscopy (MRI or 

MRS). As evidenced by variable pathology, treatment outcomes and gene expression, 

breast cancer exists in multiple forms. Non-invasive means of diagnosing and grading 

cancer types and the early determination of patient response to therapy have great 

potential for suggesting the appropriate initial therapy, and for guiding therapy based on 

its effectiveness in individual patients. Since breast cancer is a major cause of disease 

and cancer deaths in women worldwide, and cancer therapies generally tax the health of 

patients regardless of their effectiveness, MRI and MRS of choline metabolites have 

potential to improve the longevity and general well-being of breast cancer patients. 

This work is divided into three sections; (I) Background; (II) Metabolism and 

Diagnosis; and (III) Therapeutic Response. Section I is comprised of chapter 1 which 

includes choline-related background. However, some background is covered within the 

other chapters. Section II is comprised of chapters 2 through 4 which include studies of 

choline metabolism and gene expression of the choline metabolic pathway. Differences 

between breast cancer lines of increasing metastatic potential are identified for their 
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potential utility in diagnosis and as therapeutic targets. Section III includes chapters 5 

through 8, which are in vivo (tumor) and in vitro (cellular) studies of therapeutic response 

to docetaxel. Choline pathway gene expression response to docetaxel is also included as 

part of chapter 4. Refer to the following chart for a roadmap of this dissertation: 

Background Chapter 1; Choline in breast cancer. 

Chapter 2; Real-time PCR method 
for quantification of gene expression 

in the choline pathway. 

Metabolism Chapter 3: Choline transport kinetics 

and and gene expression of choline transporter 

Diagnosis in breast cancer. 

Chapter 4: Differentiation of breast cancers 
via choline metabolite levels 

and expression levels of choline pathway genes. 

Therapeutic 
Response 

Chapter 5: Cellular responses of breast cancer 
to docetaxel therapy. 

Therapeutic 
Response 

Chapter 6: Breast tumor responses to docetaxel. 

Therapeutic 
Response 

Chapter 7: Response of choline metabolites 
to docetaxel therapy in breast cancer. 

Therapeutic 
Response 

Chapter 8: Post-treatment decreases 
in tumor phosphocholine correlated 

with increases in tumor water mobility. 

Chapter 1 is a comprehensive review of the literature concerning choline 

metabolites and breast cancer. A method developed for the quantification and 

normalization of choline pathway gene expression in human breast cancer cells is 
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reported in chapter 2. Kinetic parameters for choline uptake into breast cells are 

presented in chapter 3. In addition, expression of a putative choline transporter (CTLl A) 

is determined. This is significant because specific choline transporters have only recently 

been identified in human tissues and this is the first reporting of a specific choline 

transporter associated with breast cancer. In chapter 4, both choline metabolite 

concentrations and gene expression of choline pathway enzymes are quantified and 

correlated with degree of cancer progression. A model is proposed suggesting specific 

metabolic perturbations which could explain the observed differences in metabolites and 

gene expression. 

In order to correlate the therapy-induced choline metabolite response with other 

cellular and tumor responses, breast cancer cell and tumor response to docetaxel therapy 

are characterized in chapters 5 and 6. Cell-cycle arrest, cell viability, tumor growth 

delay, tumor diffusion response and mechanisms of cell death are described. Although, 

apoptosis (programmed cell death) is widely reported as a therapeutic outcome of taxane 

therapy, work reported herein suggests a heterogeneous mixture of cell death modalities. 

The predominant mode of death observed in both cells and tumors was a form of mitotic 

cell death, termed "mitotic catastrophe," which is indicated by the presence of aberrant 

mitoses and multiple micronuclei. Other non-apoptotic modes of death are also observed. 

Practically no apoptosis was observed in cell studies, and a general decrease in apoptosis 

was observed post-treatment in tumors. 

Tumor choline metabolites are detected in vivo by MRS in broad composite peaks 

containing multiple metabolites. In tumor extract studies, phosphocholine (PCho) is the 
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choline metabolite reported to significantly decrease following therapy. Other 

metabolites, such as choline, glycerophosphocholine (GPC) and phosphoethanolamine 

(PEtn), are present in the composite peaks and are reported to respond to therapy by 

increasing or decreasing. These other changes may in effect, diminish the ability to 

accurately measure the PCho response. Hence, resolving and quantifying tumor PCho in 

vivo could provide increased sensitivity of therapy response detection. In vitro 

continuous culture and cell extract studies have had inconsistent results in terms of PCho 

response to therapy. However, nearly all of the studies reported to date have followed 

time courses of 24 h or less, while in vivo tumor responses have been measured at longer 

time points (within days, rather than hours). The inability to measure a PCho decrease in 

vitro has given rise to speculation that the PCho response may be a general tumor 

response rather than a cellular response, possibly driven by decreased perfusion or other 

general tumor responses. In chapter 7 the in vivo resolution and quantification of breast 

tumor PCho in small voxels via localized ^^P MRS is reported. This result is verified by 

corresponding high-resolution tumor extract spectra. The docetaxel-induced PCho 

decrease is quantified in vivo and in vitro. Significant decreases are observed. Hence, 

the PCho response is a cellular response to therapy. Changes in other choline 

metabolites, measured in vitro, are also discussed. 

As a means of determining tumor response, diffusion-weighted MRI (DWMRI) 

was included in this study. DWMRI measures water mobility in tissues. Increased tumor 

water mobility pre- to post-treatment is correlated with effective tumor response. 

DWMRI and tumor-localized MRS were performed in tandem on breast cancer 
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xenografts undergoing docetaxel therapy. A correlation between decreased PCho and 

increased tumor water mobility post-treatment is reported in chapter 8. However, the 

correlation is not absolute, suggesting different underlying mechanisms for the two 

responses. 

Each chapter in this dissertation is a stand-alone manuscript and has been, or is in 

the process of being submitted to peer-reviewed scholarly pubhcations. 
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SECTION I: Background 

Chapter 1 - Choline containing compounds in breast cancer 

INTRODUCTION 

Intracellular choline containing compounds (CCC), such as choline (Cho), 

phosphocholine (PCho), phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho), and glycerophosphocholine 

(GPC) are known to have altered metabolism in cancer cells, and have been proposed as 

possible diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic response indicators for cancer This 

chapter reviews the in vivo and ex vivo clinical, animal model and cell culture studies 

related to the use of these compounds as indicators in breast cancer. Both phosphorous 

(^'P) and proton (^H) magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) have been used to non-

invasively detect, quantify and explore the metabolism of these compounds in patients 

and in tumor model systems. Traditional biochemistry, molecular biology and cell 

biology methods have been used to study the cellular metabolism of these putative 

biomarkers. 

Breast cancer is a worldwide public health problem, about 1 million new cases are 

reported annually Sixteen percent of cancer related deaths in women are due to breast 

cancer. In the United States, breast cancer accounts for 30% of new cancers in women, 

with over 170,000 diagnosed each year Due to the large numbers of patients, even 

slight improvements in early detection, diagnosis and optimization of therapy could save 
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lives, and improve the well being of numerous patients undergoing taxing therapeutic 

regimens. Diagnosis and direction of appropriate therapy is complicated by the 

heterogeneous nature of the disease Breast cancer can be classified by a range of 

histological types and molecular profiles Seventy percent of cases are classified as 

infiltrating ductal carcinoma, but there may be considerable heterogeneity in gene 

expression and degree of therapeutic response among these cases. A number of 

additional classifications exist, each type with a general prognosis but with considerable 

heterogeneity of therapeutic response. 

For prognosis, the most established markers are involvement of axillary lymph 

nodes, tumor size, and histologic grade. A number of other prognostic markers are being 

investigated for proliferation (Ki-67, thymidine labeling index and S-phase fraction), 

expression of oncogenes (HER-2 and EGF receptor), lymphatic invasion, activity of 

tumor suppressor genes (p53 and nm-23), invasion (cathepsin D, plasminogen activator 

inhibitor and urokinase-plasminogen activator), and angiogenesis (microvessel count, 

Chalkley count and VEGF levels) By DNA array, the gene expression pattern of 70 

genes involved in cell cycle regulation, invasion and metastasis, angiogenesis, and signal 

transduction has recently been shown to be highly predictive of poor prognosis, and has 

great potential for distinguishing patients in need of adjuvant therapy from patients who 

likely would not benefit from additional therapy 

The clinical course of early-stage breast cancer initially involves the detection of a 

lesion, biopsies of the lesion and sentinel lymph nodes, and determination of appropriate 

therapeutic regimen. Predictive markers for therapeutic response include the 
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estrogen/progesterone receptor status for hormonal therapy, and HER-2, p53, Bcl-2, and 

apoptosis for chemotherapy Therapy typically involves surgical removal of the tumor 

followed by radiation and possible adjuvant chemotherapy, particularly for metastatic 

disease. Alternatively, neoadjuvant or primary chemotherapy for pre-surgical debulking 

of tumors is becoming more common. Initial trials in locally advanced breast cancer 

demonstrated that neoadjuvant chemotherapy could effectively downstage tumors. A 

second set of trials in small, operable tumors improved the rate of breast conserving 

surgery without changing the 5-year disease survival rates Neoadjuvant chemotherapy 

provides the advantages of assessment of response to chemotherapy and an increase in 

breast-conserving surgery with improved cosmetic results. The disadvantages include 

loss of prognostic information, delayed local or regional therapy, and possible induction 

of drug resistance In recurrent metastatic breast cancer, second line or adjuvant 

systemic chemotherapies such as cyclophosphamide, adriamycin, cisplatin, or taxanes are 

used, often in combination. There are many choices with low response rates and high 

toxicities. 

Non-invasive imaging and/or spectroscopy can provide useful information at 

virtually all stages of disease progression. For example, in early diagnosis of primary 

lesions, the MR status could yield positive and negative predictive value regarding the 

use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy, MRS can potentially identify positive lymph nodes, 

reducing the need to remove functional nodes, with its attendant morbidity, such as 

lymphangiodysplasia. MRS can also potentially determine early on whether the tumor is 

responding to neoadjuvant therapy, or whether a modified therapeutic approach would be 
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preferable, and potentially detect residual disease. In metastatic disease, the major sites 

of metastasis are liver, bone and brain. MRS could diagnose and characterize these 

lesions and, in longitudinal studies, determine their responses to systemic therapies. 

Finally, MRS has yielded important information on the natural history, basic biology and 

biochemistry of breast tumors. These indicators include choline, as well as lactate and 

lipid resonances, energy metabolites, pH, and water diffusion. This review will focus on 

choline compounds in breast cancer. 
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CLINICAL STUDIES 

After a decade and a half of investigations, magnetic resonance spectroscopy of 

breast tumors in vivo is beginning to show promise for use as a diagnostic indicator by 

determining the malignant nature of a lesion and as an early indicator of therapeutic 

response. A single phospholipid precursor, phosphocholine (PCho), appears to be the 

31 most useful biochemical marker for these purposes. Early studies used P MRS to detect 

elevated or changing levels of the phosphomonoester (PME) peak, of which PCho is a 

major component. More recently, 'h MRS has been used to detect a choline containing 

(CCC) peak, of which PCho is the major component in breast tumors. Normal breast 

31 tissue contains only low levels of phosphate-containing metabolites. This provides P 

MRS an advantage by diminishing the potential for contaminating signal from outside the 

margins of the tumor. However, despite the requirement for water suppression, 'h MRS 

is inherently 16 times more sensitive than ^^P MRS, which provides significant 

advantages. Phosphorous spectroscopy has yet to prove useful in the clinic, while proton 

spectroscopy of breast tumors has demonstrated potential for augmenting traditional 

diagnostic and prognostic methods. Table 1.1 summarizes work investigating CCCs as 

diagnostic markers. Table 1.2 summarizes the use of CCCs in prognosis and predicting 

therapeutic response. 
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Table 1.1, Clinical MRS studies of CCC as diagnostic markers of breast cancer. 

Patients/Tumor Type | Methods | Results [ Ret". 
"PMRS 

17 primary malignant breast tumors, 8 with 
benign lesions, 7 normal breasts. 

1.5 T, surface coil localized. T PMEs in malignant and benign tumors 
compared to normal tissue. Malignant tumors 
indistinguishable from benign. 

19 post-menopausal breast tumors, and 8 normal 
breasts. 

1.5 T, surface coil localized. Tumor 
size: 3.7-15.0 cm at large dia. 

t PMEi/total phosphate relative to unaffected 
tissue (p 0.002). 

10 

57 invasive breast carcinomas and 14 normal 
breasts. 

1.9 T, 5.5 cm surface coil, and 
localized by phase modulated rotating 
frame imaging (PMRFl) for depth 
resolution. Tumor size: 1.5-15 cm 
dia. (3 cm median). 

Usable spectra from 31/57 (54%) of tumors, t 
PME/ATP compared to normal tissue and chest 
muscle. PME/ATP correlates with proliferation 
in aneuploid tumors. 

11 

12 malignant breast tumors, 6 benign tumors, and 
9 normal breasts. 

1.5 T, image-localized, single-voxel, 
11 cm breast volume coil. Tumor 
size: 1 -3 cm at large dia. 

I PME + Pi in malignant tumors compared to 

nomial tissue. 

12 

9 breast carcinomas, 4 benign breast lesions, and 
46 normal breasts. 

1.5 T, image localized, single-voxel, 
whole body coil. Tumor size: 1-13 
cm (median = 4 cm) at large dia. 

No difference in PME/total phosphate between 
normal, benign, and malignant lesions. Low 

sampling number, i PME/total phosphate in 
post-menopausal women. 

12 breast carcinomas and 7 normal breasts. 1.4 T (one 1.5 T), 6 cm surface coil 
localized. Tumor size: 9-12 cm at 
large dia. 

t PME/ATP compared to unaffected tissue. 
14 

5 malignant breast cancers, 3 unaffected breast 
tissue of patients, and 4 normal breasts. 

1.5 T, 6 cm surface coil localized. 
Tumor size: 4-21 cm at large dia. 

T PMEs compared to unaffected tissue. 

One post therapy breast adenocarcinoma. 1.9 T, surface coil localized. Tumor 
size: 13 cm at large dia. 

t PME/ATP compared to unaffected tissue. 
16 

'H-MRS and-MRSI 
9 breast carcinomas and 11 benign lesions. 1.5 T, 'H MRl/MRSI with dedicated 

breast coil and solvent suppression. 
1.0 cc nominal voxel size. 

T CCCs in 7/9 malignant, and 1/11 benign. 78% 
sensitivity and 90% specificity in distinguishing 
malignant from benign. 

38 palpable breast lesions (potentially benign or 
malignant). 

1.5 T, image localized, single-voxel 
with solvent suppression. Voxel size: 
1 cm^ or 3.4 cml 

t CCCs in 19 of23 confirmed cancer patients. 
83% sensitivity and 87% specificity in 

distinguishing malignant from benign. Higher 
specificity than MRI (86%). 

IS 

67 infiltrating ductal carcinomas. 32 one week 
before neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT), 21 
one week after 3"' or 6"' cycle of NACT, 14 

before and after NACT, 14 benign lesions, and 

16 normal breasts. 

1.5 T, image localized, single-voxel 
with solvent suppression. Tumor 
size: 8-144 cnn Voxel size; 1-27 

cm^ 

78% sensitivity and 86% specificity in detecting 
tumors. CCC peak detected in unaffected tissue 
of a lactating patient. 

ly 

3 palpable breast carcinomas. 1.5 T, image localized, single-voxel 
with solvent suppression and external 
standard quantified. Tumor size: 
3.2-6.2 cm dia. 

T2 values for CCCs were detennined for 2 
patients. 2.0 mM total cholines were estimated in 
malignant tumor of a third patient. 

20 

11 breast carcinomas, 11 benign lesions, 11 
normal breasts, and 7 normal lactating breasts. 

1.5 T, image localized, single-voxel 
with solvent suppression. Voxel size: 

1.7-8.0 cm'. 

CCC peak was observed in 82% of carcinomas, 
18% ofbenign lesions, 71% of lactafing tissue, 
and 0% of nomial non-lactating tissue. 

21 

44 infiltrating ductal carcinomas; 17 pre-
therapy, 11 after 1-2 cycles, 10 after 3-4 cycles, 
and 13 after complete Tx. 2 benign and 14 
normal breasts. 

1.5 T, image localized, single-voxel 

with solvent suppression. Tumor 

size: > 2 cm dia. Voxel size: 1-8 
cm\ 

CCC peak was not observed in normal tissue 
(controls), from unaffected contralateral tissue 
(patients), or in the two benign cases. CCC peak 
was detected in 25 tumors. CCC response to CTx 
was not reported. 

22 

10 malignant tumors, and 7 benign fibrocystic 
lesions. 

1.5 T, image localized, single-voxel 
with solvent suppression. Tumor 
size: 1-6 cm large dia. 

CCC peak was observed in 7 of 10 malignant 
tumors and in only 1 of 7 benign lesions. 

23 

12 breast tumors and 10 normal breasts. 1.5 T, image localized, single-voxel 
with solvent suppression. Voxel size: 
2.0-3.5 cm large dia. 

CCC peak was not detected in nomial breast 
tissue. CCC peak detected in all tumors, and 6 of 
12 tumors had an intense CCC peak. 

24 
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Table 1.2, Clinical MRS studies of CCC as prognostic and/or therapeutic response 
indicators for breast cancer. 

Patients/Tumor/Protocol | Methods | Results I Ref. 
'H MRS 

2 with 4 locally advanced breast cancer 
tumors. 
MRS pre- and multiple post-CTx. 

4 T, image-localized, 
single-voxel, with and 
without solvent 
suppression. Voxel 
size: 2.7-66 cm^ 

One tumor had no response by physical 
exam, MR! or MRS. -l CCC preceded 
detection by other modes in 2 tumors, i 
CCC paralleled other modes of detection in 
1 tumor. 

T5 

67 infiltrating ductal carcinomas; 
32 one week before neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy (NACT), 21 one week 
after 3"* or 6 cycle of NACT, 14 
before and after NACT. 14 benign 
lesions and 16 normal breasts. 

1.5 T, image-
localized, single-
voxel, with and 
without solvent 
suppression. Voxel 
size: 1-27 cm'. 

4' CCCs in 89% of NACT patients. CCCs 
post therapy were -80% in agreement with 
clinical response. 

19 

^'P MRS 
2 untreated post-menopausal breast 
cancers, and 4 relapsed after previous 
CTx and/or RTx. 
MRS pre- and during-CTx. 

1.5 T, 5.5 cm surface 
coil localized. Tumor 
size: 3.7-15.0 cm at 
largest diameter 

PME/total phosphate in one complete 
remission, two partial remissions, and one 
non-responder. t PME/total phosphate in 
one progressive disease and one partial 
remission. Heterogeneity of response and 
low patient number did not allow for 
statistical evaluation. 

10 

17 breast cancers. 
MRS pre- and post-CTx. 

1.9 T, localized by 
phase modulated 
rotating frame 
imaging (PMRFI) for 
depth resolution. 
Tumor size: 5-7 cm 
large dia. 

Only 3 cases had evaluable spectra due to 
poor SNR. i PME/ATP in one CTx 
responder, t PME/ATP in one non-
responder, and no PME change in a third 
responder. 

II 

4 breast carcinomas. 
MRS pre- and multiple post-CTx. 

1.5 T, image-
localized, 4- or 8-cm 
surface coil. Tumor 
size: 15-70 cm^ axial 
area. 

4 PMEs in one complete responder and one 
partial responder at the point of maximum 
spectral change (12 and 9 days 
respectively), t PMEs in one partial 
responder at 2 days. 4 PMEs in one case at 
3 days, tumor volume had decreased at 1 
week post-therapy but the study didn't 
continue long enough to determine clinical 
response. 

26 

1 locally advanced breast carcinoma. 
MRS pre- and post-CTx. 

1.5 T, image-
localized, external 
standard for 
quantified. 

i PMEs with tumor volume. 27 

2 tumors with MRS pre-, during-, and 
post-CTx, and 1 pre-, during-, and 
post-radiation. 

1.4 T (one 1.5 T), 6 
cm surface-coil 
localized. Tumor 
size: 9-12 cm at 
largest diameter. 

i PME/ATP correlates with i volume in all 
3 tumors. 

14 

Two tumors with pre- and post-
radiation MRS. 

1.5 T, 6 cm surface-
coil localized. Tumor 
size: 4-21 cm at large 
diameter. 

4 PME/adjacent-peak correlated with 4-
volume in both tumors. 

15 
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Diagnosis 

MRS 

31 The earhest report of a P MR spectrum of a human breast tumor in vivo was 

pubhshed in 1986 by Oberhaensli et al. using a 1.9 T system Localization was 

attained by placement of a surface coil over an adenocarcinoma that had undergone 

chemotherapy, was necrotic, infected and had invaded the entire breast. A prominent 

phosphomonoester (PME) peak was reported, of which a major constituent was 

phosphocholine (PCho). Two additional surface-coil localized ^'P MRS studies followed 

involving 17 patients with malignant breast tumors and 11 volunteers with unaffected 

breasts All 17 cancer patients demonstrated an elevated PME peak that was roughly 

2 to 3 times higher than unaffected breast tissue. 

In these early studies, all tumors demonstrated prominent PME resonances, and 

were elevated relative to unaffected breast tissue, which had generally low levels of 

phosphorous-containing compounds. This provided encouragement that ^'P MRS might 

be useful clinically as a non-invasive diagnostic tool for breast cancer. However, the 

tumors in these studies were much larger than the typical breast lesion in need of 

diagnosis. Benign lesions had yet to be included in a study. This is critical as 

differentiation between benign and malignant lesions is a necessary requirement for 

useful diagnoses. 

In these early studies, spectra were localized to the tumor solely by the placement 

of the surface coil. Contributions from metabolites in the tissue outside the margins of 

the tumor, yet inside the coil volume can affect the absolute quantification of metabolites 
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inside the tumor. Thus, changes in the ratio of tumor to surrounding tissue from 

measurement to measurement will affect the reproducibility or specificity of the 

quantification. This partial volume effect is minimized in the breast because the 

contribution of phosphorous compounds from unaffected breast tissue is minimal, due to 

the predominance of fat However, PME increases in normal breast tissue have been 

2 10 linked to specific phases of the menstrual cycle ' , which could be a factor in monitoring 

O 1 

cases of pre-menopausal breast cancer. Hence, the majority of the P signal in post

menopausal women and women not in a critical phase of the menstrual cycle will be 

produced from the tumor tissue, yet a dilution of signal will still occur relative to the 

partial volume of tumor. Additionally, if the surrounding tissue has different magnetic 

properties than that of the tumor, the heterogeneous mixture could affect the quality of 

the spectra by decreasing T2* and consequently increasing hnewidths. Image-

localization methods enable isolation of the signal to voxels that are spatially matched to 

the location of the tumor. Thus image-localized spectroscopy can help to decrease the 

partial volume effect by maximizing the tumor partial volume. 

o 1 

To determine the diagnostic value of P MRS, further studies would require more 

patients with smaller tumors, both malignant and benign, coupled with image-localized 

27 • 31 spectroscopy. Glaholm, et. al. , reported the first image-localized (ISIS) P MRS of 

breast tumors. The spectrum was of a single patient and demonstrated a prominent PME 

peak. Two subsequent image-localized studies focused on distinguishing small 

malignant breast tumors from benign breast lesions These studies generated mixed 

results. One study with was not able to significantly distinguish malignant tumors (n = 9) 
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from benign lesions (n = 4) or unaffected tissue (n = 46) by PMEs referenced to total 

phosphate A second study was able to significantly differentiate malignant (n = 12), 

from unaffected tissue (n = 9) using PME + Pi as a measure. In these studies, PME + Pi 

was paradoxically lower in malignant tumors due to higher levels of PME in 

unaffected tissue than previously reported, and malignant tumors were not 

distinguishable from benign tumors (n = 6) using PMEs as a marker. Both of these 

studies had low numbers of patients and used small tumors, from 1 to 4 cm in diameter, 

respectively. Two additional studies used larger patient numbers and were able to 

significantly distinguish small malignant tumors from unaffected tissue (Figure 1.1). 

Benign lesions were not examined. One image-locahzed (PMRFI) study of lesions with a 

3 cm median diameter was able to distinguish elevated PME/ATP in malignant tumors (n 

= 57) versus unaffected breast tissue (n = 14) in 54% of the patients. The second study 

examined tumors ranging from 3.7 to 15 cm in diameter, and was surface-coil localized. 

PME as a % of total phosphate was significantly elevated (p = 0.002) in malignant 

tumors (n = 19) relative to unaffected tissue (n = 8). 

Recently, a surface-coil localized study of tumors greater than 2 to 3 cm in 

diameter, 12 cc, reported that malignant (n = 17) and benign (n = 8) tumors were 

significantly distinguishable from normal tissue (n = 7) by elevated PMEs. However, 

malignant and benign tumors were not distinguishable. In these studies, high levels of 

PCr were reported, which could indicate signal contamination from nearby muscle tissue. 

To date, ^^P MR spectra of PMEs have not yet demonstrated that malignant 

lesions of a clinically relevant size can be distinguished from benign tumors. Although 
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Figure 1.1, Surface-coil localized ^'P spectrum of an infiltrating ductal carcinoma. 
Reprinted with permission from Twelves, et. al, 1994. 
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the subject numbers were low, the results of the latest studies were not encouraging that 

PMEs may be used as a non-invasive diagnostic marker in the clinic. This remains to be 

investigated at field strengths > 4 Tesla. Additionally, some of the variability in these 

studies may be cleared up by comparing spectroscopic results to those of DNA array, 

which can sub-fractionate tumors according to prognosis. 

'H-MRS and -MRSI 

In 1988, Sijens and others reported in vivo MRS of primary breast tumors in 

a series of patients. Spectra were localized to the tumor by palpation and placement of a 

surface coil over the tumor. An elevated water: fat ratio was reported, and a choline peak 

was not detected. 

'H MRS of breast tumors was revisited in 1998 and 1999 by a number of 

investigators who were inspired by numerous pre-clinical observations of CCCs 

being present and generally elevated in breast cancer cells, xenografts, and tumor biopsy 

extracts The spectral signatures of breast cancers, specifically elevated CCCs, 

were also observed in other cancers such as prostate cancers and gliomas both in pre

clinical and clinical settings Since 'H MR spectroscopy inherently has higher 

sensitivity compared to ^'P MRS, spectra with detectable CCCs can be generated from 

smaller neoplasms, on the order of 1 cm^. Histology or cytology from tumor biopsies 

after generating initial spectra would provide classification of the lesions. To minimize 

the partial volume effect, image-localization methods would be employed. Since breast 

tissue has a very low water/fat ratio and little CCCs contamination of signal from 
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cytosolic metabolites in surrounding tissue would be low, allowing for voxels that 

include the uneven margins of the entire tumor. Solvent-suppression methods would 

provide enhanced sensitivity resulting in increased signal to noise of the CCC peak. 

The 1998 and 1999 studies demonstrated that the choline containing resonance 

(3.2 ppm) could potentially be used to differentiate benign from malignant lesions. Table 

1.1 outlines the results: CCCs were not detected in non-lactating normal breast tissue (n 

= 44), whereas CCCs were detected in 15% of benign lesions (3 of 20), and in 79% of 

mahgnant tumors (n = 77). However, 35% (n = 27) of the malignant tumors had 

undergone neoadjuvant chemotherapy, which may have lowered the percentage. The 

effect of chemotherapy on the appearance of the CCC peak was not reported. By 

eliminating patients treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy, 85%) of malignant tumors (n 

= 33) demonstrated a choline containing resonance. It is notable that 71%o of normal 

lactating breast tissue (n = 7) had detectable CCCs. 

More recently, T2 values of CCCs in the breast tumors of two patients were 

estimated, and the concentration of these compounds were quantified for a third patient 

(2.0 mM)^*^. Two other recent studies have focused on determining the efficacy of using 

CCC levels to distinguish malignant from benign tumors. These two studies 

demonstrated 78% to 83% sensitivity and 86% to 87% specificity Cecil and others 

provided a comparison of MRS with MRI, demonstrating similar specificity for MRS 

and MRI with a further improvement if they are combined (Figure 1.2). Thus, MRS of 

breast lesions can augment mammography or contrast-enhanced MRI by providing 

biochemical information to increase diagnostic specificity. 
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Recently, multi-voxel magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) of 

primary breast tumors was reported The results were similar to that of single-voxel 

MRS, with 78% sensitivity and 90% specificity (n = 22) in detecting maUgnant vs. 

benign lesions. MRSI provides the added advantages of allowing the evaluation of 

multiple lesions simultaneously, gauging the extent of infiltration, and providing an 

indication of the biochemical topography of the tumor. 

Higher-field 4 Tesla 'H MRS of breast lesions has been recently reported which 

has the potential to increase the resolution and sensitivity of detection of CCCs in tumors 

(M. Garwood, personal communication). Higher fields will reduce the minimum 

detectable levels, which will change the approach from merely detecting CCCs to 

quantifying their levels. 

Prognosis and Therapeutic Response 

^'PMRS 

In a number of tumor models, cell culture and xenografts, PMEs decrease in 

response to therapy {vide infra) ^ Four clinical MRS studies of breast tumors have 

been conducted with the goal of demonstrating a PME decrease in response to therapy. 

In two surface coil-localized studies involving large tumors, all five patients showed 
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Figure 1.2, Contrast enhanced MRI and localized 'H MRS of an invasive ductal 
carcinoma. Reprinted with permission from Cecil, et. ah, 2001. 
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decreased PMEs post therapy and a tumor response One image-localized study 

involving one patient demonstrated decreased PMEs post therapy and a tumor response 

One image-localized study involving three patients with usable spectra and smaller 

tumors of a clinically relevant size demonstrated a PME increase in one case that did not 

respond, a PME decrease in one case that did respond, and an ambiguous PME response 

in a third case which did respond to therapy. Taken together, 8 of 9 tumors (89%) had a 

PME response that matched the tumor response. Two additional studies have 

investigated the prognostic value of early PME response on the post-therapy tumor 

response hi general, results of these studies concur with the previous, although the 

numbers were too low to have statistical significance. Larger scale studies are warranted, 

especially at field strengths of 3 Tesla or higher. 

^HMRS 

Two recent 'H MRS reports focused on changes in the CCC signal as an indicator 

of therapeutic response. Jagannathan and others showed a strong correlation between 

response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy and an absence or reduction of the CCC signal. 

89% of patients had reduced CCCs post-therapy, and the changes in the CCC signal were 

in 80% accordance with the clinical tumor response. Baker and others have reported 

high-field, 4 T, MRS of breast lesions. This study also focuses on measuring the CCC 

response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Of four tumors in two patients, one tumor 

showed no response by physical exam, MRI or MRS. The other three showed a decrease 

in the CCC:water ratio which occurred prior to, or coincident with, response detection by 



standard practice. Early detection of non-response to therapy is desirable because a 

patient's therapy regimen could be changed sooner to a potentially productive mode 

avoiding unnecessary side effects. These two reports should provide the impetus for 

further research in this area. 
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CLINICAL EX VIVO 

Ex vivo methods of measuring biochemical markers in tumors have made valuable 

contributions to clarifying the differences observed between malignant and benign tissues 

in vivo (Table 1.3). These methods are beginning to augment histopathology by 

T 1 

improving the timeliness and accuracy of diagnoses. Ex vivo P MRS can quantify about 

eight compounds that are > 0.3 mM in vivo. By comparison, ex vivo 'H MRS can 

identify and quantify dozens of compounds with a sensitivity of ca. 50 |_iM. Because ex 

vivo spectra have high resolution, the CCC resonance can be separated into its 

constituent parts. Both and 'H MRS ex vivo spectra reveal the utility of 

phosphocholine (PCho) in the pathodiagnosis of cancer grade. 

Diagnosis 

^^P MRS 

^^P MRS studies of breast tumor perchloric acid (PC A) extracts have 

demonstrated the potential for use of PMEs as a diagnostic indicator and have revealed 

the metabolic constituents of the PME resonance. In 1986, Degani and colleagues 

extracted tissue from 9 breast carcinomas and 5 benign lesions which were analyzed by 

^^P MRS PMEs and NTPs were observed to be of two to three times greater 

32 concentration in malignant tumors compared to benign tumors. Merchant et al. 

extracted pathology-verified breast biopsy tissues (18 malignant, 8 benign, and 12 

noninvolved breast parenchyma) and resolved and identified 
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Table 1.3, Ex vivo MRS studies of CCC in breast tumors. 

Number of Samples 
(normal + 
cancerous) 

Findings Ref. 

ex vivo MRS 
0 + 1 4  PMEs and NTP 2-3 times higher in malignant cf. benign. 31 

12 + 26 PEtn and PCho are major PMEs. 20% increase in total 
PMEs with malignancy. 

32 

0 + 4 PEtn and PCho are major PMEs. 33 

0 + 1 8  PEtn and PCho are major PMEs. 11 

0 + 31 PCho increases with malignancy. 34 

0 + 46 PCho increases with malignancy. 35 

ex vivo 'H MRS 
7 + 1 1  PCho is most pathodiagnostic resonance in the CCC peak. 28 

not reported Assignment of major and minor peaks. 29 

106 + 99 (82 
invasive, 17 in situ), 
fme-needle biopsy 

Distinguished benign lesions from invasive ductal 
carcinoma by CCC/Cr ratios with 95% sensitivity and 96% 
specificity. Benign lesions were not distinguishable from 
ductal carcinoma in situ. 

36 

1 + 19 (HRMAS) PCho and lactate increase with grade, Cho does not. 3 / 

the individual components of the PME resonance. The PME resonance was found to 

contain 14 individual peaks consisting primarily of the sugar phosphates, 

phosphoethanolamine (PEtn), and phosphocholine (PCho), with PEtn and PCho being the 

major contributors. This study reported a general, but not significant, trend towards 

increasing PCho from normal to benign to malignant tissue (Figure 1.3). Also, there was 

a significant (-20%) increase in total PMEs as a percentage of total phosphate in 

malignant tumors relative to benign and normal tissues, and there was no change in 

33 11 NTPs. Two additional reports analyzed extracts of 4 and 18 breast tumors 

respectively, and verified that PEtn and PCho were major components of the PME 
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resonance, and identified a third major constituent as being nucleotide monophosphate 

(NMP). 

Two additional PCA extract studies have implicated a potential role for PCho as a 

diagnostic indicator. A study involving extracts from 17 malignant tumors and 14 benign 

tumors reported that the PCho/PEtn ratio was significantly higher in malignant tumors 

compared to benign. A second study involving extracts of 46 human breast carcinomas 

demonstrated that the PCho content of high grade tumors is higher than that of low grade 

tumors, and that the PC and GPC content did not correlate with the S-phase fraction, an 

indicator of proliferation Thus, studies of acid-extracted breast tissues are in general 

agreement that PCho is elevated in more malignant tumors. 

Merchant and others have determined the phospholipid profiles of human breast 

tumors and have determined that phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho) levels are not useful 

in distinguishing mahgnant from benign lesions. However, PtdCho was predictive of the 

presence of estrogen receptor and of lymphatic invasion by univariate statistics 

'HMRS 

'H MRS of extracted or frozen tissues is an important adjunct to increasingly 

popular in vivo MRS. MRS of perchloric acid (PCA) extracts can resolve the 

individual components of the in vivo trimethylamine (choline containing) peak in breast 

tumors, and has identified PCho as the most diagnostic component of this group of 

resonances The major components of the in vivo choline containing peak are 
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Figure 1.3, P MR spectra ofPCA extracted malignant, hemgn,and noninvolved human 
breast tissue. Note the PCho increase with increasing tumor progression. Reprinted 
with permission from Merchant, et. al, 1988. 
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choline (3.21 ppm), phosphocholine (3.22 ppm) and glycerophosphocholine (3.23 ppm) 

with minor contributions from phosphoethanolamine (3.19 ppm), p-glucose (3.25 

ppm), taurine (3.26 ppm) and myo-inositol (3.27 ppm). A comparison of 11 breast 

28 tumors and 7 non-involved breast tissue of the same patients revealed that 

phosphocholine was significantly higher in tumors versus non-involved tissue (p < 0.01). 

The phosphocholine/valine (PCho/Val) ratio was higher in all but two tumors (82%), 

where the ratio was similar to non-involved tissue. Other significant changes in tumor 

compared to non-involved tissue were increases in lactate and succinate, and decreases in 

glucose and inositol. 

Analyses of tissue specimens without preparation {e.g. extraction) can leave tissue 

intact for later histopathological analyses. A powerful tool in this approach is the use of 

high-resolution magic angle spinning (HRJVIAS). To date, there have been two studies of 

intact breast tumor specimens hi one non-HRMAS study of fme-needle biopsy 

specimens the multiple peaks of the CCC resonance were not resolvable. However, 

benign lesions were distinguished from invasive ductal carcinoma by variation in the 

CCC/Cr ratio (3.25 ppm/3.05 ppm) with 95% sensitivity and 96% specificity (benign, n = 

106; malignant, n = 82) Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) (n = 17) were distinguished 

from invasive ductal carcinoma, but were not distinguishable from benign lesions. In an 

-57 
HRMAS study of intact breast tissue , the major metabolites of the CCC resonance 

were resolved and 19 cases of ductal carcinomas of varying grade were analyzed. 

Consistent with the other reports, PCho was found to be a minor component of spectra 

from non-involved or normal tissue and a major component of spectra from tumors 



(Figure 1.4). The choline resonance was similar in both normal and cancerous tissue. A 

significant correlation between the increase in PCho/Cho ratio with increasing 

histopathological grade suggested that the appearance of the choline containing 

resonances in tumors in vivo is driven by an increase in PCho. This study also noted an 

increase in lactate (Lac/Cho) as corresponding with an increase in tumor grade. 
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Figure 1.4, Comparison of^HMR spectra of intact human breast tumor and non-tumor 
specimens obtained with and without HRMAS. Reprinted with permission from Cheng, 
et. al, 1998. 
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ANIMAL MODELS 

o 1 
In vivo and ex vivo P MR spectroscopy of murine and human breast cancer cell 

xenografts in mice, and of rat mammary tumors have been useful in studying GPCho and 

PCho as biochemical markers for diagnosis and monitoring therapeutic response (Table 

1.4). Differences in PMEs and PDEs have differentiated estrogen-dependent from 

estrogen-independent tumors, and drug-resistant from drug-sensitive tumors in vivo. 

Tablel.4, Diagnosis of cancer in human and mouse breast cancer xenografts via P 
MRS. 

Tumor Type Protocol Findings Ref. 
Murine mammary adenocarcinoma 
xenografts. 

Surface-coil 
localized, 
4.7 T. 

PME peak present in 
spectra. 

41 

Estrogen dependent MCF-7 and ZR-
75-1 xenografts, and estrogen 
independent ZR-75/LCC-3 and MDA-
MB-231 human breast cancer 
xenografts. 

Surface-coil 
localized, 
4.7 T. 

Estrogen independence is 
associated with PME/Pi 
ratio. 

42 

Drug sensitive (mamm 17/A) and 
drug resistant (mamm 17/A/ADR) 
murine mammary carcinoma 
xenografts. 

Surface-coil 
localized, 7 
T. 

t PCho/NTP, t 
PEtn/NTP, and t 
GPC/NTP in ADR 
sensitive vs. ADR resistant 
xenografts. 

43 

MCF-7/S (drug sensitive) and MCF-
7/D40 (drug-resistant) human breast 
cancer xenografts. 

Image-
localized, 
4.7 T. 

1 PCho/NTP and 4 
PEtn/NTP in ADR 
sensitive vs. ADR resistant 
xenografts. 

44 

Estrogen sensitive rat mammary 
tumors with increasing rates of 
proliferation. 

Image-
localized, 
5.8 T. 

Proliferation is associated 
with t PCho and -l GPC. 

45 
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Both in vivo and tumor extract studies have demonstrated PME response to both radiation 

and chemotherapy in a dose and time dependent manner (Table 1.5). MRS studies of rat 

mammary tumors, mouse mammary tumor xenografts and human breast cancer cell 

xenografts have been used to analyze metabolism of CCCs (Table 1.6). In addition to 'H 

T 1 
and P MRS which yield values in the steady-state, the rates of choline uptake, PCho 

synthesis and PtdCho turnover have been examined using isotopically (^H, '^C) labeled 

choline. 

Diagnosis 

In 1983, Evanochko and others described ^'P MRS of murine mammary 

adenocarcinoma xenografts. Tumor fragments were implanted subcutaneously and 

allowed to grow. The mouse was anesthetized and a surface coil was placed over the 

tumor. Phosphorous spectra were acquired at 80.96 MHz. Although present, the PME 

resonance was not identified as such. At higher field strengths, PMEs are predictive of 

the estrogen dependent status of mouse xenograft tumors. A single in 

vivo ^'P MRS study at 4.7 T used two estrogen-dependent and two estrogen-independent 

cell lines to demonstrate that a lower PME/Pi ratio was the most important single 

42 parameter in predicting estrogen independence of tumors . 

High field in vivo ^'P MRS studies have shown differences in PMEs between 

drug-sensitive and drug-resistant tumor xenografts. ATT study of mouse mammary 

carcinoma xenografts grown sub-cutaneously in the flank observed that PCho/NTP, 

PEtn/NTP, and GPC/NTP ratios were higher (p < 0.01) in adriamycin sensitive tumors 
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Table 1.5, Therapeutic response of animal tumors via P MRS. 

Tumor Type | Therapy (Dose) Protocol | Response Ref. 
in vivo with PME response 

Murine mammary 
adenocarcinoma 
tumor xenografts. 

ADR(12mg/kg, n= 12). Anesthetized via i.p. 60 
mg/kg pentobarbitol. 
Surface coil localized. 
MRS 0, 1,3, 5 d. 

PCho/NTP (p < 
0.01) after 1 d. 

43 

Mouse mammary 
carcinoma (MCa) 
tumor cell suspension 
xenografts. 

Radiation (0, 32, 65 Gy; n = 12, 
14, 13 respectively). 

No anesthesia. Surface 
coil localized. 
MRS 0, 1,2, 4, 7d. 

Dose dependent 4 
PCho/PME' 
(p<0.0l). 

46 

MCa tumor cell 
suspension xenografts. 

Radiation (0, 4,8, 17,32, 65 Gy; 
n = 10-17 per group). 

No anesthesia. Surface 
coil localized. 
MRS 0, 1,2,4, 7, 9, 12 
d 

Dose and time 
dependent 4-
PCho/PME' (P < 
0.0001). 

47 

MCa tumor cell 
suspension xenografts. 

Cyclophosphamide (150 mg/kg; 
n = 7 untreated and 8 treated). 

No mention of 
anesthesia. 
Susceptibility matched, 
surface coil localized. 
MRS 0, 1,2, 4, 7, 10 d 

Time dependent 4 
PCho/PME' (P < 
0.01). 

48 

MCa tumor cell 
suspension xenografts. 

PAL A (100 mg/kg), MMPR 
(150 mg/kg), and 6AN (10 
mg/kg). 6AN alone (n = 8), and 
three drug cocktail (PMA), (n = 
8). 

No mention of 
anesthesia. Proton-
decoupled, 
susceptibility matched, 
surface coil localized. 
6AN alone: 0, 3, 6, 10, 
24 h. 
PMA: 0,6, 10,24h. 

6AN alone: no 
change. 
PMA: >1 PCho/PME' 
(P < 0.005). 

49 

MCa tumor cell 
suspension xenografts. 

5-FU (max tolerated, 120 mg/kg, 
n = 10 untreated and 8 treated). 

No mention of 
anesthesia. 
Susceptibility matched, 
surface coil localized. 
MRS 0, 1,2, 4, 7, 10 d. 

Time dependent i 
PCho/PME' (P < 
0.0001). 

50 

MCF-7 human breast 
cell xenografts. 

Tamoxifen (TAM), (dose not 
reported, n = 1 estrogen treated 
and n = 2 tamoxifen treated). 

No mention of 
anesthesia. Image 
localized. 
Multiple spectra over 4 
to 11 weeks following 
treatment. 

Time dependent •J' 
PEtn/(PEtn + PCho) 
(P<0.05). 

51 

MDA-MB-435 human 
breast cell xenografts. 

Nm23 gene expression, control n 
= 7, transgene n = 6. 

Anesthesia, type not 
mentioned. Surface 
coil localized. 
Single spectra per 
mouse. 

tPDE/PME(p< 
0.05), i # metastases. 

52 

MCF-7/S and MCF-
7/D40 human breast 
cell xenografts. 

Taxotere, 15, 30, 45 mg/kg. 
Control n = 3, treated n = 8. 

Isofluorane anesthesia, 
image localized. 
MRS-1,2, 6 d. 

Tumor regression and 
necrosis, t ADC. 4' 
PME 75% of tumors. 
i PCho> t PEtn. 

53 

in vivo without PME response 
Estrogen dependent 
MCF-7 human breast 
cell xenografts. 

TAM, estrogen only (n = 14, 
estrogen replaced with TAM (n 
= 9). 

Anesthetized via i.p. 60 
mg/kg pentobarbitol. 
Image localized. 
Multiple spectra over 4 
to 19 days following 
treatment. 

Tumor regression and 
necrosis. Growth of 
repair tissue. No 
mention of PME 
response. 

54 
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Table 1.5, Therapeutic response of animal tumors via ^'P MRS (Continued). 

MCF-7 human breast 
cell xenografts. 

TAM, estrogen pellet 
replaced with 5 mg TAM 
pellet, (n = 8). 

Anesthetized via i.p. 60 
mg/kg pentobarbitol. 
Image localized. 
Multiple spectra over 
30 days following 
treatment. 

Tumor regression and 
necrosis. Growth of repair 
tissue. No PME reponse 
observed. 

55 

MCF-7 human breast 
cell xenografts. 

TAM, estrogen pellet 
replaced with 5 mg TAM 
pellet, (n = 10). 

No mention of 
anesthesia. Image 
localized. 
Multiple spectra over 4 
to 19 days following 
treatment. 

Tumor regression and 
necrosis. Growth of repair 
tissue, No mention of PME 
response. 

Estrogen dependent 
MCF-7 and ZR75-l,and 
estrogen independent 
ZR75/LCC-3 and MDA-
MB-231 human breast 
cell xenografts. 

Estrogen withdrawal (n = 16 
for each group). 

No anesthesia. Surface 
coil localized, 
MRS -1, 2, 6, 14 d. 

Tumor growth inhibition 
for estrogen dependent 
cells. No mention of PME 
response, PME:Pi tends to 
decrease with estrogen 
independence. 

42 

Estrogen dependent 
ZR75-1 and estrogen 
independent ZR75/LCC-
3 human breast cell 
xenografts. 

Estrogen withdrawal and 
TAM (0.1 mg/d). Estrogen 
dependent, n = 35, and 
estrogen independent, n = 
36. 

No anesthesia. Surface 
coil localized. 
MRS-1,2, 6, 14 d. 

Tumor growth inhibition 
and no mention of PME 
response for estrogen 
dependent tumors after 
estogen withdrawal or 
TAM treatment. 

57 

Murine NU-82 
mammary tumor 
xenografts. 

Radiation, 10 or 20 Gy (n = 
23 and 25 respectively). 

Anesthetized with low 
doses of 
Valium/Hypnorm. 
Surface coil localized. 
MRS 0, 4, 8, 26, 47 h 

Tumor growth inhibition, 4' 
PDE (mainly GPC). No 
mention of PME response. 

58 

Estrogen-dependent 
NMU-induced rat 
mammary tumors and 
estrogen-independent rat 
mammary tumors (Rama 
600 and 622). 

Estrogen withdrawal by 
ovarectomy (n = 3 to 4 per 
time point). 

Anesthetized via i.p, 30 
mg/kg pentobarbitone. 
Surface coil localized. 
MRS 0,3,5,8, 15 d. 

Tumor regression. No 
mention of PME response. 

59 

Estrogen-dependent 
NMU-induced rat 
mammary tumors. 

Estrogen withdrawal by 
ovarectomy (n = 15) or 
sham (n = 5). 

Anesthetized via i.p. 30 
mg/kg pentobarbitone. 
Surface coil localized, 
MRS-1,2, 14 d. 

Tumor regression. No 
mention of PME response. 

60 

Estrogen-dependent 
NMU-induced rat 
mammary tumors. 

TAM, 0,1 mg/kg/wk (n = 
25), and control (n = 14), 

Anesthetized via i,p. 30 
mg/kg pentobarbitone. 
Surface coil localized. 
MRS 2, 7, 14,21,28 d. 

Tumor regression. No 
mention of PME response. 

61 

ex vivo 

PCA extract of MCa 
tumor xenografts, 2 to 3 
tumors per extract. 

Cyclophosphamide (150 
mg/kg). Treated and 
untreated, n = 3. 

MRS 0, 1,2, 4, 7, 10 d. >lPCho/PEtn(P<0.01);'r 
GPC (p<0.0I);tGPE(p 
<0.01). 

48 

PCA extract of MCa 
tumor xenografts. One 
tumor per extract. 

5-FU (max tolerated, 120 
mg/kg). Untreated, n = 7, 
treated n = 8. 

MRS 0, 1,2, 4, 7, 10 d. t PE(p< 0.006); i 
PCho/PEtn (P < 0.004); t 
GPC (p < 0,002); t GPE (p 
< 0,04); t GPC/GPE (p < 
0.01). 

50 
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Table 1.6, PtdCho metabolism of animal tumors via MRS. 

Tumor Type Protocol Findings Ref. 
MCF-7 human 
breast cell 
xenografts. 

Image-localized MRS of 
infused deuterated choline. 

t CCCat3.2ppm. PCho 
is the major component of 
the 3.2 ppm resonance. 

62 

MCF-7 human 
breast cell 
xenografts. 

Surface-coil locahzed in vivo '^C 
MRS of infused '^C-choline, and 
^^C MRS of extracts. 

Rate of PCho synthesis is 
determined. Cho uptake 
is rate limiting for PCho 
synthesis. CCT step of 
pathway is highly 
regulated. 

63 

Mouse 
mammary 
carcinoma 
(MCa) tumor 
cell xenografts. 

Susceptibility matched, surface-
coil locahzed, proton decoupled, 
^'P MRS of washout of 
phosphonium metabolites after 
shifting from phosphonium choline 
fortified to choline fortified diet. 

PtdCho turnover was 
estimated by PtdCho 
washout and [PCho + 
GPC] washout. 

64 

compared to adriamycin resistant xenografts At 4.7 T, the GiUies group observed that 

xenografts of drug sensitive human MCF-7 cells have lower PCho/NTP and PEtn/NTP 

ratios (p < 0.002) compared to drug resistant (MCF-7/D40) cell xenografts (Figure 

1.5). The discrepancy between these two studies may be due to individual differences 

between the cell lines, but is most likely a consequence of heterotopic vs. orthotopic 

growth, which can significantly affect the tumor microenvironment. 

Increased growth rate in estrogen-sensitive rat mammary tumors was correlated 

with increased levels of PCho (p < 0.01), and decreased levels of GPC (p < 0.01) and 

GPE (p < 0.05) Tumors were grown in male and female rats in three groups with 

increasing rates of tumor growth: females without estrogen, males with estrogen, and 
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Figure 1.5, Fully relaxed, image-localized ^'P MR spectrum of a MCF-7/D40 xenograft 
with deconvolution line-fit overlay. 
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females with estrogen supplementation. Proliferation rates were determined by 

fluoresence-activated cell sorting (FACS). ^'P MRS of tumor extracts determined the 

relative metabolite concentrations. 

Therapeutic Response 

The first pre-clinical study of therapy response used adriamycin (ADR)-sensitive 

and -resistant murine mammary adenocarcinoma xenografts Measurements were 

taken before drug was administered, and at multiple time points after drug (n > 10 by 

treatment group). The PME resonance was partially resolved into two peaks, which were 

quantifiable by peak intensity ratios. The upfield peak was identified as being PCho and 

the downfield peak as being PEtn. PCho/NTP was shown to significantly decrease one-

day post-therapy in the ADR-sensitive tumors, but not in the ADR-resistant tumors (p < 

0.01). 

Around the same time, Koutcher and colleagues at MSKCC were developing a 

slightly different system, involving mammary carcinoma cells grown on foot pads. These 

tumors were spatially separable from the rest of the body, and, upon immersion in a water 

bath, provided excellent susceptibility matching and much narrower linewidths This 

system showed similar responses to radiation or chemotherapy. After radiation, the PCho 

peak decreased relative to the downfield composite PME peak (PME') as indicated by a 

significant dose- and time-dependent decrease in the PCho/PME' ratio (p < 0.0001) . 

A similar significant decrease in PCho/PME' was observed as a response to a number of 

chemotherapies: cyclophosphamide (p < 0.01 at 48 h) the three-drug (PMA) cocktail, 
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N-(phosphonacetyl)-L-aspartate (PALA), 6-methylmercaptopurine riboside (MMPR) and 

6-aminonicotanamide (6AN) (p < 0.005, 24 h) and 5-fluorouracil (5FU) (p < 0.0001 at 

48 h) The PCho/PME' ratios remained significantly decreased between days 2 and 7 

after CTx, which was similar to the duration of the radiation response. The maximum 

difference was seen at day 2 for CTx as opposed to day 7 for radiation. Immersion of the 

tumor inside the coil in a 37°C water bath to minimize magnetic susceptibility effects 

was added to the protocol, providing enhanced resolution of the constituents of the PME 

resonance In addition to susceptibility matching, proton decoupling was also found 

to improve resolution 

PCA extracts in the above mentioned reports showed that the upfield component 

consisted solely of PCho, while the downfield component consisted primarily of PEtn 

with minor contributions from inosine- and adenosine-phosphate (IMP and AMP), 

NADP, and other minor phosphomonoesters A later study identified UMP and 

glycerol 2-phosphate (G2P) as being present A study of HL-60 cell extracts has 

identified glycerol 3-phosphate (G3P), glycerol 6-phosphate (G6P), and fructose-1,6-

bisphosphate (F16BP) as also being present 

Generally, the reduction in the PCho/PME' ratio after therapy was attributed to an 

increase in the downfield PME' resonance. In one case, high-resolution spectra of tumor 

extracts showed a significant increase in PEtn (p < 0.006) But there was also an 

observed general trend towards a decrease in PCho in response to treatment. Perhaps it is 

a combination of an increase in PEtn and a decrease in PCho which in combination 

consistently provides the significant observation of a decrease in the PCho/PME' ratio. 
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Tumor extract data also revealed the components of the PDE peak to be solely GPE and 

GPC. Two papers reported the significant increase of GPE and GPC in response to 

therapy Lipid extracts have demonstrated no change in PtdCho levels at doses of 

radiation or cyclophosphamide shown to change its cytosolic precursors . 

In vivo ^'P MRS of human breast cancer xenografts have also demonstrated 

changes in PMEs. Changes were seen in MCF-7 tumors after taxane (docetaxel) therapy 

and antiestrogen therapy (tamoxifen) A decrease in PMEs were detected in 75% of 

treated tumors (n = 8) following taxotere (docetaxel) therapy, and the PCho decrease was 

generally greater than the PEtn decrease. The PME response was correlated with an 

increase in the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and an increase in histology 

confirmed necrosis In response to tamoxifen (TAM) therapy, a significant reduction 

in the PEtny(PEtn + PCho) ratio was reported (p = 0.05) The change was attributed to 

a relative decrease in the PEtn peak intensity following treatment, which is opposite from 

the aforementioned results of the Koutcher group. The discrepancy could be due to 

differences between the murine and human cancers, or possibly due to the very low 

numbers of MCF-7 tumors analyzed (n = 2, treated and n = 1 untreated). Changes in the 

PDE/PME ratio (p < 0.05) were seen in MDA-MB-435 tumors in a "gene-therapy" 

experiment, wherein cells were transfected with the metastasis suppressing Nm23 gene 

before implanting in mice Companion tumor and cell extract experiments showed a 

marked increase in GPC in transfected tumors and cells when compared with controls. 

This change correlated with a decrease in the incidence of metastatic nodules in the 

transgenic tumors when compared with controls. 
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31 In contrast, there have been a number of in vivo P MRS studies of induced- or 

xenografted-tumors in animals, wherein a PME response was either not mentioned or not 

observed in the context of therapy leading to tumor regression. There have been five 

studies of human breast cancer cells (MCF-7, MDA-MB-231, ZR75-1, and ZR75/LCC-3) 

xenografted into mice and treated with tamoxifen or estrogen withdrawal, in which a 

PME change was either not observed or mentioned following a tumor response to 

treatment , in an early study of murine mammary carcinoma xenografts in mice, no 

changes in PMEs were reported following radiation therapy, which generated a tumor 

response Instead, a decrease in the phosphodiester (PDE), primarily 

glycerophosphocholine (GPC), resonance was noted. No PME change was reported in 

N-methyl-N-nitrosourea (NMU) induced rat mammary tumors following tumor 

regression due to ovariectomy induced estrogen withdrawal or tamoxifen treatment 

All but one of these studies involved either estrogen withdrawal or estrogen 

withdrawal in combination with tamoxifen therapy. Only one estrogen 

withdrawal/tamoxifen therapy study has demonstrated a change in PMEs in mouse 

xenografts That study used very low tumor numbers (n = 2 treated, and n = 1 

untreated), and reported a decrease in the PEtn/PME ratio, based on a decrease in PEtn. 

This is counter to other in vivo results suggesting an increase in PEtn and decrease in 

PCho. It is possible that PMEs are not sensitive to tumor growth inhibition by estrogen 

withdrawal or tumor regression by tamoxifen therapy. Or, that the timing of the 

spectroscopy following treatment was not appropriate to detect PME changes. 
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The only other study not reporting a PME response in the context of tumor 

CO 

regression used radiation as the mode of treatment . The Koutcher group has 

demonstrated that detection of changes in PMEs are dependent on dose and time after 

radiation therapy . This study used considerably lower doses of radiation (10 and 20 

Gy vs. 32 and 65 Gy) and only extended the study to 7 days, while the higher dose 

studies saw maximum changes in PMEs at 4 days. It is possible that if the study were 

extended beyond 7 days at the lower doses a change in PMEs would be observed. 

Metabolism 

Animal models have also proven to be useful in investigating the metabolism of 

CCCs. Human breast and mouse mammary tumor metabolism of choline and 

phosphatidylcholine have been examined in mouse xenografts using kinetic tracer studies 

with ^H", '^C-, and ^^P labeled choline analogs Choline metabolism can be 

monitored in xenografts via infusion of [l,2-'^C]-choline These are routinely 

performed under hyper-cholemic conditions, as two hours of infusion can lead to steady 

state choline concentrations 18 times greater than the pre-infusion levels. In contrast, it 

took 4-5 hours for the tumor CCC concentrations to reach steady state. A gradual 

1 o 1 -> 

increase in intensity of the [1,2- C]-Cho and [1,2- C]-PCho peaks in the spectra 

occurred over the duration of the infusion. This enabled a calculation of the rate of PCho 

synthesis (0.12 ± 0.04 mM/h, n = 6). After stopping the infusion, the [l,2-'^C]-Cho 

quickly washed out of the tumor, implying that it was mainly extracellular, whereas the 

[l,2-'^C]-PCho remained elevated. Because of this, it was speculated that the uptake of 
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choline could be a rate-limiting step in choline metabolism. Companion experiments 

involving extracts of the tumors provided additional information. Labeled PtdCho and 

GPC were not detected, indicating a high level of regulation at the CTP:phosphocholine 

cytidylyltransferase (CCT) step of the PtdCho biosynthetic pathway. Low levels of [1,2-

^^C]-betaine were also detected. 

For phosphorous tracer studies, choline metabolism has been investigated using a 

phosphonium analog of choline The phosphonium-choline (ChoP) containing 

metabolites PChoP and GPChoP could not be resolved in the phosphonium region of the 

spectra, yet PtdChoP and betaineP were resolvable. At steady state, PtdChoP reached 

-20% of total tumor PtdCho, implying that other endogenous sources of Cho were 

available in these murine mammary cancer xenografts. After switching back to dietary 

Cho, the washout rates of PtdCho and [PCho + GPC] were found to be similar. The rate 

of phospholipid turnover was likely underestimated due to the potential recycling of 

ChoP via the PtdCho biosynthetic pathway. 
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CELL CULTURE 

MRS analyses of perfused cultures, suspensions, and extracts of cultured cells 

have been useful in the study of the major CCCs as metabolic markers for diagnosis and 

monitoring of therapeutic response. Differences in concentration of phospholipid 

precursors have been identified in cells of varying metastatic potential or degree of tumor 

progression (Table 1.7). Specific metabolites that respond to therapy by changing in 

concentration have been identified (Table 1.8). Kinetics of enzymatic steps in the 

phosphatidylcholine biosynthetic pathway has been determined (Table 1.9). Variations in 

regulation of these steps due to therapy and differences between cell types have been 

documented. 'H and MRS has been used to monitor differences between cell types 

and changes due to treatment. and '^C MRS has been used to monitor incorporation 

of labeled metabolites into intermediate substrates in the pathway. In combination with 

benchtop analyses, these studies are beginning to reveal the mechanisms behind the 

observed changes in concentration of PCho and other biochemical markers. 

Diagnosis 

Choline containing metabolites were resolved in five of the early ^'P MRS studies 

of perfused breast cancer cells. The PME peak was resolved into two peaks, PEtn and 

PCho, and the PDE peak was resolved into GPE and GPC. A group led by Degani 

studied T47D clone 11 breast cancer cells, in one case embedding cells on agarose 
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Table 1.7, Diagnosis of cancer in human breast cell cultures via MRS. 

Cell Culture Type/Protocol Findings Ref. 

"PMRS 

MCF-7, wt and Adr"^, human, perfused and extracts. i PCho, PEtn, GPC and GPE in resistant 
vs. sensitive clones. 

69 

T47D, human, perfused and extracts. PEtn, PCho, GPE and GPC peaks were 
resolved. 

68 

MDA-MB-231, human, perfused. PEtn, PCho, GPE and GPC peaks were 
resolved. 

70 

MDA-MB-231, human, perfused. PEtn, PCho, GPE and GPC peaks were 
resolved. 

71 

MCF-7, wt and Adr"^, human, perfused. No difference in PMEs or PDEs between 
resistant vs. sensitive clones. 

72 

T47D clone 11, human, perfused spheroids. PEtn, PCho, GPE and GPC peaks were 
resolved. 

73 

MCF-7, wt and Adr"^, human, extracts. i PCho, PEtn, GPC and GPE in resistant 
vs. sensitive strain. 

74 

MCF-7 parental and 4 MCF-7/Ad/ strains with 
increasing levels of resistance. One a revertant. 2 
MCF-7/MDR1 transfectants with one vector only 
control. Human, cell suspensions. 

i PDEs correlated with degree of 
resistance. Highly resistant cells had i 
PMEs. 

MCF-7, MCF-7/MIII, MCF-7/LCC2, MCF-7/LY2, 
MDA-MB-231, and MDA-MB-435. Human, varying in 
estrogen dependence, antiestrogen sensitivity, and 
metastatic potential. Perfused. 

t PDEs, PCho/GPC and PCho/PEtn in 
estrogen independent ER positive cells, 
t PCho levels with antiestrogen 
resistance. 

76 

76N, 21NT, 21PT, and 21 MT-2 cell lines ranging from 
normal breast epithelial to tumorigenic to metastatic. 
Human, perfused and extracts. 

t PCho and i GPC/PCho with tumor 
progression. 

77 

Human mammary epithelial cells (HMEC) and human 
breast cancer cells (MCF-7 and T47D), perfused and 
extracts. 

t PCho, PEtn, GPC and GPE in cancer 
vs. normal cells. 

78 

MCF-7, MCF-7/MIII, MCF-7/LCC2, MDA-MB-231, 
and MDA-MB-435. Human, varying in estrogen 
dependence, antiestrogen sensitivity, and metastatic 
potential. Perfused and extracts. 

t PDE levels in ER^ vs. ER" cell lines, 
i PDE with increasing metastatic 
potential, t PMEs in MDA-MB-435 
cells with highest metastatic potential. 

70 

'hmrs 

MCF-7, wt and Adr', human, extracts. No difference in CCCs with resistance. 74 

MCF-12A, MCF-7, MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-435 and 
HMEC strains 184 and 48 with finite life span, 184A1 
and 184B5 nontumorigenic, and l84B5-erbB2 
transfected with erbB2 oncogene. Human, extracts. 

t PCho/GPC correlates with 
immortalization and malignant 
transformation, t PCho, GPC, and 
CCCs with degree of metastatic 
potential. 

80 

MCF-7, MCF-7/MIII, MCF-7/LCC2, MDA-MB-231, 
and MDA-MB-435. Human, varying in estrogen 
dependence, antiestrogen sensitivity, and metastatic 
potential. Perfused. Used DWMRS to isolate the 
intracellular metabolites. 

Differences in Cho/Lac between MCF-7, 
MDA-MB-231, and MDA-MB-435 
cells, and MCF-7/MIII and MCF-
7/LCC2 cells. 

81 
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Table 1.8, Response to therapy in human breast cell cultures via MRS. 

Cell Culture Type | Findings 1 Ref. 
"P MRS 

MCF-7, wt and Adr^ human, perfused. No PME or PDE change following glucose depletion or 
treatment with azide (1 h). 

72 

T47D-clone 11, human, perfused. t PMEs (mainly PCho) in tamoxifen vs. estrogen treated 
cells (30 min). 

82 

T47D-clone 11, human, perfused. t PCho after shifting from tamoxifen to estrogen (2-20 h). 
No change following pretreatment with actinomycin D or 
cycloheximide (time of pretreatment not provided). 

83 

MCF-7 (4.EGFR) and MDA-MB-468 (tEGFR), 
human, perfused. 

No PME or PDE change in EOF (24 h) or 2-DG (30 min). 84 

MCF-7 wt and Adr"^, human, perfused. t PCho and i GPC in 2-DG (24 h). 85 

T47D-clone 11, human, perfused. t PCho in adriamycin and tamoxifen, no change in 
daunomycin, actinomycin-D, cytosine arabinofuranoside, 
and cw-platin (6 h). 4 PCho after adriamycin (10-20 h). 

86 

MCF-7 wt and Adr', human, perfused and 
suspensions. 

4 PDEs (PMEs slightly) in gossypol but not rhodamine 123 
(24 h). 

87 

MCF-7, human, perfused. No PME or PDE change in tamoxifen or estrogen. Data 
acquisition timing not reported. 

55 

MCF-7, MCF-7/MIII, MCF-7/LCC2, MCF-
7/LY2, MDA-MB-231, and MDA-MB-435. 
Human, varying in estrogen dependence, 
antiestrogen sensitivity, and metastatic potential. 
Perfused. 

No PME or PDE change with or without estrogen (15-20 h). 
t all metabolites (30-40%) in the estrogen independent but 
responsive cell line (MCF-7/MII1) following tamoxifen (15-
20 h). 

76 

MCF-7, MCF-7/Min, MCF-7/LCC2, MDA-
MB-231, and MDA-MB-435. Human, varying 
in estrogen dependence, antiestrogen sensitivity, 
and metastatic potential. Perfused and extracts. 

t GPC in MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-435 cells 
following antimicrotubule drugs, t GPC and i PtdCho in 
high dose of adriamycin. 48 h final acquisition. 

79 

MCF-7, human, extracts. •I PCho in low dose of antimicrotubule drug (p < 0.04) (48 
h). -l PCho followed cell-cycle arrest (24 h) and correlated 
with cell death by mitotic catastrophe. 

88 

'hmrs 

DU4475, malignant breast cells, human, cell 
suspensions. 

i PCho/Lys and t GPC/Lys in TPP (48 h). 89 

HBL-100, transformed breast cells, human, cell 
suspensions. 

4- PCho/Lys at low doses and t PCho/Lys at high doses of 
TPP. t GPC/Lys and Cho/Lys regardless of dose (48 h). 

•30 

MCF-7, MCF-7/MI1I, MCF-7/LCC2, MDA-
MB-231, and MDA-MB-435. Human, varying 
in estrogen dependence, antiestrogen sensitivity, 
and metastatic potential. Perfused. Used 
DWMRS to isolate intracellular metabolites. 

t lactate in lonidamine (LND) (50-60 min) or simulated 
ischemia (10-70 min). 

81 

HBL-100 (transformed) and DU4475 
(tumorigenic), human, cell suspensions. 

i PCho/Lys and t Cho/Lys in CLPS A treated cell lines, i 
PCho/Lys in CLPS B treated HBL-100 cells, i GPC/Lys in 
CLPS B treated DU4475 cells. Only HBL-100 cells were 
treated with 5-FU and MTX: T Cho/l^ys in 5-FU and J-
GPC/Lys in MTX. All changes at 48 h. 

91 
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Table 1.9, Studies ofPtdCho metabolism in breast cell culture via MRS. 

Cell Culture Type | Findings I Ref. 
"PMRS 

MDA-MB-231, human, perfused. Etn inhibits CK, and Cho and Etn inhibit GPC phosphodiesterase. 
Perfusion with Etn or HC-3 i PCho. 

70 

T47D clone 1 ], human, spheroids, 
perfused. 

t PEtn and no change in PCho, GPC or GPE with spheroid age. 73 

MDA-MB-231, human, perfused. CCT is rate limiting for PtdCho synthesis. CCT rate varies with 
substrate concentration. 

92 

T47D clone 11, human, spheroids, 
perfused and extracted. 

t PEtn, i PCho, and no change in PtdEtn/PtdCho with spheroid size. 
Indicating highly regulated membrane composition. 

93 

EAT mammary carcinoma, mouse, 
perfused. 

i PCho and t GPC with slow acidosis of media. Indicating t PtdCho 
turnover. 

94 

^'P and'MRS 

T47D clone 11, human, spheroids, 
perfused. 

CK rate was determined in small spheroids with homogenious 
populations of proliferative cells. CCT rate constant was determined. 
PCho/PEtn and PtdCho/PtdEtn were similar, t Etn in media doesn't 
change Cho uptake, indicating independent pathways. 

95 

T47D clone 11 human, spheroids, 
perfused. 

4 PCho in large vs. small spheroids. Possibly due to X proliferation and 
t necrosis in the spheroid center, i CCT rate in non-proliferating 
fraction, but CCT rate constant was not changed. Cho incorporation 
was not altered by addition of Etn, indicating independent pathways. 

96 

C6 and 9L glioma, human, perfused. Predominantly, PCho is the result of exogenous Cho uptake and 
phosphorylation. [Cho] in the media affects intracellular [PCho]. i 
PCho in non-proliferative cells. 

97 

HMEC mammary epithelial, and 
T47D and MCF-7 breast cancer, 
human, extracts. 

t Cho transport in MCF-7 cells vs. HMECs (Vmax = 20 + 4 vs. 8.8 ± 

3.4). MCF-7: T PCho by rapid CK activity, some PCho converted to 
betaine (60% found in media). HMEC: t Cho, with some 
phosphorylated and no detectable betaine. No labeled GPC detected in 
either strain. Similar amounts of PCho converted to PtdCho (39 ± 2% 
MCF-7, 33 ± 5% HMEC). Indicating similar CCT regulation. 

98 

"P, '-'C and -H MRS 

MCF-7, human, perfused. Max Cho transport rate determined (Tn,ax =13.5+2.6 nmol/h/mg 
protein), ~10x higher than normal rat mammary cells (Tmax = 1 -24 
nmol/h/mg protein), which have low PCho/Cho (0.002-0.1). HMECs 
have similarly low PCho/Cho. CK rate was > lOOx higher than 
transport, PCho/Cho > 100. In normal cells, CK is rate limiting for 
PCho synthesis. Cancer cells have t transport and CK activity, with 
transport rate limiting. 

99 

MCF-7, human, perfused and 
extracts. 

Cho is rapidly transported and phosphorylated. t PCho but not PtdCho. 
More PCho labeled than PtdCho. Indicating t CK in cancer cells with 
CCT regulation maintained, resulting in t PCho. 

62 

MCF-7, human, perfused. i Cho transport (52 ± 6%) immediately following TNF and t CCT 
activity (149 + 10%) 15 h after TNF. Consequently 4 PCho. TNF 
induces Go+Gi/S arrest and cell death. 

100 

'H MRS 

MCF-12A and -7, MDA-MB-
23 land -435, HMEC 184 and 48 
finite life span, 184A1 and 184B5 
nontumorigenic, and \MB5-erbB2 
with erbBl oncogene. Human, 
extracts. 

CCCs did not correlate with population doubling time (proliferation). 80 
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filaments and perfusing them with media inside the NMR tube in another case 

I'K 
spheroids of cells were perfused in the NMR tube . A second group headed by Cohen 

embedded MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 breast cancer cells in gel threads and perfused them 

in the NMR tube 

Multidrug Resistance 

A series of reports by Cohen and colleagues focused on distinguishing the 

metabohc profile of cells with multi-drug resistance phenotype from that of their parental 

strain. In these studies, MR spectra were obtained from both cell extracts and 

perfused cultures of MCF-7 human breast cancer cells, and a multidrug resistant strain of 

MCF-7 (MCF-7/Adr), which were selected for resistance by chronic growth in media 

containing dilute levels of drug Significantly lower levels of PCho (p = 0.025), 

PEtn (p = 0.0002), GPC (p = 0.0033) and GPE (not detectable in Adr) were reported for 

the drug-resistant cells, compared to the drug sensitive parental cells. 'H MRS was used 

to show that both resistant and parental strains had similar levels of Cho (p = 0.192). In 

another early study by the same group, differences in PMEs or PDEs between drug 

72 resistant and drug sensitive MCF-7 cells were not mentioned . But it is not clear that 

the data was analyzed with that comparison in mind. Later, this group analyzed four Adr 

strains of MCF-7 cells with varying degrees of resistance and a fifth strain transfected 

with the multidrug resistance gene MDR-1 Increased degree of resistance correlated 

with decreased levels of PDEs, and highly resistant cells demonstrated decreased PMEs. 

This result is in agreement with the in vivo mouse mammary carcinoma xenograft data 
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discussed above, but is in disagreement with the MCF-7/D40 xenograft data, which show 

increased PMEs correlating with drug resistance While MCF-7/Adr cells and MCF-

7/D40 cells were selected from the same parental strain and both overexpress p-

glycoprotein, they have likely diverged through numerous passages. Hence, differences 

in the cells likely account for this discrepancy and thus changes cannot be ascribed to 

drug-resistance per se. 

MR spectra are also able to distinguish cells based on their differentiation 

status, as defined by degree of estrogen dependence and responsiveness, antiestrogen 

resistance, and presence or absence of estrogen receptor (ER). These phenotypes are 

often associated with degree of metastatic potential. For example, two of the metastatic 

cell lines analyzed (MDA-mb-231 and MDA-mb-435) were ER negative, estrogen 

3 1 independent, estrogen unresponsive, and antiestrogen resistant. P MR spectra from 

extracts or perfused samples of six human breast cancer cell lines with varying estrogen 

phenotypes demonstrated that, in ER positive cells, PDEs, PCho/GPC, and PCho/PEtn 

increased with estrogen independence and that PDE levels decreased with the ER 

negative phenotype 

Metastatic Potential 

^'P MR spectra have been used to characterize variations of cj^tosolic choline 

metabolites in cell lines with increasing metastatic potential, including a non-tumor 

forming MCF-7 variant, a tumorigenic MCF-7 parental strain, a metastatic MCF-7 

variant, and two metastatic cell lines (MDA-mb-231 and MDA-mb-435). In perfused 
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cells, no differences in metabolites could be exclusively related to metastasis yet 

analyses of extracts at higher resolution determined that PDEs decreased with increasing 

metastatic potential and that PMEs were elevated in MDA-mb-435 cells which have the 

highest metastatic potential of the group Three additional studies of multiple cell lines 

ranging from normal breast epithelial to tumorigenic and metastatic, found that PCho 

• 11 78 80 increases with degree of metastatic potential ' ' . Two of these studies involved 

-51 1 

perfused cells and extracts analyzed by P MRS, and one involved H MRS of cell 

extracts, where the principal components of the 3.2 ppm choline resonance (PCho, Cho, 

and GPC) were resolved. Other observations included PCho/GPC increasing with tumor 

11 sn Rn 
progression ' , GPC increasing in tumor cells ' , and total choline increasmg with 

degree of metastatic potential In one case, the ethanolamine compounds PEtn and 

GPE were found to increase in cancer cells . 

In a recent study, diffusion weighted MRS (DWMRS) was used to isolate the 

intracellular fraction in perfused cells, minimizing the effect of the media on the spectra 

Large differences were noted between the CCC/lactate ratios of MCF-7, MDA-mb-

231, and MDA-mb-435 cells compared with MCF-7/LCC2 and MCF-7/MIII cells, 

indicating a trend towards distinguishing these cells by the profile of their 'H MR spectra. 

In general, PCho is found to be elevated in breast cancer cells when compared 

with normal breast cells, and the degree of elevation correlates with the degree of tumor 

progression or metastatic potential. 
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Therapeutic Response 

The majority of work measuring the response of phosphorous metaboHtes to 

chemotherapy in human breast cancer cell culture has been done in the context of 

measuring changes in energy metabolism or has focused on changes that occur relatively 

rapidly following treatment. As a consequence, most measurements have been made 

between 1 and 24 h of initiation of therapy. Changes in phospholipid metabolites such as 

PCho may be more tightly linked to the cell cycle, with a measurable response following 

drug induced cell-cycle arrest. The timing of cell-cycle arrest in a non-synchronous cell 

culture is dependent on the doubling-time for the individual strain in the specific culture 

conditions. Thus, it is reahstic to consider that complete arrest may not occur until 24 h 

after initiation of therapy and that the PCho response may not be significantly measurable 

until some time after 24 h In some studies, PCho was observed to increase following 

treatment and most of these studies involved measurements obtained between 0.5 and 6 h 

89 OT QC 
following addition of drug ' ' ' . Additionally, some studies have reported no 

significant change in PCho following treatment, with measurements anywhere between 

0.5 and 24 h after treatment 55.72,76,84,86,87 shown to increase with 

proUferation in perfused cells Thus, increases in PCho at times following therapy of 

less than 24 h could reflect a continuation of growth leading up to cell-cycle arrest. 

Indeed, one case of perfused cells showed a steady increase of PCho for 5 h prior to 

adriamycin therapy. PCho continued to increase 6 to 10 h following introduction of a 

high-dose of drug (IC50), which was followed by a decrease over the next 20 h It is 

not clear at what time following therapy the decrease would have been measured as 
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statistically significant relative to the concentration at the initiation of therapy. Of 

course, differences in PCho response could also be due to differences in the mechanisms 

of action of different drugs. 

Using MRS, Cohen and co-workers have extensively monitored changes in 

phosphorous metabolites in response to treatment with drugs that target energy 

metabohsm. Changes were monitored in MDA-mb-468 cells, and MCF-7 parental and 

drug resistant strains. One of these studies found that PCho increased and GPC 

85 decreased during a 24 h perfusion with the glycolytic inhibitor 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) . 

Another study involving glucose depletion or treatment with the oxidative 

phosphorylation inhibitor azide observed no changes in PMEs or PDEs in response to 1 h 

of treatment. Since the protocols that demonstrated no change in PCho after glucose 

depletion, or perfusion with azide or 2-DG were of short duration (1-2 h), and the one 

that demonstrated an increase in PCho was followed for only 24 h, it is impossible to 

know what changes might occur at later time points. This is also true for response to 

EGF, which was monitored for only 24 h. 

Five ^'P MRS studies involving the metabolic response of treatment with estrogen 

or with the antiestrogenic drug tamoxifen have been reported. Two studies by Degani et 

82 al. have generated potentially conflicting results. In one study , cells treated with 

tamoxifen 30 minutes before and during a 2 h acquisition had 30% higher levels of PCho 

than cells treated with estrogen. A second study from the same year reported an 18% 

increase in PCho after shifting from tamoxifen to estrogen within the first two hours and 

continuing for at least 20 hours. These two observations seem discrepant but are not 



necessarily mutually exclusive. There could be an initial PCho response to estrogen 

rescue followed by a return to equilibrium values mentioned in the initial study. In the 

second study, cells were also pretreated with actinomycin D or cyclohexamide, inhibitors 

of mRNA or protein synthesis. No changes in metabolites specific to PMEs or PDEs 

were reported. Results from a third study support the observations from the first, i.e. that 

PCho significantly increased (p = 0.05) after 6 h of treatment with tamoxifen Later, the 

same group using perfused MCF-7 cells observed no change in metabolites in response to 

treatment with tamoxifen versus normal conditions, or following estrogen withdrawal 

The timing of spectroscopy relative to treatment was not reported. Another study by the 

Cohen group used a number of cell lines with varying estrogen dependence, estrogen 

response, antiestrogen response, and presence of estrogen receptor, and found no change 

in metabolites with or without estrogen. However, one estrogen independent but 

responsive cell line (MCF-7/MIII) responded to tamoxifen by increasing all metabolites 

30 to 40%. Spectra were acquired 15 to 20 h following initiation of treatment. 

Using the same cell lines, the response to ischemia or the antineoplastic drug 

1 81 lonidamine (LND) was monitored using diffusion weighted H MRS (DWMRS) . 

DWMRS allows for selection of the intracellular fraction in perfused cells. Following 

LND treatment, the lactate peak was shown to increase proportionally to the sensitivity of 

the cell line to the drug. Lactate was also shown to increase following simulated 

ischemia, accomphshed by stopping perfusion. If lactate increases in response to therapy 

and CCC decreases, then the CCC/lactate ratio may be a good determinant for an in vivo 
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Again using the same cell lines, changes in phosphorous metabolites were 

monitored in response to an array of antimicrotubule drugs (paclitaxel, vincristine, 

colchicine and nocodazole) and two non-antimicrotubule drugs (methotrexate and 

adriamycin) In MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-435 cells, GPC increased in response to 

48 h treatment with antimicrotubule drugs. High doses of adriamycin caused an increase 

in GPC and decrease in PtdCho. I have previously reported a PCho decrease (p < 0.04) 

in MCF-7 cells in response to low doses of the antimicrotubule drug taxotere (docetaxel), 

48 h post treatment (Figure 1,6). The PCho decrease followed cell-cycle arrest (24 h 

maximum) and was associated with necrotic cell death by mitotic catastrophe. 

Degani's group has monitored the response of phosphorous metabolites in T47D 

clone 11 cells to a number of chemotherapeutic agents No changes in PCho were 

detected after 6 h of perfusion with daunomycin, actinomycin-D, cytosine 

arabinofuranoside, and cis-platin. As mentioned above, treatment with adriamycin was 

followed over a longer time course (35 h). Following perfusion with a high-dose (IC50), 

PCho continued to increase for 6 to 10 h before decreasing over the next 20 hours. 

Cohen and colleagues monitored the response of MCF-7 cells to gossypol and rhodamine 

123, and found that PDEs and to a lesser extent PMEs decreased following 24 h of 

perfusion with gossypol No PME or PDE response to rhodamine 123 was observed at 

24 h. It is possible that at later time-points, changes in PMEs would be more evident. 

Delikatny and colleagues have reported three 'H MRS studies monitoring the 

generation of MR visible lipids following treatment with cationic lipophilic phosphonium 

salts (CLPS). By 2D COSY spectroscopy, changes in PCho, GPC and Cho were also 
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measured. For 48 hours, suspensions of DU4475 human mahgnant breast cells were 

treated with a range of doses of tetraphenylphosphonium chloride (TPP). PCho/Lys 

89 decreased and GPC/Lys increased in a dose dependent manner . Using the same 

protocol, HBL-100 transformed human breast cells demonstrated a decrease in PCho/Lys 

at low doses and an increase at high doses while GPC/Lys and Cho/Lys increased 

steadily with increasing dose In a subsequent study, both DU4475 and HBL-100 cell 

lines were examined following treatment with 5-fluorouracil (5-FU), methyltrexate 

(MTX), and two different CLPSs: p-(triphenylphosphoniummethyl) benzaldehyde 
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Figure 1.6, PCho region of 3 IP spectra of dual-phase MCF-7 cell extracts, before and 
o 

48 h after treatment with 10' M Taxotere (docetaxel). Note the decrease in PCho. 
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chloride (CLPS A), and [4-(hydrazinocarboxy)-l-butyl] tris-(4-dimethylaminophenyl) 

phosphonium chloride (CLPS B) For both cell lines, PCho/Lys decreased and 

Cho/Lys increased in response to CLPS A. HBL-100 cells responded to CLPS B by 

decreasing PCho/Lys. DU4475 cells responded by decreasing GPC/Lys. Only HBL-100 

cells were treated with 5-FU and MTX, responding to 5-FU by increasing Cho/Lys and to 

MTX by decreasing GPC/Lys. 

In vivo results are not always recapitulated in vitro as levels of choline in the 

perfusion media can influence intracellular PCho levels Changes in PCho detected 

in tumors may be partially due to changes in perfusion due to the treatment. As discussed 

in the previous section, xenograft experiments have shown that the PCho response is dose 

and time dependent. In some cases, PCho changes have been detected in perfused 

systems. In other cases, no changes are reported. This could be partly due to the timing 

of spectroscopy relative to the dose of therapy. However, it is possible that different 

drugs could affect PCho levels differently. 

Metabolism 

Cytosolic intermediates of the phosphatidylcholine biosynthetic pathway vary in 

concentration between different breast cancer cell lines and these differences correlate 

with the metastatic potential and therapeutic status of the cell {vide supra). Because of 

this, there is interest in determining differences in regulation of these pathways. Several 

studies have analyzed the kinetics of each step in the pathway by monitoring the 

intermediates via MRS and either switching to media fortified with high concentrations 
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of choline (wash in) until steady state is reached and returning the cells to normal 

• • 13 2 concentrations (wash out), or, more successfully, by fortifymg the media with C or H 

labeled choline and monitoring the incorporation and wash-out of label. This type of 

experimentation has allowed for determining the rates of individual steps in the pathway. 

Specifically, uptake of Cho into the cell by choline transporter (CT), phosphorylation of 

Cho by choline kinase (CK) generating PCho, conversion of PCho to CDP-Cho by 

CTP;phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase (CCT), combination of diacylglycerol and 

CDP-Cho to form PtdCho by CDP-choline:l,2,diacylglycerol choline 

phosphotransferase, and the breakdown of PtdCho into GPC by GPC phosphodiesterase. 

The rate of irreversible conversion of PCho to betaine has also been determined. 

Differences in these rates have been observed in cell lines varying in stage of 

tumorigenesis and metastasis, and in response to chemotherapy. This approach has 

identified changes in regulation of the pathway, which leads to the observed differences 

in concentration of these intermediates. 

Cohen and his colleagues demonstrated early on that ethanolamine (Etn) and 

hemicolonium-3 (HC-3) inhibit CK, and that PCho decreases when breast cancer cells are 

perfused with either Etn or HC-3. They also observed that perfusion with increased Etn 

o r  C h o ,  l e a d s  t o  p r o p o r t i o n a l l y  e l e v a t e d  P E t n  o r  P C h o  l e v e l s  r e s p e c t i v e l y A  

continuous culture perfusion system (bioreactor) has been developed by the Gillies group 

to investigate cultured cells under steady-state conditions (Figure 1.7). One study 

using ^'P MRS followed changes in choline metabolites due to a perturbation of the 

environment surrounding the cells. Slow acidosis generated a significant decrease in 
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PCho and increase in GPC in mouse mammary carcinoma (EAT) cells, indicating an 

increase in PtdCho turnover Although non-breast cells were used, another study using 

'^C and ^'P MRS is relevant to this discussion. MR spectroscopy of bioreactor cultures 

and spectroscopy of rat tumor xenografts in vivo demonstrated that endogenous choline 

synthesis did not occur in perfused glioma cells, that PCho generation predominantly 

occurred by uptake of exogenous choline and subsequent phosphorylation. Furthermore, 

increasing medium Cho concentrations in step-wise fashion gave rise to step-wise and 

satiable increases in PCho levels, further suggesting that choline transport can be limiting 

to PCho levels. Finally, in numerous cell lines, a link has been established between the 

proliferative state and PCho levels, wherein non-proliferating cells had the lowest PCho 

levels 

Degani's group has explored the kinetics of the early steps of the 

phosphatidylcholine biosynthetic pathway. Most recently, a comparison of the kinetics 

of the choline metabolizing pathway was made by analyzing extracts of primary cultures 

of human mammary epithelial cells (HMECs), T47D clone 11 and MCF-7 breast cancer 

cells Choline transport rates into cells were determined to be faster in MCF-7 cells 

than in HMECs (Vmax = 20 ± 4 and 8.8 + 3.4 nmol/mg protein/h respectively). In MCF-

7 cells, the intracellular Cho was quickly phosphorylated. A fraction of the resultant 

PCho was metabolized into betaine, of which 60% was found in the extracellular 

medium. The larger proportion of PCho remained elevated in the cell. In contrast, the 

intracellular Cho of HMECs remained mostly in its free form, with only a fraction 

converted to PCho and no detectable betaine. This suggests that CK activity is elevated 
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in the neoplastic cells. Similar levels of labeled PtdCho were detected in cancer cells vs. 

HMECs (39 ± 2% and 33 ± 5% respectively). This indicates similar regulation between 

normal and cancer cells at the steps converting PCho to PtdCho. These observations are 
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Figure 1.7, Single-shot 3 IP MR spectrum ofbioreactor perfused EAT cells in a 9.4 Tesla 
magnet. Note the prominent PME peak. 
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consistent with earlier work using perfused MCF-7 cells, wherein the maximum rate of 

Cho transport was determined to be one order of magnitude higher than in normal rat 

mammary cells, and that Cho phosphorylation by CK was at least two orders of 

magnitude higher than transport 

Later steps in the pathway have been investigated in a series of studies using 

perfused T47D clone 11 breast cancer cell spheroids, or extracts thereof In small 

spheroids with homogeneous populations of proliferative cells the rate of CK was 

determined to be 1.1 fmol/cell/h. The rate constant for CCT was determined to be 0.06 ± 

0.01 h'^ and the initial rate to be 1.1 fmol/cell/h. These results describe a system in 

steady state where the amount of Cho being converted to PCho is equivalent to the 

amount of PCho being converted to PtdCho. Labeled breakdown products of PtdCho in 

the form of GPC were detected more than 40 h after beginning perfusion. Cohen's group 

determined the CCT rate constant for MDA-MB-231 cells to be 0.11 h-1. Although 

this rate constant is almost twice as high as observed in the T47D cells, it is consistent 

with the cell growth rate, since the doubling time of MDA-mb-231 cells is nearly half 

that of T47D cells. This group also determined that the rate of CCT varied with substrate 

concentration and that this step was rate limiting for synthesis of PtdCho. Ethanolamine 

inhibits CK activity in MDA-mb-231 cells but this is apparently not the case in T47D 

cells Both Cho and Etn inhibited GPC phosphodiesterase ™. 

Variations in phospholipid metabolism due to spheroid size have been considered. 

Spheroids share similarities with tumors in that as they grow, the distance media must 

diffuse to reach cells in the center increases to the point where cells trapped in the center 
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stop proliferating and eventually become necrotic. PEtn was shown to increase with 

-7-5 Q-J 
spheroid age and size, and PCho decreased with size ' ' . PCho/PEtn decreased with 

an increase in size, which correlates with a decrease in proliferation and increase in 

necrotic cell death, as determined by histology. However, the PtdCho/PtdEtn ratio did 

not change implying that membrane composition is highly regulated. The rate of CCT 

decreased in accordance with the decrease in PCho, but the rate constant remained the 

same. The decrease in PCho in large spheroids is possibly caused by a combination of 

decreased availability of substrate, decreased proliferation and increased cell death in the 

center. 

As mentioned previously, the Gillies group has shown that PCho levels are 

correlated with the proliferative state of perfused cells This is in agreement with the 

same observation in rat mammary tumors However, Aboagye and others observed 

that increased choline metabolites do not correlate with increased proliferation, as 

OA 

measured by population doubling time . Therefore it is unclear whether elevated PCho 

correlates with increased proliferation in breast cancer cells, or if other factors are 

involved. 

A single study has explored the changes in regulation of the pathway that result in 

decreased PCho following therapy Following treatment with tumor necrosis factor 

(TNF), which induces Go+Gi/S arrest and cell death, choline transport was reduced 52 ± 

6% in perfused MCF-7 cells. After 15 h, the activity of CCT was increased 149 ± 10%. 

Therefore, in the context of TNF therapy, a decrease in choline transport followed by an 

increase in conversion of PCho to PtdCho leads to the observed decrease in PCho. 
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PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE SYNTHESIS AND BREAKDOWN 

Phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho) is the major phospholipid component of eukaryotic 

102 • membranes . There are three pathways for generating PtdCho m mammalian cells: 

condensation of CDP-choline with phosphatidic acid via the Kennedy pathway; 

1 
methylation of PtdEtn; and reacylation of lyso-PtdCho . The Kennedy pathway is the 

major route of PtdCho synthesis in most organs. Methylation of PtdEtn is restricted to 

the hver and neurons. Synthesis of PtdCho is required during cell proliferation and 

generation of vesicles for trafficking. To maintain membrane integrity, the balance 

between PtdCho anabolism and catabolism is highly regulated in order to attain 

homeostasis of phospholipid ratios. Hence, it is not surprising that products of PtdCho 

degradation are also known activators of PtdCho synthesis. It is interesting that a number 

of intracellular messengers that signal mitogenesis and therefore membrane accumulation 

are products of phospholipid breakdown. Other major cellular processes are mediated by 

PtdCho catabolites, including cell differentiation, immune response, vesicle trafficking, 

multi-drug resistance and programmed cell death. 

Cho, PCho and DG are both biosynthetic intermediates and degradation products 

of PtdCho. DG activates the cytidylyltransferase (CCT) step of the Kennedy pathway, 

and DG and PCho function as intracellular messengers. In breast cells, the PCho 

substrate for the Kennedy pathway is provided by active transport and phosphorylation of 

choline into the cell from the pool of choline present in blood plasma, or by turnover of 

PtdCho. PCho is also produced in the extracellular matrix by phospholipase activity 
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but exchange between intra- and extra-cellular pools of PCho at physiological 

concentrations is extremely low. Both intra- and extra-cellular PCho are involved in 

signaling mitogenesis via discrete pathways. 

PCho pools are elevated in breast cancers, the degree of elevation correlates with 

metastatic potential, and PCho has been shown to decrease following therapy. Therefore 

the regulation of the processes that lead to changes in PCho levels are of interest. The 

majority of data suggest that PCho levels are elevated in breast cancer due to an increase 

in choline kinase (CK) activity, coupled with the maintenance of regulatory control at the 

CDP:phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase (CCT) step, with PCho generated by 

phospholipase activity playing a minor role. This is supported by evidence that PCho's 

roles in mitogenesis and in carcinogenesis are dependent on CK activity However, 

as cancers come in many forms with many possible combinations of defects and gene 

expression patterns it is possible that PCho generated by PtdCho turnover could have a 

greater role in some forms of breast cancer compared to others. Although increased 

phospholipase activity has been associated with carcinogenesis, there are other 

messengers produced during PtdCho breakdown (e.g. DG) that are just as likely 

candidates. In the context of therapy response, there is some evidence that the decrease 

in PCho is mediated by a decrease in choline transport, coupled with an increase in CCT 

activity. Regulation of the individual enzymatic components of the PtdCho synthesis and 

degradation pathways, the control they exert on major cellular processes and their 

contributions toward carcinogenesis are reviewed in the following sub-sections. 
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Kennedy Pathway 

The Kennedy (CDP-choUne) pathway is the sole route of de novo PtdCho 

synthesis in human cells other than the hver (Figure 1.8). Following active transport 

of choline (Cho) into the cell, or generation of Cho by phospholipase degradation of 

PtdCho, phosphorylation of Cho by choline kinase (CK) is the first step in the pathway to 

PtdCho biosynthesis. This is followed by the combination of CTP with PCho to form 

CDP-choline via CTP:phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase (CCT). This activation of 

PCho is often considered rate-limiting, although this concept is currently being 

challenged (vide infra). In the final step, CDP-choline: 1,2-diacylglycerol 

cholinephosphotransferase (CPT) combines CDP-choline with diacylglycerol (DG) 

forming PtdCho and CMP. 

Choline Transporter 

Choline transport into mammalian cells is generated by a specific, high-affinity, 

3 • carrier-mediated and energy-dependent mechanism . This active transport mechanism is 

subject to competitive inhibition. The rate of uptake is dependent on the apparent Kt and 

the extracellular concentration of Cho, which is dependent on plasma levels. In breast 

cancer cell lines, transport is rate limiting for PCho generation. However, in normal 

breast epithelial cells, the CK step is rate limiting for PCho synthesis The CCT step is 

generally considered to be rate limiting for PtdCho synthesis. However, when plasma 

levels of choline or perfusion of cells are very low, transport could be rate limiting for 
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Figure 1.8, Phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho) metabolic pathway. The choline transporter 
(CT), mediates the uptake of extracellular choline (Choe) across the plasma membrane 
(PM). The Kennedy pathway enzymes: choline kinase (CK), converting intracellular 
choline (Choi) into phosphocholine (PCho); CTP.phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase 
(CCT), converting PCho and CTP into CDP-Cho; and CDP-choline: 1,2-diacylglycerol 
cholinephosphotransferase (CPT), converting CDP-Cho and diacylglycerol (dAG) into 
PtdCho and CMP. PtdCho degradation is mediated by phospholipases A, C and D: PL-
A2 converts PtdCho into lyso-PtdCho and free fatty acid (FFA); PL-Al converts Lyso-
PtdCho into GPC and FFA; PL-C converts PtdCho into PCho and dAG; and PL-D 
converts PtdCho into Cho andphosphatidate (PA). 
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PtdCho synthesis. Chohne transport has been shown to significantly decrease in response 

to TNF therapy of human breast cancer cells suggesting that reductions of PCho in 

response to TNF therapy of human breast cancer cells suggesting that reductions of 

PCho in response to therapy may be at least partly due to a reduction in intracellular 

choline substrate for CK. 

The choline transporter of breast cells has not been identified. However, in recent 

years a few choline transporters have been characterized in eukaryotic model systems, 

identified in mammalian and human genomes by sequence analysis, and cloned and 

characterized from mammalian and human tissues. One likely candidate is CDw92, a 

member of the choline transporter-like family originally identified in yeast CDw92 is 

widely expressed in human leukocytes and endothelial cells. Preliminary evidence 

supports its role as a choline transporter but further functional characterization is needed 

Two additional human homologs of CDw92 were identified by sequence analysis, 

but have yet to be characterized A known high-affinity choline transporter (CHTl) 

has been cloned and characterized in rat, mouse, and human CHTl was identified 

by sequence comparison with the c. elegans choline transporter gene cho-1. CHTl 

expression is thought to be restricted to cholinergic neurons. It has recently been 

observed that choline uptake kinetics of the choroid plexus (CP) is similar to that of the 

renal basolateral organic cation uptake system, suggesting that the transporter in the CP 

responsible for regulating choline levels in CSF could be of the organic cation transporter 

family. A member of this family 0CT2, is a likely candidate. 0CT2 mRNA has been 

found in rat CP, inhibitable choline transport has been demonstrated for 0CT2, and 
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0CT2 has been found in the apical membrane of rat CP cells ' Four additional OCT 

family members have been identified in humans. The identification of these human 

choline transporters and their family members may lead to the identification of the 

transporter responsible for choline uptake in breast cells. 

Tamoxifen (TAM), which is commonly used in hormonal therapy of breast 

cancer, is a P-glycoprotein (P-gp) antagonist. P-gp is known to cause multidrug 

resistance (MDR) phenotype. In MCF-7/MDR cells but not parental MCF-7 cells, TAM 

was shown to inhibit Cho uptake, PCho formation and PtdCho formation The exact 

mechanism of this inhibition is not known. 

Choline Kinase 

Choline Kinase (CK) catalyzes the first step of the Kennedy pathway by 

phosphorylating intracellular choline to produce phosphocholine. Two human isoforms 

have been identified, the first (CHK) by complementation with the yeast cki mutation 

and the second (CHKL) by sequence identity with CHK. A general review of CK was 

recently published and the possibility that CK generated PCho acts as a second 

messenger by signaling mitogenesis via the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) 

pathway has been discussed 

Increased levels of choline kinase, choline kinase activity, and PCho significantly 

117 correlate with increasing tumor grade in human breast carcinomas . Increased CK 

activity and PCho correlates with increased metastatic potential in human breast cancer 

cell lines Elevated CK, CK activity, and PCho have also been shown in human colon 
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and adenoma tumors and in carcinogen-induced rat colon cancer Elevated CK 

mRNA was shown to accompany the elevated gene product in carcinogen-induced rat 

colon cancer ' These results imply that elevated CK activity and elevated PCho in 

cancer is caused by an increase in gene expression. 

In mouse fibroblast cell lines, growth factors, oncogenes and carcinogens have 

been shown to elevate CK activity and PCho levels without increasing PtdCho synthesis 

Expression of human choline kinase in mouse fibroblasts resulted in an increased 

120 proliferative response to insulin and insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) 

Transformation with Ras and other oncogenes (Raf, Src, Mos) has been shown to elevate 

CK activity and PCho levels in mouse fibroblasts hicreased CK activity due to 

Ras transformation was shown to be specifically regulated by the Ral-GDS and PI3K 

direct effectors of Ras, and that Ras activation of CK is independent of PLD activation by 

Ras A PI3K inhibitor significantly inhibits carcinogen induced CK activity 

These observations have led to the development of a new class of cancer therapeutic 

drug, CK inhibitors with antiproliferative activity 122,124,127,128 

CTP:Phosphocholine Cytidylyltransferase 

PtdCho levels are highly regulated in the cell. CTPiPCho cytidylyltransferase 

(CCT) catalyzes the second step in the CDP-choline pathway, and is the primary point of 

regulation for the synthesis of PtdCho. CCT converts PCho and CTP into CDP-choline. 

Due to the tight-regulation of this enzyme, this step is rate limiting for the formation of 

PtdCho. CCT is regulated by lipid binding, by translocation on and off membranes, by 
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phosphorylation state, and at the level of gene expression. CCT has been recently 

reviewed in broad scope and more recently the regulation of CCT has been reviewed 

1 ^0 1^1 
' . Hence, these data will only be summarized here. 

132 • • There are three human isoforms of CCT: a, (31 and (32 with (31 and (32 bemg 

splice variants There is evidence for both the presence of CCT in the cytoplasm and 

the localization of CCT to the nucleus. A nuclear locahzation sequence has been 

identified in CCTa, but not in the sequence of CCT(31 or P2. CCTa is found both in the 

nucleus and in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). CCTp is found solely in the ER. All 

three have similar catalytic and membrane-binding domains, and a and p2 have similar 

phosphorylation domains. CCT functions as a homodimer. 

The regulation of CCT has largely been studied in the context of the a-form. 

CCTa is activated by translocation to the membrane by unknown mechanisms. A 

decrease in the Km for CTP is associated with lipid activation, with no change in the Km 

for PCho. CCTa contains two lipid-binding domains one that interacts with both 

neutral and anionic lipids causing activation, and another that interacts solely with 

anionic lipids. 

CCTa has a number of phosphorylation sites whose roles in regulating CCT 

activity are not entirely clear. It is known that the soluble form of CCT is predominantly 

phosphorylated and the membrane bound form is predominantly dephosphorylated. The 

phosphorylation state plays no role in lipid or membrane binding, or in activation. 

Hormone-induced down regulation has been reported, correlating with proteolysis of 

dephosphoenzyme CCTa translocates from the nucleus to the ER and is activated in 
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concert with the cell cycle, with the highest activity and lowest phosphorylation during 

Gl phase, and the lowest activity and highest phosphorylation during M and Go phases. 

CCTa is transported back to the nucleus a few hours after activation in Gl. Activation in 

other contexts does not appear to involve this change in location. 

CCT gene expression is a known source of regulation. Both increases and 

decreases in mRNA levels have been detected during cell proliferation and development, 

and in response to stimuli. Increases in mRNA levels can be caused both by increased 

mRNA stability and by increased transcription Spl, Sp2, Sp3 and Apl nuclear 

factors are involved in transcriptional activation, and an enhancer element (Eb) binding 

nuclear factor, transcriptional enhancer factor-4 (TEF-4) is involved in modulation of 

135 137 138 transcription in mammalian cells ' ' . 

Two CCT binding proteins have been identified, both proteins are known to have 

a role in vesicular transport This has stimulated speculation that synthesis of PtdCho 

and transport may be coupled in order to assure sufficient levels of phospholipid for 

vesicle formation 

In conjunction with increased CK activity, significantly decreased CCT activity 

has been observed following Ras transformation which would be consistent with a 

role for CCT in the elevation of PCho in malignant cells. In addition, CCT activity 

increased following treatment of MCF-7 breast cancer cells with TNF which is 

consistent with a role for CCT in depletion of PCho following therapy. 
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CDP-Choline: 1,2-Diacylglycerol Cholinephosphotransferase 

The third and final enzymatic step in the Kennedy pathway involves the 

cholinephosphotransferase (CPT) mediated transfer of the phosphocholine head group 

from CDP-choline to diacylglycerol (DG), forming PtdCho and CMP. Eukaryotic CPT 

1 • • 

was recently reviewed . Except for the liver, the intracellular localization of CPT 

determines the site of de novo PtdCho synthesis. Due to the integral membrane structure 

of the enz3ane, methods for isolating enzyme activity to specific internal structures have 

provided variable results. However, it appears that the bulk of CPT activity is localized 

to the ER, with some activity detected in the Golgi, mitochondrial and nuclear 

membranes. 

Even though PtdCho generation is primarily regulated and rate-limiting at the 

CCT step, regulation has also been observed at the phosphotransferase step in response to 

DG limitation, starvation or treatment with famosine CPT activity is reversible in 

vitro, but it is not certain if this happens in vivo. Cations such as Mg^^, Mn^^ and Co^^ 

are required for activation by enabling CDP-choline binding, whereas Ca^^ was shown to 

inhibit activation in a competitive manner. Phospholipids are required for activation. 

One product of the reaction, PtdCho, can act as an activator. In contrast the other product 

of the reaction, CMP, acts as an inhibitor. 

More recently two human cholinephosphotransferase genes were cloned and 

characterized by comparison with the yeast sequence, hCEPTl and hCPTl hCEPTl 

has dual specificity, catalyzing the formation of both PtdCho and PtdEtn from CDP-

choline or CDP-ethanolamine, while hCPTl is specific for the formation of PtdCho. 
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hCEPTl mRNA was uniformly expressed in all tissues tested, while gene expression of 

hCPTl appeared to be tissue specific, with dramatically variable mRNA levels between 

different tissues. SEC 14 is a yeast mutation deficient in secretion. When expressed in 

yeast, hCPTl complimented SEC14-dependent vesicle trafficking, and hCEPTI 

expression did not, even though both genes provided sufficient PtdCho synthesis for 

SEC14-independent growth. 

With regard to a role in tumorigenesis, CPT has been shown to have significantly 

increased activity following Ras transformation . Also, in response to a variety of 

therapies, CPT was shown to have decreased activity in human leukemia cells resulting in 

decreased synthesis of PtdCho, increased levels of CDP-choline, and the induction of 

apoptosis Build-up of CDP-choline is unusual because CCT generation of the 

intermediate is usually tightly coupled with CPT activity. 

Phosphatidylcholine Catabolism 

Hydrolysis of PtdCho is mediated by phospholipases with specificity for the PCho 

head group. There are three classes of PtdCho specific phospholipases, PLA2, PLC and 

PLD. The phospholipases have the dual roles of balancing the level of phospholipid 

degradation with that of synthesis, and the generation of intracellular messengers that 

regulate major cellular processes. These phospholipases are activated in a number of 

complex ways: by growth factor mediated phosphorylation, anionic release, interactions 

with low molecular weight GTP binding proteins, or by feedback and crosstalk from 

second messengers and signaling cascades initiated by another type of phospholipase. 
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LysoPtdCho, phosphatidate, diacylglycerol, lysophosphatidate, platelet-activating factor, 

102 and arachidonic acid are intracellular messengers generated by PtdCho degradation 

Since Cho, PCho, and GPC are products of phospholipase degradation, it is possible that 

elevated levels of these PtdCho metabolites in breast cancer are contributed by increased 

phospholipase activity. See figure 1.8 for a diagram of PtdCho degradation by 

phospholipases. 

Phospholipase A2 

Members of the phospholipase A2 (PLA2) enzyme superfamily are organized into 

11 groups (I-XI) based on their activity, sequence homology, sub-cellular localization, 

tissue distribution and function All must be able to hydrolyze fatty acids from the 

center (sn-2) ester bond of phospholipids, generating lysophospholipids and free fatty 

acids Absolute substrate specificity for known human PLA2 enzymes have not been 

estabhshed, although preferences for head groups and lipid moieties have been 

demonstrated. In one case, the structure of the PtdCho binding pocket has been 

characterized The multiple isoforms of PLA2 have been implicated in a number of 

major cellular processes and pathologies including lipid digestion and homeostasis, lipid 

messenger generation, cell proliferation and differentiation, exocytosis, antibacterial 

defense, inflammatory diseases and cancer 

PLA2 degradation of PtdCho generates lysophosphatidylcholine (Lyso-PtdCho), 

which is further degraded by lisophospholipase activity into arachidonic acid and the 

phosphodiester glycerophosphocholine (GPC). Elevated GPC levels have been reported 
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in breast cancer, indicating increased pliospholipid turnover. Lyso-PtdCho and 

arachidonic acid have been imphcated in the signaling of cellular responses such as 

proliferation and differentiation by the maintenance of PKC activity 

Forms of PLA2 that require Ca^"*" for activity and forms that are calcium-

independent have been identified. Cytosolic calcium-dependent PLA2 is translocated to 

the perinuclear and ER membranes in response to Ca^^ release Lipid remodeling and 

regulation of PtdCho homeostasis by coupling CCT mediated synthesis with calcium-

independent PLA2 activity has been proposed 

Both intracellular secreted^'^'^"''^'' human PtdCho-specific PLA2 have 

been identified. Human group V secreted PLA2 has been shown to activate cytosolic 

PLA2 by phosphorylation via the MAP kinase pathway, suggesting some cross talk 

153 between secreted and cytosolic signaling pathways . Both secreted and cytosolic PLA2 

has been implicated in mediating inflammatory response via stimulus-initiated 

arachidonic acid (AA) release and subsequent proinflammatory prostaglandin (PG) 

production by cyclooxygenase (COX) enzymes 

Various PLA2 enzymes have been implicated in signaling cell death by both 

oncosis and apoptosis. The mechanisms by which PLA2 mediates cell death are not 

universal, the isoforms and signaling pathways involved are dependent on the tissue and 

stimulus causing death 
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Phospholipase C 

Phosphatidylcholine specific phospholipase C (PC-PLC) catalyzes the hydrolysis 

of PtdCho into PCho and diacylglycerol (DG). Molecular characterization of 

mammalian and human PC-PLC has been elusive. Human PC-PLC has been isolated in 

only one case and the primary structure is not known Antibodies raised against 

bacterial PC-PLC interact with human PC-PLC implying that bacterial and human 

enzyme may be structurally related Human PC-PLC in natural killer (NK) cells was 

localized in the cytoplasm at the mictrotubule organizing center and was translocated to 

the cell surface following IL-2 stimulation Also in NK cells, PC-PLC rich particles 

co-localized with perforin-containing granules clustered at the intercellular contact region 

of effector-target cell conjugates, suggesting a role for this enzyme in regulated granule 

exocytosis and NK-mediated cytotoxicity. 

PC-PLC degradation of PtdCho in the nucleus has been implicated in regulation 

of the cell cycle PC-PLC is involved in platelet-derived growth factor signaling of 

mitogenesis tumor necrosis factor signaling of apoptosis and proliferation via the 

MAPK pathway thromboxane A2 receptor mediated activation of the MAPK pathway 

via PKC and lipopolysaccharide-stimulated macrophage activation via PKC and the 

MAPK pathway. Both PC-PLC and PLD activity is implicated in parathyroid hormone 

induced PtdCho hydrolysis 

Expression of bacterial PC-PLC has led to transformation of mammalian cells, 

and antisense RNA of the G protein a-subunit led to increased PC-PLC activity and 
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transformed phenotype suggesting that resulting levels of DG or PCho are involved in 

carcinogenesis 

Phospholipase D 

In mammalian cells, phospholipase D (PLD) primarily catalyzes the hydrolysis of 

PtdCho, producing choline and phosphatidic acid (PA) PLD generated choline could 

be used by CK as a substrate for the generation of PCho. It has been proposed that 

increased PLD activity could add to the elevation of PCho in cancer cells . The 

generation of PA is thought to be more biologically important PA is a potent 

intracellular messenger, regulating the activity of numerous enzymes such as protein 

kinases, protein tyrosine phosphatase, PLC, phosphoinositide 4-kinase, sphingosine 

kinase and small molecular weight GTPase activating proteins PA has been shown to 

promote calcium release from intracellular compartments, activate oxidative burst in 

neutrophils through NADPH oxidase, and to regulate membrane budding and fusion 

events involved in trafficking between intracellular compartments Furthermore it is 

rapidly metabohzed into additional second messengers DG, lysophosphatidic acid (LPA), 

or arachidonates The structure, function, regulation and signaling of PLDs have been 

recently reviewed _ 

Two human PLD genes have been cloned and characterized, PLDl and PLD2, 

with PLDl expressed as two sphce variants, a and b. PLDl and PLD2 are differentially 

expressed by tissue type. PLDl is regulated by small molecular weight GTPases (ARFl, 

Rho and RalA), PKCa and PIP2. However, PKCa activation of PLDl is kinase 
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independent, possibly by direct interaction. In some cells PLD2 appears to be 

constitutively expressed, however in other contexts modest activation has been observed 

by GTPases, PKCa, PIP2, and oleates or unsaturated fatty acids. PLD2 has been shown 

to directly interact with PKCa. Unique sites in the structure of PLDl have been 

identified that are responsible for GTPase activation and PKCa activation. Having 

multiple regulators allows for receptor and tissue specific activation. 

PLD is a receptor-mediated signaling enzyme, which controls many biological 

processes in the cell. PLD activation has been observed by growth factor/tyro sine kinase 

receptors (insulin, PDGF, EOF), G-protein coupled receptors (chemokine, chemotactic 

peptides), non-receptor tyrosine kinase recruitment by immunoreceptor tyrosine-based 

activation motifs (Fc receptors, T cell and B cell antigen receptors), and direct 

phosphorylation by a tyrosine kinase. 

Activation of PLD has been associated with a number of cellular processes, such 

as membrane trafficking, actin cytoskeletal reorganization, mitogenesis, differentiation, 

apoptosis, neuronal and cardiac stimulation, exocytosis, phagocytosis, the respiratory 

burst in neutrophils, and inflammation. PLD signaling is implicated in the progression of 

human diseases such as diabetes and cancer. 

There is evidence that PLDl and PLD2 are also regulated at the level of gene 

expression by growth and differentiation factors. In human myeloid cclls, differentiation 

is associated with an increase in PLDl and PLD2 Increased PLD activity was 

measured in response to butyrate-induced differentiation of human colon cells 
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In mammalian cells, PLDl was localized to the plasma membrane, endoplasmic 

reticulum, Golgi, endosomes, lysosomes, secretory vesicles and nuclear membrane 

166,168,172 Localization to the Golgi is consistent with other observations imphcating PLD 

in vesicle trafficking, such as the requirement for hydrolysis of PtdCho by PLD for 

vesicle budding in mammals Nuclear PLD activity is implicated in signaling 

apoptosis. The pro-apoptotic drug camptothecin stimulates a nuclear PLD in human 

promyelocytic leukemia cells, causing an increase in nuclear DO, PKC induction, and the 

resulting phosphorylation of lamin B, which proceeds the apoptosis associated 

fragmentation of DNA Localization to the plasma membrane and the internal 

compartments is consistent with a membrane trafficking function of PLD 

PLD activity may play a role in stimulating tumorigenesis, metastasis and 

multidrug resistance. PLD activity was found to be elevated in 89% of breast tumors 

compared with adjacent histologically normal tissue PLDl is overexpressed in 

human breast cancer tissues compared to normal breast tissue. In 82% of breast cancer 

tissues tested (n = 17), increased levels of PLD mRNA, protein and activity were detected 

PLD activity is also elevated in human gastric carcinoma, compared with normal 

tissue and gene expression is elevated in colon cancer '''. PLD2 expression is 

elevated in renal cancer The drug hexadecylphosphorylcholine appears to exhibit 

antitumor activity by inhibiting PLD activity TNFa induced PLD activity was found 

to stimulate the activation of the nuclear transcription factor NF-KB, but not TNFa 

induced prohferation via the MAPK pathway The role of PLD induced NF-KB is not 

known, but NF-KB has been imphcated as having a role in tumorigenesis. PLD signaling 
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is linked to the regulation of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). MMPs degrade 

components of the extracellular matrix during wound healing, inflammation, 

developmental tissue remodeling, and are implicated in metastasis. MMPs colocalize 

with the cell-surface glycoprotein CD44 which has been associated with wound healing, 

tumor formation and metastasis An increase in PLD2 activity has been implicated in 

multidrug resistance 

A role for PLD in signaling cell proliferation has been controversial. A link 

between PA and LPA signaling of mitogenesis via the MAP kinase pathway has been 

reported However, elevated PLD activity in some cases has not induced a 

prohferative response it is possible that the PA and LPA originate from some 

other source, or that PLD signaling of mitogenesis is tissue specific. 
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SUMMARY 

Diagnosis 

Although ^'P MRS of tumors in the clinic has been shown to distinguish 

malignant and benign breast lesions from normal tissue by the PME profile, malignant 

tumors have yet to be distinguished from benign. However, phosphorous spectroscopy of 

the brain has recently been successful in distinguishing changes in concentration of 

181 184 choline metabolites due to supplementation, disease, and during development ' . 

These developments are encouraging that with improved technique and higher field 

31 31 strengths in vivo P MRS may yet be useful in the clinic. In contrast, ex vivo P MRS 

studies of tumor extracts have been successful in distinguishing malignant from benign 

tumors, and have identified PCho as the PME component that increases with tumor 

grade. At high field strength, ^'P MRS studies of tumor xenografts, perfused cells and 

cell extracts have shown that estrogen dependence and drug-resistance are distinguishable 

by PME, PCho and PDE levels. Phosphorous MR studies of perfused breast cancer cells 

and cell extracts have also shown that PCho increases with degree of metastatic potential. 

In vivo proton MR spectroscopy has been shown to distinguish malignant from 

benign tumors, and has potential to augment image-based modes of detection by 

increasing the specificity of diagnosis, 'H MRSI was shown to potentially further 

increase specificity, analyze multiple lesions at once, and to provide information about 

the biochemical topography of the tumor. Ex vivo 'H MRS of tumor extracts and whole 

tumor specimens has identified the individual components of the CCC peak and has 
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identified PCho as being the most diagnostic component of this group of resonances. 

Increased lactate, PCho, GPC, and total choline compounds have been correlated with 

tumor grade. 

Prognosis and Therapeutic Response 

There has been moderate success in the early prediction of therapeutic response 

by detecting decreases in PMEs via ^^P MRS. By combining the results of studies 

evaluating tumors of clinically relevant size, 67% of spectra were predictive of post-

therapy response. Considering the low numbers of subjects in these studies, and 

improvements in MR sequences and field strength, further studies are warranted. A 

number of ^^P MRS studies of mouse xenografts have demonstrated a dose and time 

dependent PME response to radiation and various chemotherapies. 

Recent 'H MRS studies have demonstrated a strong correlation between response 

to neoadjuvant chemotherapy and reduction in the CCC signal. This response was shown 

at times to precede other modes of detection. These results are promising that early non

invasive prognosis and detection of response via MRS will be clinically useful. A recent 

diffusion weighted 'H MRS study showed that the lactate peak increased following 

81 treatment proportionally to the sensitivity of the cell line to the drug . 

MRS studies monitoring PME or PCho response to therapy in perfused cells and 

extracts have yielded mixed results. Both increases and decreases in PCho following 

therapy have been reported. However, the vast majority of the time courses were under 

24 hours long. We have recently reported that PCho responds to taxane therapy by 
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decreasing, and that the decrease follows cell-cycle arrest Arrest is determined by the 

doubling time of the culture, which can be in the order of 24 h, indicating that detecting a 

PCho decrease may require later time points. Regardless, in vivo results have not 

consistently been recapitulated in vivo. This may be due to the timing of the 

spectroscopy relative to treatment, or it could be due to changes that occur at the level of 

the tumor, i.e., perfusion. 

Metabolism 

Animal tumor models, perfused cells and extracts have been useful in studying 

choline metabolism by MRS in vivo. In human breast cancer xenografts, the rate of PCho 

synthesis was determined. The results were suggestive of choline uptake being rate-

limiting for PCho synthesis, and that the CCT step for formation of PtdCho is highly 

regulated. PCho levels in perfused cells are dependent on the choline levels supplied by 

the media A study by the Gillies group involving xenografts and perfused cells 

determined that choline substrate for the Kennedy pathway is primarily supplied by the 

uptake of exogenous choline Incorporation of labeled choline into various 

intermediates of the PtdCho biosynthetic pathway, as well as turnover products of 

PtdCho and betaine, has been monitored via time course. 

The kinetics of the steps of the Kennedy pathway in breast cancer cells compared 

with normal cells has been explored via MRS. Choline uptake and phosphorylation were 

found to be elevated in cancer cells relative to normal cells, with the CCT step being 

similarly regulated between the two cell types. Choline uptake was found to be rate 
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limiting for the formation of PCho in cancer cells, while CK activity was rate limiting in 

normal cells. Analysis of the later steps in the pathway determined the rate constant for 

CCT, and that the CCT step is rate limiting for PtdCho synthesis. Furthermore, the 

103 membrane composition is highly regulated in cancer cells 

MRS of animal mammary tumors correlated increased proliferation with 

increased PCho and decreased GPC. The proliferative state of perfused glioma cells has 

been correlated with PCho, but in a recent study involving breast cancer cells, there was 

no correlation. Therefore it is ambiguous as to whether elevated PCho corresponds with 

increased proliferation in breast cancer. 

Studies of perfused breast cancer cells and spheroids have shown that the 

microenvironment surrounding the cells can affect PCho levels. Slow acidosis of the 

perfusion media caused a significant decrease in PCho and an increase in GPC 

Spheroid studies have demonstrated that PCho decreases with spheroid size, and that 

spheroid size correlates with decreased proliferation, increased necrosis in the center, and 

probably decreased perfusion of media and substrate to the cells in the center. 

Components of the PtdCho biosynthetic and degradation pathways in breast 

cancer has been examined, finding that de novo synthesis is accomplished by active 

transport of exogenous choline into the cell, where it becomes substrate for the Kennedy 

pathway. Elevation of PCho due to changes in the regulation of the Kennedy pathway 

has been observed and the potential for a role of PCho in tumor progression by acting as 

a second messenger has been discussed. PtdCho is degraded by at least three families of 

phospholipases, these enzymes have been implicated in the progression of cancer due to 
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observed changes in their activity and expression, and their involvement in signaling 

cellular processes key to tumor progression. 

A choline specific transporter has yet to be identified in breast cells. However the 

recent cloning and characterization of three families of putative choline transporters in 

mammalian cells provides encouragement that one specific to breast tissue may soon be 

discovered. These recent developments are largely due to the extensive advances in 

molecular genetics in model eukaryotic systems such as yeast and nematodes. Two 

human isoforms of CK have been identified. Increased CK expression and activity has 

been correlated with tumor grade and metastatic potential in breast cancer. The 

regulation of CK by oncogenes and its role in the elevation of PCho has been discussed. 

New CK inhibitors are being developed with antiproliferative activity. Three human 

isoforms of CCT have been identified. The role of CCT in regulating the homeostasis of 

membrane phospholipids and vesicular transport, and the mechanisms behind the 

regulation of CCT has been discussed. CCT activity has been shown to decrease 

following Ras transformation. This coupled with the increase in CK activity may account 

for the elevated PCho in transformed cells. Following therapy, uptake of choline was 

decreased and CCT activity was increased in human breast cancer cells which may be 

responsible for therapy induced decreases in PCho. CPT mediates the final step of the 

Kennedy pathway. Recently two human CPT enzymes have been cloned and 

characterized. CPT has been implicated in tumorigenesis by its increased activity 

following Ras transformation and its possible role in apoptosis. 
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The regulation of the three classes of mammalian phospholipases and their known 

human counterparts have been discussed. PLA2 activity generates intracellular 

messengers signaling cell proliferation, differentiation and death. GPC is a product of 

PLA2 activity and has been shown to be elevated in breast cancer. Mechanisms for the 

formation of PCho substrate for the Kennedy pathway via PLA2 activity have been 

proposed. PLC activity mediates the formation of PCho substrate for the Kennedy 

pathway and the second messenger DG. PLC activity is implicated in the signaling of 

proliferation, transformation of mammalian cells, and apoptosis. PLD activity generates 

choline substrate for the Kennedy pathway and the second messenger PA. PA can also 

be further metabolized into other known messengers such as DG, LPA or arachidonates. 

Signaling by PLD has been implicated in mitogenesis, differentiation, apoptosis, 

tumorigenesis, metastasis and multidrug resistance. Greater than 80% of breast cancer 

tissues exhibit increased PLD activity and expression when compared with normal tissue. 
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CONCLUSION 

There is great potential for the use of CCCs in the clinic for the diagnosis of 

breast cancer and as an early prognostic indicator of the efficacy of a given therapeutic 

regimen. At this time, in vivo 'H MRS appears to be the more successful approach. 

However, both proton and phosphorous spectroscopy have their own peculiar set of 

advantages and disadvantages. It is conceivable that MRS will be useful in the future. 

Ex vivo methods also show promise as a means of gaining biochemical information about 

a given neoplastic tissue, without destroying its utility for histology. Animal tumor 

models and cell culture perfusion and extraction methods have been developed and are 

useful in the study of the underlying biochemistry of this phenomenon. It has become 

apparant that PCho is possibly the major biomarker behind the elevation of the PME and 

CCC peaks in vivo, and their decrease in response to therapy. GPC has been identified as 

another useful choline containing marker that is elevated in cancers, is indicative of 

phospholipid turnover, and is another major component of the CCC resonance in vivo. 

Lactate has been identified as a potentially useful marker when used in conjunction with 

the CCC resonance. It is elevated in breast cancer and increases following therapy. 

Recently, a number of the components of the PtdCho biosynthetic and degradation 

pathways in humans have been cloned and characterized, opening up the potential for 

further studies of gene expression and regulation in breast cancer cells. An understanding 

of the mechanisms behind the elevation of these choline metabolites may lead to the 
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identification of new therapeutic targets and the development of new chemotherapeutic 

drugs. 
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SECTION II: Metabolism and Diagnosis 

Chapter 2 - Determining suitable internal standards for mRNA quantitation 
among human breast cells of increasing cancer progression by real-time RT-
PCR 

ABSTRACT 

Real-time RT-PCR is recognized as a highly sensitive and specific method for 

quantitation of mRNA expression. SYBR green I dye simplifies the experimental design 

but introduces the need for specific controls in order to maintain high specificity. Due to 

this increased sensitivity, standards that may have been acceptable for normalization of 

less sensitive methods have been shown to vary considerably among cell lines, tissues, 

proliferative state, treatment and developmental conditions, and by degree of cancer 

progression. It has become evident that determination of suitable normalization standards 

is a requirement for the use of this method as it is applied toward any new experimental 

model. The suitability of a number of standards commonly used for the normalization of 

mRNAs has been assessed for a set of human breast cancer cell lines of increasing 

metastatic potential. It is determined that 18S rRNA and P-actin mRNA are both suitable 

for this purpose, with each having some limitations. 18S rRNA varies less among the 

cell lines but has a higher degree of random variability, while P-actin mRNA varies more 

among cell lines but has a lower degree of random variation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally, autoradiographic methods such as dot blots and Northern analysis, 

or endonuclease protection assay and semi-quantitative RT-PCR have been used to 

quantify steady-state levels of mRNA in tissues and in cell culture. Now, real-time 

fluorescence-based RT-PCR has emerged as a reproducible, sensitive and specific 

method for quantification of mRNA [1], The use of the double-strand specific dye 

SYBR Green I eliminates the requirement for hybridization probe design and 

optimization, but may lower specificity unless precautions are taken [2, 3], The use of 

uniform product lengths, no-template controls, DNA melting curves [4] and gel 

electrophoresis of product as quality control measures can confer a comparable level of 

specificity. Due to this increased sensitivity, methods of normalization have come under 

greater scrutiny [5]. In order to realize the potential of SYBR Green I based real-time 

RT-PCR, care must be taken during experimental design. Primer design, optimization of 

PCR conditions, the use of appropriate controls and the determination of suitable 

standards for normalization are all requirements of this method. 

Quantitations of total RNA, or as an internal standard, ribosomal RNAs or 

mRNAs of constitutive, uniformly expressed "housekeeping genes" have been used for 

the normalization of mRNA. However, variations in expression of rRNAs and 

commonly used housekeeping gene mRNAs have been reported among cell hnes [6], 

tissue and tumor types [7-10], disease states [11, 12], treatment conditions [13-16] and 

states of prohferation [17], differentiation [18-20] and apoptosis [21,22]. Total RNA 
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has also been shown to be variable among disease states. In an osteoarthritis animal 

model, total RNA levels were found to be doubled in diseased tissue [23], 

Unfortunately, no single gene or parameter has surfaced as being invariable in every case. 

Potential standards which do not vary in one set of conditions have all been found to vary 

in other cases. In addition, an internal standard is most suited when expressed at levels 

comparable to the target mRNA to be quantified. Because of these considerations, a 

universal standard for normalization has not been identified. It has become evident that a 

suitable standard for each experimental system must be determined independently. 

Commonly used standards for normalization of mRNA among cells of increasing 

cancer progression and tumor biopsy samples have been shown to vary. The glycolytic 

enzyme glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), which is a commonly 

used internal standard for mRNA quantitation, was elevated in various cancer cell lines 

[24] and in oncogene transformed cells [25]. By Northern analysis, GAPDH varied 

considerably in murine cells of varying metastatic potential while 28S rRNA did not vary 

significantly [26]. However, the high levels of 28S rRNA expression make it less 

suitable for use as a standard for the more sensitive real-time RT-PCR methods [15]. 

The 28S rRNA also varied during apoptosis [22] and among disease states [11,12]. By 

real-time RT-PCR, GAPDH and other common standards also varied in a series of 

primary breast cancer tumors [9] and cancerous breast biopsy samples [10]. 

The current study investigated suitable standards for normalization among human 

breast cells of increasing cancer progression. To accomplish this, the relative expression 

of RNAs for a number of genes were measured by real time RT-PCR in MCF-lOA 
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(normal), MCF-IOT (MCF-lOA transformed with H-ras), MCF-7 (tumorigenic but non-

metastatic) and MDA-mb-231 (metastatic) cells. The experimental gene set included 18S 

and 28S rRNA, and p-actin, cyclophilin, ribosomal protein L32 (rpL32) and GAPDH 

mRNAs [21]. In addition, total RNA was quantified by light spectroscopy (A26o)-

Statistical analyses were performed to determine the standards that varied the least in 

expression among these cell lines. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell Culture and RNA Extraction 

MCF-lOA human breast cancer cells were purchased from the Michigan Cancer 

Foundation. MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 cells were purchased from ATCC. All cell lines 

have been maintained at low passage number. EGF was purchased from Upstate 

Biotechnology (Lake Placid, NY). Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was purchased from 

Omega Scientific, Inc. (Tarzana, CA). Trypsin was purchased from Invitrogen life 

technologies (San Diego, CA). All other media, chemicals and reagents were purchased 

from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise stated. Cells were grown in DMEM-F12 

media with 5 mg/mL insulin. Due to EGF dependence for growth [28], 20 ng/mL EGF 

was added to MCF-lOA media. For selection and maintenance of transfected H-ras, 400 

mg/L G418 sulfate (Invitrogen life technologies, San Diego, CA) was added to MCF-IOT 

media. Media contained 10% FBS of the same lot. Cells were grown two days past 

confluence before RNA extraction. RNA was extracted using the Sigma GenElute'^ 

Mammalian Total RNA Miniprep kit. To remove genomic DNA contamination, RNA 

extracts were treated with DNAse using the Ambion (Austin, TX) DNA-free^'^ kit. RNA 

purity and concentration were determined using a light spectrometer. 

Real-Time RT-PCR 

Primer sets were designed to distinguish 18S and 28S rRNA, and p-actin, 

cyclophilin, GAPDH and rpL32 mRNA. Primers were synthesized by Invitrogen life 
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technologies (San Diego, CA). PCR conditions were optimized for each primer set by 

varying annealing temperature and, if necessary, Mg"^"^ concentration so that maximum 

yield without spurious priming was achieved. RNA extracts from multiple cell lines were 

used as template RNA during optimization (Table 2.1). 

Table 2.1, Primer sets and optimized PCR conditions for housekeeping genes. 

Target 
Sequence 
(RNA) 

Accession 
Number Primer Sequence (5' to 3') 

Product 
Lengtti 

(bp) 
[Mg'1 
(mM) 

Annealing 
Temp 
(°C) 

188 H8RRN18S forward ate aac ttt cga tgg tag teg 111 1.8 66.7 188 H8RRN18S 
reverse tcct tgg atg tgg tag cog 

111 1.8 66.7 

288 iVI11167 forward gtt gac gcg atg tga ttt ctg cc 87 1.8 59.2 288 iVI11167 
reverse cat agt tac too cgc cgt tta ccc 

87 1.8 59.2 

p-actin BC016045 forward egg cat cgt cac caa ctg 71 1.8 69.9 p-actin BC016045 
reverse ggc aca cgc age tea ttg 

71 1.8 69.9 

cyclophilin BC013915 forward ttt tea tct gca ctg cca aga c 75 1.8 69.9 cyclophilin BC013915 
reverse ttc atg cct tct ttc act ttg c 

75 1.8 69.9 

GAPDH BC029618 
forward gag cac cag gtg gtc tcc 

99 3.6 62.8 GAPDH BC029618 
reverse tga get tga caa agt ggt eg 

99 3.6 62.8 

ribosomal 
protein 
L32 

H8RPL32 

forward gca cca gtc aga ccg ata tgt c 

74 1.8 64.8 
ribosomal 
protein 
L32 

H8RPL32 
reverse eta cga acc ctg ttg tea atg c 

74 1.8 64.8 

Real-time RT-PCR was conducted using a Cephid (Sunnyvale, CA) Smart 

Cycler® and the SuperScript^'^ One-Step RT-PCR system with Platinum® Taq (Invitrogen 

life technologies, San Diego, CA) and a SYBR-green detection format (Molecular 

Probes, Eugene, OR). Reverse transcriptase (RT) conversion of RNA into cDNA was 

performed during a 15 min incubation at 52°C, which was immediately followed by a 15 
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min incubation at 9A°C to stop the reaction and denature the cDNA. Next, up to 50 

cycles were run with a 94°C melting temperature for 15 s, and a primer-set specific 

annealing/extension temperature for 60 s. To control for DNA contamination of the RNA 

extracts, a no-RT reaction was run for each extract. A no-template reaction was included 

during each experiment to control for DNA contamination in the reagents. In some cases, 

amplification of primer-dimers was observed in the no-template control at later cycles. In 

all cases, amplification of template occurred prior to primer-dimer amplification and 

primer-dimer amplification was not detected before template fluorescence had reached a 

maximum limit (Figure 2.1 A). Melt curves yielded a single melt-peak for all template 

reactions and a minimal melt peaks for the no-template control reaction (Figure 2.IB). 

Raw mRNA expression values were determined as being 2't, where Cj is the number of 

cycles required for the SYBR green I fluorescence to cross the threshold of 30 arbitrary 

fluorescence units. Template for amplification of rRNAs required dilution due to the 

high level of rRNA relative to the other housekeeping genes. 

Statistical analysis 

To estimate the reliabihty of this method, Pearson correlation coefficient's were 

calculated for total RNA quantitations by light spectroscopy and for quantitations of a 

specific mRNA (P-actin) by real-time RT-PCR. Two sets of quantitations each for 11 

RNA extracts were used for analysis of total RNA, and three sets of quantitations for 12 
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Figure 2.1, A) SYBR green fluorescence curves for real-time PCR ofP-actin mRNA in 
three MCF-7 RNA extracts which cross the threshold of 30.0 arbitrary units of 
fluorescence at an average of 14.0 cycles. A no-template control crosses the threshold at 
27.5 cycles due to low-levels of spurious priming and/or low-levels ofprimer 
dimerization. B) A single melt curve peak at an average of 83.3°C for all three MCF-7 
extracts demonstrates the purity of the P-actin product, and a no-template control with 
minimal fluorescence at 83.3°C. 
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RNA extracts were used for analysis of P-actin mRNA (Table 2.2). The overall 

reliability of P-actin measurements was high with a Cronbach's alpha of 0.93, suggesting 

that RNAs can be reliably measured by this method. An SAS statistical software package 

(SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) was used for statistical analyses presented herein. 

Table 2.2, Pearson correlation coefficients estimating the reliability of total RNA 
quantitations by light spectroscopy and of 0-actin quantitations by real-time PCR. Two 
sets of quantitations each for 11 RNA extracts were used for analysis of total RNA, and 

three sets of quantitations for 12 RNA extracts were used for analysis of[i-actin. Overall 
reliability of[i-actin measurements was high with a Cronbach's alpha of 0.93. 

Extract pair Pearson correlation 
coefficient 

significance 
(two tailed) 

total RNA1/total RNA2 0.915 p < 0.001 

3-actin1/3-actin2 0.747 p < 0.01 

(3-actin1/p-actin3 0.787 p < 0.01 

(3-actin2/(B-actin3 0.981 p < 0.001 
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RESULTS 

Figure 2.2 shows the expression levels of all RNAs in all cell lines, normalized to 

18S rRNA and P-actin mRNA. As shown in this figure, there are differences among cell 

lines that have high concordance by both normalization procedures. For example, rpL32 

is elevated in MCF-7 cells in both data sets. Similarly, GAPDH also appears elevated in 

MCF-7 relative to the other cell lines. The lower level of GAPDH observed in MDA-

mb-231 cells normalized to P-actin were within 2 standard deviations of the value 

normalized to 18S RNA. 

Coefficients of Variation and Bootstrapping 

To determine the degree of variability of RNA quantitations across cell lines, a 

matrix of coefficients of variation (CVs) was prepared (Table 2.3). Three extracts for 

each of the four cell lines were analyzed for a total of 12 extracts. CVs were determined 

for each gene and appear in the diagonal of the matrix (bold). CVs among ratios of 

housekeeping genes were also determined and appear off-diagonal. CVs above the 

diagonal represent the genes along the top of the matrix being placed in the denominator, 

whereas for CVs below the diagonal, the gene along the top of the matrix is in the 

numerator. To assess the stability of these estimates, a bootstrapping procedure [29] was 

used to estimate standard deviations for each of the CVs. The standard deviations appear 

in parentheses below each associated CV. By coefficients of variation, 18S rRNA, 28S 

rRNA, and rpL32 mRNA are more variable across cell lines, with CVs ranging from 50 
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Figure 2.2, Quantification of RNAs for houskeeping genes in all four cell lines using A) 
18S rRNA and B) P-actin as the internal standard. 
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Table 2.3, Matrix of coefficients of variation (CV) to determine degree of variability of 
RNA quantitations across cell lines for each standard. RNAs were quantified once per 

extract. Three extracts per cell line for a total of 12 extracts. CV's were determined for 
each standard and appear in the diagonal of the matrix (bold). CV's between standards 
were also determined and appear off the diagonal. CV's above the diagonal represent 

the standard along the top of the matrix being placed in the denominator of a ratio with 
the standard along the left side of the matrix. Conversely, for CV's below the diagonal, 

the standard along the top of the matrix is in the numerator. 

total RNA 18S 2SS p-actin cyclophilin rpL3 2 GAPDH 

total RNA 24 615 3 3  . 4 9 0  1 3 3  4 2 3  3 3  2 1 2  4 3  2 3 4  4 2  4 4 0  4 0  2 5 8  

(3 834) ( 5  . 6 2 5 )  ( 2 7  1 7 0 )  ( 5  4 4 2 )  ( 8  0 7 3 )  ( 6  3 5 6 )  ( 5  3 9 7 )  

18S 3 9  8 4 9  52 .484 1 3 4  0 1 3  4 9  2 2 6  6 7  6 5 9  4 6  8 1 2  5 5  6 4 1  

( 7  1 8 4 )  (8 .123) ( 2 9  5 1 2 )  ( 7  7 7 8 )  ( 1 7  5 8 1 )  ( 7  2 1 2 )  ( 8  2 4 0 )  

28S 1 1 5  3 3 8  1 4 4  .  5 7 6  109 633 9 5  2 1 9  1 2 5  8 3 8  1 1 3  6 5 2  9 5  2 7 2  

( 2 2  0 5 9 )  ( 3 8  . 1 4 6 )  (20 055) ( 1 7  9 5 4 )  ( 2 5  6 3 4 )  ( 2 4  3 5 4 )  ( 1 8  9 7 7 )  

p-actin 3 5  5 9 0  5 5  . 1 0 6  1 3 8  7 3 7  43 076 4 2  9 4 7  5 1  3 3 4  3 2  3 2 4  

( 5  2 2 1 )  ( 8  .  7 1 7 )  ( 2 9  3 3 1 )  (7 563) ( 9  2 5 4 )  ( 1 1  2 2 1 )  ( 6  3 2 7 )  

cyclophilin 4 2  6 1 3  6 3  .  8 7 3  1 2 8  9 8 3  3 4  5 9 6  47 177 5 9  4 6 6  4 6  0 5 9  

( 7  0 3 9 )  ( 1 2  . 1 1 3 )  ( 2 4  9 6 4 )  ( 7  9 2 7 )  (7 192) ( 1 2  0 5 4 )  ( 7  6 2 8 )  

rpL32 5 0  5 8 6  5 7  . 2 1 7  1 8 7  3 1 9  5 2  0 2 6  8 1  9 8 9  56 151 2 7  4 7 8  

{ 6  6 0 6 )  ( 8  .  1 6 2 )  ( 5 0  3 5 7 )  ( 8  1 4 5 )  ( 1 3  9 S 3 )  (7 964) ( 5  5 1 3 )  

GAPDH 4 2  5 2 1  5 8  . 4 2 8  1 5 2  6 2 5  3 5  0 5 7  5 6  0 3 6  3 3  2 0 6  43 587 
( 5  2 8 8 )  ( 8  . 9 7 2 )  ( 3 4  7 5 3 )  ( 5  4 5 3 )  ( 9  1 5 1 )  ( 7  6 4 8 )  (7 405) 

to 110 with high standard deviations relative to total RNA. P-actin, cyclophilin, and 

GAPDH mRNAs were less variable, with CVs ranging from 25 to 47. Of the 

housekeeping genes, 28S rRNA had the highest variability among cell lines with a CV of 

109.6 ±20.1, and P-actin had the lowest with a CV of 43.1 ± 7.6. In addition, p-actin had 

low variability relative to other housekeeping genes, which can be seen in the column 

below or the row across from "p-actin" in table 2.3. Generally, p-actin and GAPDH 

mRNAs were not distinguishable by their CVs, standard deviations or variability relative 

to other housekeeping genes. Cyclophilin was the next least variable by these standards, 
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and 18S, 28S and rpL32 were most variable. By this measure, total RNA appears to be 

the least variable across cell lines. 

Coefficients of variation were also calculated to assess the variability of the 

individual housekeeping gene mRNAs within cell lines (Table 2.4). Compared with CVs 

across cell lines (diagonal of Table 2.3), CVs within cell lines were generally smaller. 

CVs for MCF-lOA cells were generally higher than for other cell lines. The distinctions 

made from CVs across cell lines (Table 2.3) between the more variable group (18S, 28S 

and rpL32) and less variable group (P-actin, cyclophihn and GAPDH) were maintained 

in CVs within cell lines. However, there is less of a distinction between total RNA and 

the less variable group. 

Table 2.4, CVs for ratios of each standard within each cell line. Values given for a 
standard are equivalent to the values given for the standard on the diagonal of table 2.3, 
except that they are for measurements within each cell line instead of all measurements 

across cell lines. 

cell line total RNA 18S 28S (J-actin cyclophilin rpL32 GAPDH 

MCF-lOA 30.697 43.273 107.999 .125 28.638 51.132 41.398 

MCF-IOT 36.111 36.874 107.140 17.668 19.050 24.174 24.174 

MCF-7 10.870 30.238 101.182 8.180 32.841 13.830 11.563 

MDA-MB-231 19.584 67.725 96.883 20.856 12.390 30.238 20.683 
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Variance Components Analysis 

Variance components analyses were performed to quantify the amount of 

variability attributed to differences in RNA expression among cell lines and the amount 

due to random error. Variables were each standardized by subtracting their respective 

means and dividing by their standard deviations. Variance components were calculated 

and appear in table 2.5. In the case of total RNA, 18S rRNA and 28S rRNA, nearly all 

variability arose from random errors. This is interesting in light of the fact that only these 

samples had to be diluted prior to RT-PCR. Of the undiluted genes, (3-actin had the 

lowest random variability among cell lines. 

Table 2.5, Variance components analysis to determine variability between cell lines 
versus random variability. 

Var iance  

Componen t  t o t a l  RNA 18S  28S  ( i - ac t in  cyc loph i l i n  rp  L32  GAPDH 

Ce l l  l i ne  0 *  0 . 0 9 2  0 *  0 . 7 8 8  0 . 9 7 4  0 . 9 1 1  0 . 9 0 2  

Random 1 . 0 5 8  0 . 9 2 4  1 . 0 6 7  0 . 3 5 6  0 . 2 0 3  0 . 2 5 5  0 . 2 6 2  

*A small negative number close to 0. 

Correlation and Principle Components Analyses 

Correlation and principle component analyses were performed to assess gene 

expression relationships among the different standards. Table 2.6 is a matrix of Pearson 

correlation coefficients for quantitations of total RNA and the RNAs for all standards. 

Significant relationships were determined between total RNA and 18S rRNA (p < 0.05), 
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Table 2.6, Matrix of Pearson correlation coefficients for quantitations of total RNA, 
rRNAs and housekeeping gene mRNAs. 

total RNA 18S 28S (3-actin cyclophilin rp L32 GAPDH 
total RNA 1 0.628* 0.334 0.508 0.300 0.377 0.331 
18S 1 0.471 0.359 0.072 0.364 0.183 
28S 1 0.286 0.234 0.244 0.509 

P-actin 1 0.787** 0.247 0.538 
cyclophilin 1 -0.141 0.374 
rp L32 1 0.777** 
GAPDH 1 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level {2-tailed). 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

P-actin and cyclophilin (p < 0.01) and GAPDH and rpL32 (p < 0.01). Total RNA and (3-

actin mRNA had the highest general correlation with all of the other potential standards, 

with the lowest correlation for total RNA occurring with cyclophilin (0.300) and the 

lowest correlation for P-actin occurring with rpL32 (0.247). 

Table 2.7 is a rotated component matrix generated by principal component 

extraction and Vari-Max with Kaiser normalization rotation methods. Rotations 

converged in 4 iterations. Three extracted factors accounted for 83% of the variation 

among the variables. Total RNA and the housekeeping genes were clustered into three 

distinct groups that corresponded to the significant correlations determined in table 2.6. 

Total RNA, 18S rRNA and 28S rRNA loaded highly with the first factor; P-actin and 

cyclophilin mRNAs loaded in the second factor; and GAPDH and rpL32 mRNAs loaded 

in the third factor. 

A communalities table (Table 2.8) was also generated by principle components 

analysis, demonstrating the proportion of variance in a given standard attributable to the 
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three extracted factors seen in table 2.7. GAPDH had the highest communality 

coefficient (0.980). Therefore, 98% of the variance in GAPDH mRNA can be explained 

by the three factors. 18S rRNA and P-actin mRNA had lower percentages (88% and 87% 

respectively) attributed to the three groupings. Therefore, a greater degree of the 

variance observed in these genes is attributable to random variation. 

Table 2.7, Rotated component matrix generated by principal component analysis 
extraction method and Vari-Max with Kaiser normalization rotation method. Rotation 

converged in 4 iterations. Three extracted factors accounted for 83% variation amongst 
the variables. Total RNA, rRNAs and housekeeping genes were clustered into three 

distinct groups. 

Component 

1 2 3 
total RNA 0.793 0.273 0.164 

18S rRNA 0.935 -0.002 0.095 

28S rRNA 0.525 0.204 0.353 

P-actin mRNA 0.319 0.844 0.243 

cyclophilin mRNA 0.061 0.977 -0.022 

rp L32 mRNA 0.269 -0.139 0.913 
GAPDH mRNA 0.109 0.382 0.907 

Table 2.8, Communalities generated by principle component analysis for total RNA, 
rRNAs and housekeeping genes. 

Quantitation Communalities 

total RNA 0.730 
18S rRNA 0.884 
28S rRNA 0.441 
P-actin mRNA 0.873 
cyclophilin mRNA 0.959 
rp L32 mRNA 0.926 
GAPDH mRNA 0.980 
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DISCUSSION 

The method for quantitation of mRNA via real-time RT-PCR using SYBR-green 

fluorescence is reliable. The overall reliability of P-actin measurements was high with a 

Cronbach's alpha of 0.93 (Table 2.2). The analysis of total RNA quantified by light 

spectroscopy was included as a yardstick, against which the relative performance of the 

housekeeping genes could be compared. By most of the statistical evaluations, total 

RNA performed well and was generally comparable with the best of the housekeeping 

genes. However, total RNA would not be suitable for use as a normalization standard 

because, although the quantitation of total RNA is performed from the same extract, it 

requires a separate sample. Since the volume of extract used for real-time RT-PCR is 

quite small (ca. 1 )j,L), error introduced during aliquot preparation can be substantial. Use 

of an internal standard eliminates this potentially large source of error. In addition, the 

current method of RNA preparation includes the introduction of protein (DNAse), which 

is not removed by later extraction. Although a uniform level of purity is consistently 

achieved as evaluated by the A260/A280 ratio, the level of purity is low following DNAse 

treatment. Hence, additional error may be introduced during quantitation of total RNA 

by light spectroscopy by absorbance ratios due to the presence of protein. 

Generally, all of the genes, except 28S rRNA, are reasonably useful as internal 

standards for the quantification of mRNAs. 28S rRNA was considerably more variable 

with CVs more that twice that of the other genes (Tables 2.3 and 2.4). Hence, 28S rRNA 
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was not suitable as an internal standard among these cell lines. A similar conclusion has 

recently been made in skeletal muscle following creatine supplementation [15], 

By Pearson correlation coefficients and rotated principle components analyses, 

three groupings emerged. RNAs for genes in each group appeared to vary in concert, 

implying similar or common regulatory controls for genes in the same group. The 

rRNAs formed one group, which is understandable since they are expressed on the same 

transcript, p-actin and cyclophilin grouped together, and GAPDH and rpL32 formed the 

third grouping. By choosing the gene from each group with the lowest general 

variability, based on CVs, additional genes can be eliminated, leaving 18S rRNA, |3-actin 

and GAPDH as the most suitable candidates for normalization standards. 

In general, the variabilities of P-actin (CV == 43.076 ± 7.563) and GAPDH (CV = 

43.587 ± 7.405) mRNAs were comparable and were the lowest of all genes (Table 2.3). 

The variability of IBS rRNA (CV = 52.484 ± 8.123) was considerably higher. This was 

almost entirely due to random variability, which was likely a consequence of the dilutions 

made necessary by the high concentrations of rRNA in the extracts. Alternatively, this 

could have been a consequence of measuring higher concentrations of target template. 

The rotated component matrix (Table 2.7) also gave an indication of the adherence of a 

given gene to each of the three groupings. These measures are important since the three 

groupings account for 83% of variation. IBS rRNA had a strong adherence to its group 

(0.935) and a weak adherence to the other groups (-0.002 and 0.095 respectively). 

GAPDH also had a strong adherence to its grouping (0.907) with a low adherence to the 

rRNA group (0.109). This combination of high adherence to one group with low 
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adherence to other groups indicates a large contribution of variability in these genes 

based on the groupings, p-actin had a relatively lower adherence to its group (0.844) 

with moderate adherence to the other groups (0.319 and 0.243), indicating a lesser 

contribution of variability in P-actin mRNA due to these groupings. P-actin mRNA and 

18S rRNA also had comparable communalities (Table 2.8) implying comparable 

fractions of variability for both standards attributable to their respective grouping and to 

random variability. Another factor contributing to variability is the degree of variability 

due to differences among the cell lines versus random variability (Table 2.5). Of the 

three potential genes, 18S rRNA had the lowest contribution of variability due to 

differences among the cell lines. P-actin had the next lowest (0.788) and GAPDH the 

highest (0.902). 

Although a single ideal standard for mRNA quantitation among these cell lines 

may be elusive, a couple of suitable standards are identifiable. Both IBS rRNA and P-

actin mRNAs show acceptable behaviors, although both have their limitations. For 

normalizing RNAs among cell lines, the low variability of 18S rRNA among cell lines 

(Table 2.5) would seem to indicate that this is a reasonable reference. However, 18S 

rRNA had relatively high random variability (Table 2.3) probably introduced during the 

dilutions required because of its high levels. 18S rRNA is preferable to total RNA 

because it is measured by the same method used to measure target mRNAs and thus is an 

internal standard. Of the undiluted housekeeping genes, P-actin had the lowest general 

variability (Table 2.3), the lowest variability by cell line (Table 2.5), the lowest 

variability attributed to its grouping (Table 2.7). Figure 2.2 shows the RNA levels in this 
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study normalized to 18S rRNA (2.2A) and P-actin mRNA (2.2B). Knowing the source of 

variation for these species can aid in the interpretation of such data. In the case of IBS 

rRNA, 100% of the error is due to random errors, probably introduced by dilutions. This 

is reflected in the relatively large error bars. However, since inter-cellular variability is 

low, the means are probably reflective of real RNA levels. In the case of P-actin mRNA, 

the error bars are relatively small, reflecting little random variability. However, in this 

case, the mean levels may reflect differential expression of the reference mRNA (P-actin) 

rather than differences in the target. P-actin is the best of the housekeeping genes, yet 

variations of this mRNA among the cell lines was about twice that of random variations 

(0.78 vs. 0.36, Table 2.5). Consequently 18S rRNA is the preferred standard, if the 

added random variation can be tolerated. 
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Chapter 3 - Choline transport kinetics and mRNA expression of CTLl, a 
putative choHne transporter, in human breast cancer cells 

ABSTRACT 

In human breast cancer cells, choline is actively transported into the cell and 

rapidly converted into phosphocholine (PCho) by choline kinase. PCho is a synthetic 

intermediate for the membrane lipid, phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho). PCho is elevated in 

breast cancer, and this can be caused by either elevated choline transport or choline 

kinase activities. Choline transport has previously been characterized in human 

mammary epithelial cells (HMECS) and in MCF-7 breast cancer cells and found to have 

both specific and nonspecific components. A number of human chohne transporters have 

been more recently identified and found to be expressed in the brain, immune system, 

endothelium and epithelium. Choline transport kinetic parameters for both specific and 

nonspecific transport in breast cancer cells of increasing cancer progression are reported 

herein. In addition, the expression of mRNA encoding the recently identified putative 

choline transporter, CTLl is reported. This is the first reporting of choline transporter 

gene expression in human breast cells or of CTLl expression in cancer. Kinetic data 

support the hypothesis that increased choline transport has at least a partial role in 

elevating PCho levels in breast cancer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Choline (Cho) is a charged hydrophilic cation that is synthesized primarily by the 

liver. Transport across the cell membrane is required for uptake into the cell and the 

subsequent synthesis of phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho), a major component of cellular 

membranes. Choline transport is mediated by mulitple mechanisms in humans, 

including sodium-dependent high-affmity uptake, sodium-independent low-affmity 

uptake, and other unique mechanisms (1). In breast cancer cells, intracellular choline is 

rapidly converted into phosphocholine (PCho) by choline kinase (2;3). PCho is elevated 

in breast cancer relative to normal breast tissue and cells {vide infra) (4) reviewed in (5-

8). Membrane composition is highly regulated and the enzyme which converts PCho to 

CDP-Cho (CTP:PCho cytidylyltransferase) is generally considered rate-limiting for 

PtdCho biosynthesis (9; 10). Hence, the elevation of PCho in breast cancer is likely 

caused by increased choline kinase activity and/or increased choline uptake, or a 

combination of the two. 

The kinetics of choline transport has been characterized in human mammary 

epithelial cells and in the MCF-7 human breast cancer cell line (3;11). In addition, 

carrier-mediated choline transport has been characterized in human intestinal Caco-2 

cells (12) (13) and HaCaT keratinocytes (14). In both breast, intestinal and skin cells, 

kinetic parameters were best fit to the Michaelis-Menton equation and were determined 

for both specific and non-specific uptake mechanisms. 
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The choline transporter in human breast cells has yet to be identified. However, 

in recent years a few putative choline transporters have been identified in human cells 

and tissues. A suppressor screen for a yeast choline transport mutation yielded a gene 

(CTLl, choline transporter-like protein) from the Torpedo electric lobe which suppressed 

the yeast mutation. Transport by CTLl was saturable and inhibited by hemicolinium-3 (a 

choline analogue) (15). A family of CTLl genes has been identified which includes a 

human homolog. High expression of the rat homolog is found in rat brain. A splice 

variant was found in the rat colon (15). Human CDw92 is a member of the CTLl family 

and is preferentially expressed in immune cells, with weak expression reported in 

endothelial and epithelial cells (16). Choline transport in the rat and human choriod 

plexus was recently found to be mediated by an organic cation transporter, 0CT2 (17). 

Other members of the OCT family, such as rat rOCTl also transport choline, and human 

OCTl has not been ruled out as a potential choline transporter (17). There has been 

much interest in the high affinity choline transporter (CHTl) found in human colinergic 

neurons (18). CHTl is expressed in the human peripheral and central nervous system 

(18;19), epithelia (20;21), arteries (22), and leukemic T-cells (23). 

Reported herein are specific and non specific choline uptake kinetic parameters in 

human breast cancer cells with a range of cancer phenotype. Additionally, mRNA 

expression of the putative choline transporter, CTLl is reported. This is the first report of 

a choline transporter expressed in breast cells. Cells lines used in this study include 

MCF-lOA (normal) (24), MCF-IOT (H-ras transformed MCF-lOA, tumorigenic) (25), 

MCF-7 (tumorigenic) (26), MDA-mb-231 (tumorigenic and metastatic) (27), and MDA-
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mb-435 (tumorigenic and metastatic) (28). Differences in transport kinetics are 

determined which may partly explain the elevation of PCho in breast cancer. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell Culture 

MCF-lOA and MCF-IOT cells were obtained from the Michigan Cancer 

Foundation (now Karmanos Cancer Institute, Detroit, MI), MCF-7 cells were obtained 

from the Arizona Cancer Center cell culture shared service (Tucson, AZ) and MDA-mb-

231 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD). 

All cell lines have been maintained at low passage number. Commercial sources of cell 

growth medium are as follows: EOF (Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, NY), Fetal 

bovine serum (FBS) (Omega Scientific, Inc., Tarzana, CA), Trypsin (Invitrogen life 

technologies, San Diego, CA). All other media, chemicals and reagents were purchased 

from Sigma, St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise stated. Cells were grown in DMEM-F12 

media with 5 mg/mL insulin. Due to EOF dependence for growth (29), 20 ng/mL EGF 

was added to MCF-lOA and MCF-IOT media. For selection and maintenance of 

transfected H-ras, 400 mg/L G418 sulfate (Invitrogen life technologies, San Diego, CA) 

was added to MCF-IOT media. Media contained 10% FBS of the same lot. 

31 In Vivo P MR Spectroscopy 

We have previously reported image-guided OSIRIS localized ^'P MR 

spectroscopy of MCF-7 mouse tumor xenografts (Chapter 7). In brief, cells were 

xenografted into the mammary fat pad of female SCID mice and grown into tumors of 

suitable size for spectroscopy (30). Mice were anesthetized with isofluorane. Imaging 
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and spectroscopy were performed using an in-house built solenoid coil in a Bruker 

Biospec Avance 4.7 T imaging spectrometer (Bruker, Karlsuhe, Germany) equipped with 

an actively shielded gradient coil capable of 150 mT/m. Quantitative acquisition 

parameters were used. The spectrum shown in figure 3.1 was processed using a 

Lorenzian line broadening factor of 15. 

Dual-Phase Cell Extract 

MCF-lOA (normal) and MCF-7 (tumorigenic) human breast cancer cells were 

grown to steady-state (confluence + 2 d) in order to best model a tumor. Four dual-phase 

cell extracts were performed per cell line as described by Tyagi, et al. (31). Immediately 

following three initial 0.9% saline washes at room temperature, plates were placed on ice 

and covered during the 10 to 20 minute incubation in ice-cold methanol. Cells in 

methanol were scraped from each plate and ice-cold water and chloroform were added in 

succession with vortexing between additions. Equal volumes of methanol, water and 

chloroform were used (1:1:1). Extracts were kept overnight at 4°C for phase separation. 

Following phase separation, the upper methanol-water and the lower chloroform phases 

were transferred into separate containers. Methanol was reduced from the aqueous phase 

by blowing nitrogen gas over the mixture while on ice and samples were frozen in liquid 

nitrogen and lyophilized at -80°C. After lyophilization, water-soluble metabolites were 

resuspended in 1 mL of ^H20. Chelex (~5 mg) was added to the resuspendate and 

removed by centrifuge. For spectroscopy, EDTA (pH 8) was added to reach a final 

concentration of 10 mM. Cell extracts were within the appropriate pH range for 
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Figure 2.1, In vivo detection of PCho in an MCF-7 human breast cancer xenograft tumor 
in the mammary-fat pad of a female SCID mouse via OSIRIS localized ^'P MR 
spectroscopy. 
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resolution of peaks (-8.5) so adjustment was not necessary. Before resuspending, 

samples were maintained at -20°C. Resuspended samples were maintained on ice or at 

4°C. 

High-Resolution NMR Spectroscopy 

High-resolution spectroscopy of extracts was performed on a Bruker-Biospin 

DRX-500 NMR spectrometer [Billerica, MA]. Phosphorous spectroscopy of the aqueous 

and lipid phases was performed using a Bruker-Biospin 5 mm multinuclear probe at a 

field strength of 202 MHz with an acquisition size of 65,000 data points, a sweep width 

of 50 ppm, TR of 12 s, with 5000 scans for aqueous extracts and 1200 scans for lipid 

extracts. Linewidths were < 1 Hz. Processing included zero filling and a line broadening 

factor of 1 Hz was applied. 90° pulse angles were applied for quantitiative results. T1 

tests determined that acquisition conditions were quantitative (5*T1) for all resonances 

31 analyzed except for inorganic phosphate (Pi) during P spectroscopy. Pj was determined 

to be 81.9% of the fully relaxed signal, and the appropriate correction was applied. Peak 

assignments were made by addition of standards and from the literature. Peak areas were 

determined using a deconvolution routine based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. 

Data were normalized to the sum of the all phosphate signals (total PO4).  

Radiolabeled Choline Uptake 

Choline transport kinetic parameters were determined for all cell lines at 37°C by 

incubation with a constant concentration of ^H-choline and increasing concentrations of 
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unlabeled choline for a set period of time (32). Cells were plated with 2x10^ cells per 

well in 6 well plates and grown to steady-state. Medium was removed and wells were 

washed twice with Hank's buffered saline containing 0.365 g/L glutamine and 1 g/L 

glucose. Hanks buffered saline containing 1 |j.Ci/mL ^H choline (American Radiolabeled 

Chemicals, St. Louis, MO) and 0.00, 0.39, 1.56, 6.25, 12.5, 25.0, 50.0 and 100.0 i^M 

unlabeled choline was added to individual wells for 20 minutes at 37°C. Labeled 

medium was removed and wells were rinsed 6X with ice cold PBS, followed by a 30 

minute incubation in 1 mL ice cold 0.1 M NaOH for cell lysis. Lysate (0.5 mL) was 

added to 5 mL scintillation cocktail and allowed to sit overnight in the dark. A second 

0.5 mL aliquot of lysate was neutralized with 0.1 M HCl and was used to determine 

protein concentration by Bradford assay (33) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Incorporated label 

was measured by scintillation counter as disintegrations per minute (dpm). A correction 

was made for loss of activity due to half-life from assay date to experiment date. 

Results were analyzed by nonlinear regression and plotted as a displacement 

curve using the following equation derived from the Michaelis-Menton equation (32): Vt 

= (Vmax * [T])/(Km + [T] + [S])) + (vd * [T]). Where Vt is the velocity of tracer uptake, 

[T] is the tracer concentration, [S] is the concentration of unlabeled choline, and vj is an 

additional variable added to account for nonspecific uptake (diffusion). By Pick's Law, 

with [T] held constant, Vt/[T] is the permeability specific-surface area product commonly 

referred to as a diffusion constant, K<i. Nonlinear regression was performed using Sigma 

Plot (SPSS, Chicago, IL). To detennine whether multiple saturable transport systems 

were present, additional (Vmax * [T])/(Km + [T] + [S])) components were added to the 
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equation for nonlinear regression analysis. Error reported for each independent variable 

is the standard error (SE) of the regression. Quality of the regression is reported as an R-

squared value and significance of the fit for a give variable is reported as a p-value. 

RNA Extraction 

Cells were grown two days past confluence before RNA extraction. RNA was 

extracted using the GenElute^'^ Mammalian Total RNA Miniprep kit (Sigma, St. Louis, 

MO). To remove genomic DNA contamination, RNA extracts were treated with DNAse 

using the DNA-free^'^ kit (Ambion, Austin, TX). RNA purity and concentration were 

determined using a spectrometer. 

Real-Time RT-PCR 

Primer sets were designed by us to generate cDNA and perform RT-PCR from (3-

actin, CHTl, CTLl, OCTl and 0CT2 mRNA. Primers were synthesized by Invitrogen 

life technologies (San Diego, CA). PCR conditions were optimized for each primer set 

by varying annealing temperature and, if necessary, Mg^^ concentration so that maximum 

yield without spurious priming was achieved. RNA extracts from muhiple cell lines were 

used as template RNA during optimization (Table 3.1). 

Real-time RT-PCR was conducted using a Smart Cycler® (Cephid, Sunnyvale, 

CA) and the SuperScript^^ One-Step RT-PCR system with Platinum® Taq (Invitrogen 

life technologies, San Diego, CA) and a SYBR-green detection format (Molecular 

Probes, Eugene, OR). Reverse transcriptase (RT) conversion of RNA into cDNA was 
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performed during a 15 min incubation at 52°C, which was immediately followed by a 15 

min incubation at 94"C to stop the reaction and denature the cDNA. Next, 35 cycles were 

run with a 94''C melting temperature for 15 s, and a primer-set specific 

annealing/extension temperature for 60 s. To control for DNA contamination of the RNA 

extracts, a no-RT reaction was run for each extract. A no-template reaction was included 

during each experiment to control for DNA contamination in the reagents. In some cases, 

amplification of primer-dimers was observed in the no-template control at later cycles. In 

all cases, amphfication of template occurred prior to primer-dimer amplification and 

primer-dimer amplification was not detected before template fluorescence had reached a 

maximum limit. Melt curves yielded a single melt-peak for all template reactions and a 

minimal melt peaks for the no-template control reaction. 

Table 3.1, Primers and conditions for real-time PCR of putative choline transporters 
and P-actin. 

Target 
Sequence 

(cDNA) 
Accession 

Number Primer Sequence (5' to 3') 

Product 
Length 

(bp) 
[Mg"]  
(mM) 

Annealing T 
CO 

CHT1 AB043997 
forward 

reverse 

acc tat get caa gtg ctg fee ft 

aat ggc ccc aat gag tat gg 

80 1.8 60.8 

CTL1 HSA420812(var. A), 
AJ245620 (var. B) 

forward 
(A&B) 

reverse (A) 

reverse (B) 

gtg ctg atg gag ttt gtg g 

aga act tgc tcc cga age 

tea cct ttt ctt cag cat eg 

107 (A) 
104 (B) 

1.8 60.8 

0CT1 NM_003057 
forward 

reverse 

tct tcc ate gtc act gag ttc aa 

ccg cat tea aac agg act ga 
79 1.8 64.8 

0CT2 XM_004235 forward 

reverse 

gga egg ctg ggt gta cga 
gga gtt ggc aca tac cag gtt aa 

68 1.8 59.9 

p-actin BOO16045 
forward 

reverse 

egg cat cgt cac caa ctg 

ggc aca cgc age tea ttg 

71 1.8 69.9 
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Raw mRNA expression values were determined as being T t, where Ct is the 

number of cycles required for the SYBR green I fluorescence to cross the threshold of 30 

arbitrary fluorescence units. Choline transporter expression was normalized to |3-actin 

expression. As shown in chapter 2, P-actin expression is reasonably invariable between 

breast cancer cell lines. Three extracts per cell line were analyzed (n = 3). Repeatablility 

of measurements by this method is high (Cronbach's alpha of 0.93) (Chapter 2), so only 

one run per primer set per extract was performed. Results are presented as the mean and 

error is presented as standard error of the mean (sem). 
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RESULTS 

In Vivo ^'P MRS of Tumors 

Elevated levels of PCho relative to NTP's are detected in MCF-7 and MDA-mb-

31 231 human breast cancer cell lines xenografted into SCID mice by P MR spectroscopy 

localized to the tumor in vivo (Chapter 7). Figure 3.1 shows representative spectra of an 

MCF-7 tumor with elevated PCho. 

In Vitro ^'P MRS of Cell Extracts 

In order to demonstrate elevated PCho levels in breast cancer cells relative to non 

3 1 tumor forming normal breast cells, high resolution P MR spectra were acquired from 

cell extracts of normal breast cells (MCF-lOA) and breast cancer cells (MCF-7) (Figure 

3.2). Note the elevation of PCho relative to the y-NTP peak in MCF-7 cells (bottom) 

compared to the MCF-lOA cells (top). PCho levels were quantified and normalized to 

the total phosphate signal (n = 4 extracts per cell line). The elevation of PCho in MCF-7 

cells relative to MCF-lOA cells is highly significant (p < 1 x 10"^). 

Choline Transport Kinetics 

Kinetic parameters of choline transport were determined for MCF-1 OA, MCF-

lOT, MCF-7 and MDA-mb-435 human breast cancer cells by competition with increasing 

concentrations of unlabeled substrate. These displacement curves were fitted by 

nonlinear regression using Michaelis-Menton kinetics (32). A variable was added to the 
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Figure 3.2, ^'P MR spectra from extracts of normal breast cells (MCF-lOA, top) and 
breast cancer cells (MCF-7, bottom) demonstrating elevation of PCho. And 
quantification of PCho in the two cell lines (inset). 
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equation in order to model nonspecific choline transport (diffusion) and was used to 

calculate the diffusion constant (Kd). The displacement curve for MCF-lOA cells plotted 

on linear and log scales are shown in figures 3.3A and 3.3B, respectively. The 

regression curves appear to overshoot the zero data point, but are within two standard 

errors from the mean. As discussed by Malo, et al., the zero data point has the highest 

error and therefore should be weighted the least (32). Note that, at high concentrations 

of cold substrate, the curve saturates without the velocity of transport reaching zero, 

indicating a contribution by nonspecifc transport. As further evidence of nonspecific 

transport, when fitted without an additional constant term, the displacement curve 

descends to zero undershooting the data points having reached saturation (not shown). 

In this case, a plot of the nonlinear regression residuals evenly distribute around a line 

transecting the Y-axis above zero (Figure 3.4A). After including the constant temi, the 

residuals cluster around a line which transects at zero (3.4B). 

Nonlinear regression linefits were performed on each dataset with equations for a 

single saturable component, a single saturable component with a constant term, and with 

additional saturable components. The highest correlation coefficients were achieved 

using a single saturable component with a constant term for nonspecific uptake. R-

squared values for the optimal linefits and P-values for the fit of each independent 

variable are reported in table 3.2. 

Choline uptake kinetic parameters are presented in Figure 3.5. The rate constant 

(Km) for choline transport may be elevated in the tumorigenic MCF-7 cells relative to the 

normal MCF-lOA cells, but is lower in MDA-mb-435 cells (3.5A). However, Km is not 
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Figure 3.3, Displacement curves of labeled choline uptake in MCF-IOA human breast 
cells with velocity of tracer uptake (vj plotted versus unlabeled choline concentration. 
Curves were generated by nonlinear regression and plotted in linear scale (A) and 
logarithmic scale (B). A linear scale segment in the zero range is added to the log scale 
plot. 
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Michaelis-Menton derived equation without a constant term (A), and with a constant 
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Figure 3.5, Kinetic parameters of choline transport into human breast cancer cells. 
Choline transport rate constant, K^ (A), maximum velocity of choline transport, Vmax (B) 
and the nonspecific transport diffusion constant, Kd (C). 
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Table 3.2, Goodness of fit parameters for nonlinear regressions and independent 
variables. 

cell line R-squared P value of fit cell line R-squared 
Kn, ^ max Kd 

MCF-lOA 0.94 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 

MCF-IOT 0.96 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 

MCF-7 0.75 0.03 0.04 <0.0001 

MDA-mb-435 0.74 0.05 0.14 0.003 

changed by H-ras transfection (MCF-IOT cells). The maximum velocity of choline 

transport (Vmax) is lower in the tumorigenic lines MCF-IOT and MCF-7 and is much 

lower in the metastatic MDA-mb-435 cells (3.5B). The diffusible element of choline 

uptake is similar between MCF-lOA, MCF-IOT and MCF-7 cells, but is lower in MDA-

mb-435 cells (3.5C). Data for MDA-mb-231 cells are not presented due to cells 

becoming detached during washes. 

Gene Expression of Putative Choline Transporters 

Expression of mRNA coding for potential choline transporters in breast cancer 

cells was determined via real time RT-PCR. Expression values were normalized to P-

actin (Chapter 2). High levels of expression were determined for the putative choline 

transporter CTLl (Figure 3.6A). Primers for both CTLl variant A and B were used to 

determine expression (Table 3.1). In all cell lines variant A was expressed and variant B 
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Figure 3.6, Expression of CTLl mRNA in human breast cancer cells, 
normalized to P-actin. 
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was not expressed. Note that the pattern of CTLl expression was similar to that observed 

for Vmax choline transport (cf Figure 3.5B). Very low expression of OCTl was detected 

(3.6B, note scale), and expression of CHTl and 0CT2 was undetectable (data not 

shown). 
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DISCUSSION 

Choline transport in a range of human breast cancer cells is best modeled as a 

single saturable transport system with an additional non-specific uptake component. The 

rate constant (Km) for choline transport is generally higher in the tumorigenic MCF-7 

cells relative to the normal MCF-lOA cells (Figure 3.5A), this could at least partially 

explain the relative elevation of PCho in MCF-7 cells compared to MCF-lOA cells 

(Figure 3.2). Both transport and nonspecific uptake of choline in MDA-mb-435 cells was 

suppressed relative to the other cell lines. However, caution is required when interpreting 

these data as microarray analyses have shown that MDA-mb-435 cells have a gene 

expression pattern atypical of breast cancer, and may point to a melanotic origin (34). 

This is the first report of CTLl being expressed in breast cells or cancer cells of 

any type. CTLl is a member of a new family of transporter-like proteins. It is 

homologous to a Torpedo electric lobe gene found to suppress a choline transport 

mutation in yeast, and has been found expressed in the brain and colon. CTLl mediated 

transport in yeast was inhibited by the structural analog of choline, hemicolinium-3 (15). 

Expression of CTLl appears to decrease with increasing tumorigenicity (Figure 3.5B), 

which would argue against CTLl being responsible for the increased levels of PCho in 

tumorigenic and metastatic cells relative to normal breast cells. It is also of great interest 

that mRNA for the other choline transporting systems, viz. OCT-1/2 and CHT-1, were 

either completely absent or at vanishingly small levels. Hence, the question of the 

specific choline transporter acting in breast cancer remains open, but the virtual absence 
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of alternates suggests that CTLl is the major transporter. Furthermore, the kinetic data 

suggest that elevated PCho in the cancerous cells is not linked to transport and hence are 

likely due to either increased phosphorylation or increased endogenous turnover. 
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Chapter 4 - Transcriptomic and metabolomic differentiation of breast 
cancers: Progression and therapy response via magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy and quantitative expression profiUng in the choHne pathway 

ABSTRACT 

Tumor choline metabolites have potential for use as diagnostic indicators of 

breast cancer progression and can be non-invasively monitored in vivo by magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy. Both a MR visible phosphomonoester peak (~3.9 ppm) and 

a total choline metabolite peak (-3.2 ppm) detected by MRS are elevated in human 

breast tumors. As determined by tumor extract studies, the principle diagnostic 

component of these peaks is phosphocholine (PCho), the biosynthetic precursor to the 

membrane phospholipid, phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho). In extracts of human breast 

cells, PCho and the PtdCho breakdown product, glycerophosphocholine, are 

incrementally increased in cell lines of increasing metastatic potential. The ability to 

resolve and quantify PCho in vivo would improve the precision of this putative diagnostic 

tool. Additionally, determining the biochemical mechanisms underlying these metabolic 

perturbations will improve the understanding of metastatic cancer and could suggest 

potential molecular targets for drug development. Reported herein is the in vivo 

resolution and quantification of PCho in a breast cancer xenograft model in SCID mice 

via image-guided ^'P MR spectroscopy, localized to small voxels. Also reported is the 

quantification of cytosolic and lipid metabolites in breast cancer cells of increasing 
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cancer progression, and the identification of metabolites that differ amongst cell lines by 

degree of cancer aggressiveness. These metabolic differences are correlated with 

differences in expression of genes of the choline metabolic pathway. Gene expression 

changes following taxane therapy are also correlated with previously reported changes in 

choline metabolites following the same therapy in the same tumor model. Biochemical 

models explaining the metabolic changes are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Breast cancer is a significant factor in women's health worldwide. In the US 

alone 192,000 cases and 40,000 deaths were reported in 2001Diagnosis and choice of 

appropriate therapy is complicated by the heterogeneous nature of the disease. Breast 

cancer is presented in a range of histological types and molecular profiles Seventy 

percent of cases are classified as infiltrating ductal carcinoma, but there is considerable 

heterogeneity of gene expression and a range of therapeutic outcomes in these cases. A 

number of additional classifications exist, each type with a general prognosis but with 

considerable heterogeneity of therapeutic response. 

The most established prognostic markers are involvement of axillary lymph 

nodes, tumor size and histologic grade. A number of molecular markers are also being 

investigated for proliferation (Ki-67, PCNA); expression of oncogenes (HER-2, EGF 

receptor); tumor suppressor activity (p53, nm-23); invasiveness (cathepsin D, 

plasminogen activator inhibitor and urokinase-plasminogen activator receptor); and 

• • 3 angiogenesis (VEGF) . DNA arrays have established expression patterns of 70 genes 

involved in cell cycle regulation, invasion and metastasis, angiogenesis and signal 

transduction that are highly predictive of poor prognosis in breast cancer 

Non-invasive magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) localized to the tumor can 

also provide useful information about tumor progression and metabolism. MR-visible 

choline metabohtes are elevated in breast cancer The MRS visible 

phosphomonoester (PME) resonance (~3.9 ppm) of breast tumors is elevated relative to 
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normal tissue, yet does not yet accurately differentiate benign from metastatic cancerous 

8 12 lesions " . MRS of tumor extracts have established that the PME signal is a composite 

resonance, primarily of phosphocholine (PCho), phosphoethanolamine (PEtn) and sugar 

phosphates PCho has been implicated as the elevated component of the PME 

resonance in breast tumors 

In more recent years, the identification of elevated choline metabolites by 'H 

MRS has been explored in breast tumors in vivo At lower field strengths, detection 

of the total choline (tCho) resonance (~3.2 ppm) has distinguished malignant from benign 

tumors with high specificity and sensitivity However, as higher field strengths are 

being used clinically, tCho peak detection limits have been lowered, requiring the 

25 quantification of relative tCho levels . Studies of tumor extracts have identified 

individual components of the tCho resonance and PCho is determined to be the most 

diagnostic component 

Use of the PME and tCho resonance to stage breast cancer progression is limited 

by the inabihty to resolve PCho in vivo. Since PCho appears to be the most diagnostic 

component, differences in other components of these resonances may dampen the effect. 

By image localized ^'P MR spectroscopy, the resolution and quantification of PCho in 

small voxels of human breast cancer cell xenografts in SCID mice is reported in chapter 

7. 

High resolution NMR studies of breast cancer cell extracts have determined that 

27 29 PCho increases with cancer progression " . PCho is a cytosolic intermediate for the 

synthesis of the lipid membrane component, phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho). NMR of 
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breast cells has been used to study the underlying biochemistry behind these cancer-

related differences in choline metabolite levels. Transport of choline into MCF-7 breast 

cancer cells is 2-fold higher relative to human mammary epithelial cells (HMECs), and 

conversion of choline (Cho) into PCho by choline kinase is 10-fold higher, but 

Of* 
conversion of PCho into PtdCho occurred at a similar rate . Glycerophosphocholine 

(GPC) is a degradation product of PtdCho. GPC is also elevated with breast cancer 

progression cells and relative PCho/GPC ratios are reported to increase dramatically in 

cells during log phase growth Determining the biochemical mechanisms behind these 

metabolic perturbations will improve the understanding of metastatic breast cancer and 

may suggest novel molecular targets for drug development. 

This chapter is a study of the breast cancer metabolome. In particular, choline 

metabolites are quantified and compared with the choline pathway transcriptome for the 

same tumors and cells. Quantification of PCho and GPC in vivo in tumorigenic (MCF-

7/S), doxorubicin resistant (MCF-7/D40) and metastatic (MDA-mb-231) breast tumor 

xenografts is reported. Other choline compounds are quantified from tumor extracts. 

Also reported are the relative concentrations of lipid and cytosolic metabolites in breast 

cells of increasing cancer progression (normal MCF-lOA, tumorigenic MCF-7 and 

metastatic MDA-mb-231) (Chapter 5) and differences identified in choline metabolites 

and other metabolites varying amongst these cells. These results are correlated with 

quantification of mRNA expression of genes in the choline pathway. Alterations in gene 

expression are also correlated with changes in choline metabolites in response to therapy 

(Chapter 7). These data suggest that a combination of anabolic and catabolic 
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perturbations in PtdCho metabolism contribute to the alterations in choline metabolism 

observed with cancer progression and response to therapy. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Tumor Model 

As a model for tumor therapeutic response, human tumor xenografts have been 

grown in SCID mice and effectively treated , in the context of therapeutic response, 

spectroscopy results for the animals discussed in this communication have been 

previously reported (Chapters 6 and 7). Therefore methods will be presented in brief 

MCF-7/S (Arizona Cancer Center Cell Culture Shared Services, Tucson, AZ), MCF-

7/D40 (Arizona Cancer Center Experimental Mouse Shared Services) and MDA-mb-231 

(American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, MD) human breast cancer cells were 

grown in DMEM-F12 media (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) supplemented with 10% FBS 

(Omega Scientific, Inc., Tarzana, CA), detached using trypsin (GIBCO/Invitrogen life 

technologies, San Diego, CA) or scraping, and placed in a 1:1 suspension of Hank's 

buffered saline (Sigma) and matrigel (Becton Dickinson Labware, Bedford, MA). Cells 

(1 to 2 x 10^) were injected into the mammary fat pad of 5 to 7 week old female SCID 

mice (Arizona Cancer Center Experimental Mouse Shared Services). Xenografts were 

allowed to grow into tumors. 

In Vivo Localized ^'P MR Spectroscopy 

This method for in vivo image-localized spectroscopy has previously been 

reported in detail (Chapter 7). Briefly, image-guided ISIS or OSIRIS localized 

spectroscopy was performed using quantitative acquisition parameters, at a field-strength 

of 81.15 MHz, spectral width of 8013 Hz, acquisition size of 4096 data points, T^of 10 s. 
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either 23 (184/8) averages for an acquisition time of 1/2 h or 46 (368/8) averages for an 

acquisition time of 1 h, a secant hyperbolic inversion pulse, an adiabatic fast passage 

excitation pulse, a Hermitian refocusing pulse, and a dwell time of 62.4 jj,sec were used. 

Localized autoshimming on the water resonance was accomplished using a PRESS 

sequence. Voxel size was variable (0.245 to 1.450 mL) and set within the boundaries of 

the tumor. Mean voxel volume was 831 ± 62 )^L for MCF-7 tumors, and 436 ±1 \\L for 

MDA-mb-231 tumors. Spectral processing included an exponential line broadening 

factor of -30 and a Gaussian factor of 0.06, manual phasing and baseline correction, and 

calibration of the a-NTP peak was (-10.05 ppm). Peak areas were determined using a 

Levenberg-Marquardt deconvolution routine. Individual peak areas were normalized to 

the total phosphate signal. 

Cell Culture 

MCF-lOA cells were obtained from the Michigan Cancer Foundation (now 

Karmanos Cancer Institute, Detroit, MI), MCF-7 cells were obtained from the Arizona 

Cancer Center cell culture shared service (Tucson, AZ) and MDA-mb-231 cells were 

obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD). All cell lines 

have been maintained at low passage number. Commercial sources of cell growth 

medium are as follows: EGF (Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, NY), Fetal bovine 

serum (FBS) (Omega Scientific, Inc., Tarzana, CA), Trypsin (Invitrogen life 

technologies, San Diego, CA). All other media, chemicals and reagents were purchased 

from Sigma, St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise stated. Cells were grown in DMEM-F12 
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37 media with 5 mg/mL insulin. Due to EGF dependence for growth , 20 ng/mL EGF was 

added to MCF-lOA media. Media contained 10% FBS of the same lot. 

Dual-Phase Tumor and Cell Extract 

Tumor metabolites were extracted via a dual-phase extraction (DPE) method 

38 previously described by Katz-Brull, et al. . Frozen tumors were placed m 10 mL ice-

cold 0.4 mM phenylphosphonic acid in methanol for 1 h, after which the tumor tissue 

was homogenized to an even consistency using a Dremel hand-held homogenizer 

[Racine, WI] while maintaining on ice. Equal volumes (10 mL) of ice-cold chloroform 

and distilled and deionized water were sequentially added to the homogenate followed by 

vigorous vortex mixing after each addition. The mixture was left overnight in the -20°C 

freezer allowing phase separation. 

Human breast cancer cells representing a range of cancer progression were used 

(Chapter 5). Prior to treatment, MCF-lOA (normal), MCF-7 (tumorigenic) and MDA-

mb-231 (tumorigenic and metastatic) cells were grown to steady-state (confluence + 1 d) 

in order to best model a tumor. For metabolite comparison amongst cell lines, media was 

replaced and cells were allowed to grow for an additional 24 h. Replaced media 

contained a dilute concentration of drug carrier which we have previously shown to have 

no effect on cell viability or growth (Chapter 5). Dual-phase cell extracts were 

performed as described by Tyagi, et al. . Four extracts per treatment group. 

Immediately following three initial 0.9% saline washes at room temperature, plates were 

placed on ice and covered during the 10 to 20 minute incubation in ice-cold methanol. 
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Cells in methanol were scraped from each plate and ice-cold water and chloroform were 

added in succession with vortexing between additions. Equal volumes of methanol, 

water and chloroform were used (1:1:1). Extracts were kept overnight at 4°C for phase 

separation. 

Following phase separation of both tumor and cell extracts, the upper methanol-

water and the lower chloroform phases were transferred into separate containers. 

Methanol was reduced from the aqueous phase by blowing nitrogen gas over the mixture 

while on ice and samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and lyophilized at -80°C. After 

lyophilization, water-soluble metabolites were resuspended in 1 mL of H2O. Chelex (~5 

mg) was added to the resuspendate and removed by centrifuge. For 'H spectroscopy, 400 

31 |j,L of resuspendate were added to a 5 mm NMR tube (Wilmad, Buena, NJ). For P 

spectroscopy, EDTA (pH 8) was added to reach a final concentration of 10 mM. Tumor 

samples were then diluted 1:1 in tricene buffer (pH 8.1) bringing the sample pH to within 

the range of pH 7.8 to 8.0. Cell extracts were already in the appropriate pH range for 

resolution of peaks (-8.5) so adjustment was not necessary. Protein at the interface 

between the aqueous and lipid phases was air dried, resuspended in 0.1 N NaOH, let 

stand for 30 minutes, boiled 5 minutes and neutralized in HCl. Protein content was 

determined via Bradford assay using BSA standards Before resuspending, samples 

were maintained at -20°C. Resuspended samples were maintained on ice or at 4°C. 
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High-Resolution NMR Spectroscopy 

High-resolution spectroscopy of extracts was performed on a Bruker-Biospin 

DRX-500 NMR spectrometer [Billerica, MA]. Phosphorous spectroscopy of the aqueous 

and lipid phases was performed using a Bruker-Biospin 5 mm multinuclear probe at a 

field strength of 202 MHz with an acquisition size of 65,000 data points, a sweep width 

of 50 ppm, TR of 12 s, with 5000 scans for aqueous extracts and 1200 scans for lipid 

extracts. Linewidths were < 1 Hz for aqueous extracts and < 2 Hz for lipid extracts. 

Processing included zero filling and a line broadening factor of 1 Hz was applied. As a 

standard, a 10 mM 1-aminopropylphosphonic acid (1-APP) in ^H20 was used. Proton 

spectroscopy was performed using a Bruker-Biospin 5 mm triple-resonance triple-

gradient probe at a field strength of 500 MHz with an acquisition size of 32,000 data 

points, a sweep width of 20 ppm, TR of 3.6 s, with 256 scans. Linewidths were ~ 3 Hz. 

Processing included zero filling and a line broadening factor of 0.3 Hz was applied. As a 

standard, 0.5 mM 3-(trimethylsilyl) tetradeutero sodium propionate (TSP) in H2O was 

used. 90° pulse angles were applied for quantitative results. T1 tests determined that 

acquisition conditions were quantitative (5*T1) for all resonances analyzed except for 

inorganic phosphate (Pi) during ^'P spectroscopy. Pi was determined to be 81.9% of the 

fully relaxed signal, and the appropriate correction was applied. 

Tumor extract and lipid phase cell extract standards were placed into a Wilmad 5 

mm O.D. stem coaxial insert [Buena, NJ] and inserted into the sample NMR tube. For 

aqueous phase of cell extracts, standards were sealed in a capillary tube and placed in the 

NMR tube. The ratio of sample to standard was determined from manufacturer's 
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specifications of the NMR tube and insert, or from a cross-section of the capillary tube by 

which the inside and outside diameters were determined. For cell extracts, initial spectra 

were acquired without the standard. A second spectrum was acquired with the standard 

without spinning. Since the initial spectra were of higher resolution due to the spinning, 

a ratio of the standard peak and the largest metabolite peak was determined from the 

standard spectra and applied to all peaks of the higher resolution spectra. 

Peak assignments were made by addition of known metabolites and from the 

literature Peak areas were determined using a deconvolution routine based on the 

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The signal to noise ratio was used to determine values 

for undetectable peaks with the ratio being defined as: largest peak intensity/(2*noise 

intensity). Undetectable peaks were given the value of 2X noise, which is the largest 

peak area divided by the signal to noise ratio. The deconvolution linefit was assessed for 

each peak. Peaks with poor linefits due to very low signal-to-noise ratio were removed 

from the analysis. All peak areas were normalized to the total aqueous phosphorous 

signal for a given extract. Cho peak areas were normalized by applying the Cho/PCho 

1 31 ratio from the H spectra to the PCho/total aqueous phosphorous ratio from the P 

spectra of the same extract. Lipid peak areas were normalized by applying the ratio of 

lipid peak concentration (nmol*mg protein"')/ PCho concentration (nmol*mg protein"') to 

the PCho/total aqueous phosphorous ratio from the ̂ 'P spectra of the same extract. Excel 

spreadsheet (Microsoft, Seattle, WA) was used to manually align acceptable signals 

within spectra from each cell line (n = 4). Alignments were then made of signals 

amongst all cell lines. Mean peak area and standard error of the mean (sem) were 
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calculated for each peak by cell line. Significant differences in mean peak areas amongst 

cell hnes were determined by t-test. 

RNA Extraction 

For comparison of gene expression amongst cell lines, cells were grown one day 

past confluence, media was then replaced with media containing dilute drug carrier and 

incubated an additional 24 h before RNA extraction. For gene expression response to 

therapy, replacement media contained 10 nM docetaxel or drug-carrier only as a no drug 

control, and cells were incubated an additional 48 h before RNA extraction. RNA was 

extracted using the GenElute^'^ Mammalian Total RNA Miniprep kit (Sigma, St. Louis, 

MO). To remove genomic DNA contamination, RNA extracts were treated with DNAse 

using the DNA-free^'^ kit (Ambion, Austin, TX). RNA purity and concentration were 

determined using a spectrometer. 

Real-Time RT-PCR 

Primer sets were designed by us to generate cDNA and perform RT-PCR from P-

actin, CTLl, CKl, CHKL, CTPla, CTPip, CPT, PLDla, PLD2a and PLD2p mRNA. 

Primers were synthesized by Invitrogen life technologies (San Diego, CA). PCR 

conditions were optimized for each primer set by varying annealing temperature and, if 

necessary, Mg^^ concentration so that maximum yield without spurious priming was 

achieved. RNA extracts from multiple cell lines were used as template RNA during 

optimization (Table 4.1). Real-time RT-PCR was conducted using a Smart Cycler® 
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Table 4.1, Optimal PCR conditions per primer set. For the Invitrogen kit, [Mg^^J was 
1.8 mM in all cases and for the Qiagen Hot Start kit, stock [Mg*""] was used. 

Gene Accession # Primer Sequence (5' 3') 
Product 
Length 

Annealing T 
(X) 

CTL1, 
var. A 

HSA420812 forward 
reverse 

gtg ctg atg gag ttt gtg g 

aga act tgc toe cga age 107 57.8" 

CK1 D10704 
forward 
reverse 

aga ggc ggc ctt age aac a 

ttc cga ggc tea tea cca a 76 60 

CHKL NM_005198 
forward 

reverse 

get ctc aga gcc aga aaa tgc t 

too caa tgt caa ago ccc tat a 85 60 

CTPIa NM_005017 
forward 
reverse 

gtt tat gcc gat gga ata ttt gac t 
aag gtt ctt cgc ttg cat cag 71 64,8,' 58,8" 

CTP1(3 NM_004845 
forward 

reverse 

gcc cac age ctc gac tga' 
cot ttc caa tga gcc tcc" 
ctt gac act ggc agt tgg ttt c 
tgg ttt cat cag caa atg g" 

69*, 
104" 

60,8,* 59" 

CPT AF195623 
forward 
reverse 

cgc teg tgc tea tct cct act 
ccc agt gca cat aaa agg tat gtc 76 64.8," 61.8" 

PLDIa NM_002662 
reverse 

forward 

caa gat age caa gga caa cc 

tgt tcc ttc agt aat gga tgg 94 59.2* 

PLD2a NM_002663 
forward 

reverse 

tct gcg gaa gca ctg c 
act gga aga agt cat cac aga tgg 91 64.8,'61.8" 

PLD2P AF038441 
forward 

reverse 

agg egg gca gtg tga ttc 
get cat aga tat tgg cgt tgc tc' 
act gga aga agt cat cac aga tgg" 

123," 
80" 60.8,* 58,8" 

p-actin BC016045 forward 

reverse 

egg cat cgt cac caa ctg 

ggc aca cgc age tea ttg 
71 69.9,* 61.8** 

" Parameters for Invitrogen RT-PCR kit. 

** Optimal conditions for Qiagen Hot-Start Kit. 
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(Cephid, Sunnyvale, CA) and, for comparison of gene expression between cell lines, the 

superscript^'^ One-Step RT-PCR system with Platinum® Taq (Invitrogen life 

technologies, San Diego, CA) was used. For detection of gene expression response to 

therapy, the HotStarTaq DNA polymerase kit was used (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Real

time detection was aquired using a SYBR-green detection format (Molecular Probes, 

Eugene, OR). Reverse transcriptase (RT) conversion of RNA into cDNA was performed 

during a 15 min (SuperScript^"^) or 20 min (HotStarTaq) incubation at 52"C 

(superscript^'^) or 50°C (HotStarTaq), which was immediately followed by a 15 min 

incubation at 94''C (SuperScript^^) or 95°C (HotStarTaq) to stop the reaction and 

denature the cDNA. Next, 35 cycles were run with a 94°C melting temperature for 15 s, 

and a primer-set specific temperature for 60 s (annealing/extension, SuperScript^'^) or 30 

s (annealing, HotStarTaq). HotStarTaq runs had an additional 20 s extension step at 

72''C. To control for DNA contamination of the RNA extracts, a no-RT reaction was run 

for each extract. A no-template reaction was included during each experiment to control 

for DNA contamination in the reagents. In some cases, amplification of primer-dimers 

was observed in the no-template control at later cycles. In all cases, amplification of 

template occurred prior to primer-dimer amplification and primer-dimer amplification 

was not detected before template fluorescence had reached a maximum limit. Melt 

curves ranging from 60 to QCC yielded a single melt-peak for all template reactions and a 

minimal melt peaks for the no-template control reaction. 

Raw mRNA expression values were determined as being 2" t, where Cj is the 

number of cycles required for the SYBR green I fluorescence to cross the threshold of 30 
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arbitrary fluorescence units (SuperScript^'^), or the second derivative of the fluorescence 

curve (HotStarTaq). Expression of individual genes in the choline metabolism pathway 

was normalized to p-actin expression. As shown in chapter 2, |3-actin expression is 

reasonably invariable between these breast cancer cell lines. Three extracts per cell line 

were analyzed (n = 3). Repeatablility of measurements by this method is high 

(Cronbach's alpha of 0.93), so only one run per primer set per extract was performed. 

Results are reported as the mean and error is reported as standard error of the mean 

(sem). In some cases when using SuperScript^'^, primer-dimer formation was observed in 

conjunction with mRNAs expressed at very low levels. These transcripts are reported as 

being expressed at low, unquantifiable levels. 
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RESULTS 

In Vivo and Ex Vivo Quantification of Tumor Choline 

Image-guided, localized MR spectroscopy was performed on MCF-7/S (n = 

16), MCF-7/D40 (n = 17) and MDA-mb-231 (n = 23) mammary fat pad xenografts in 

SCID mice. PCho and GPC peaks were resolved and quantified (Figure 4.1 A). Peak 

areas normalized to the total tumor phosphate signal were determined for PCho and GPC 

(Table 4.2). In chapter 7, ex vivo spectra from corresponding tumors and phantom 

studies are used to demonstrate that this method is quantitiative. Following spectroscopy, 

tumors were excised and both aqueous and lipid metabolites were extracted using a dual-

phase method High resolution NMR spectroscopy was performed on the aqueous and 

lipid phases of the tumor extracts for peak identification. Peaks representing choline 

metabolites (PCho, GPC and Cho) were resolved and identified in ^'P spectra (Figure 

4. IB) and spectra (4.1C) of aqueous phase samples. Choline phospholipids and 

metabolites (PtdCho, PtdCho plasmalogen and Lyso-PtdCho) were identified in ^'P 

spectra of non-aqueous extracts (4. ID). All tumor choline metabolite peaks were 

normalized to the total aqueous phosphorous signal and therefore concentrations can be 

directly compared (Table 4.1). In vivo PCho was significantly higher in doxorubicin-

resistant MCF-7/D40 tumors (p < 0.01 relative to MCF-7/S and p < 0.001 relative to 

MDA-mb-231 tumors). GPC and the PCho/GPC ratio did not vary significantly between 

tumor types. Extracts were primarily used for peak identification and hence, the numbers 

were too low to determine statistical significance ex vivo. However, ex vivo 
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PCho 

PCho 

PCho PtdCho 

PtdCho plas 
PtdEtn 

Lyso-
PtdCho 

Cho PtdEtn plas 

Figure 4.1, MR Spectra ofMCF-7 tumor metabolites: localized P MRS in vivo (A), ^'P 
MRS ex vivo, PME and PDF region (B), 'H MRS ex vivo, choline region (C), and^'P 
MRS ex vivo, lipid phase. Peak abbreviations are: composite phosphoethanolamine / 
nucleotide monophosphate / sugar phosphate peak (PEtn'), phosphocholine (PCho), 
inorganic phosphate (Pi), glycerophosphoethanolamine (GPE), glycerophosphocholine 
(GPC), phosphocreatine (PCr), nucleotide triphosphate (NTPy), cardiolipin (CL), 
phosphatidylethanolamine plasmalogen (PtdEtn plas), phosphatidylethanolamine 
(PtdEtn), lyso-phosphatidylcholine (Lyso-PtdCho), phosphatidylinositol (PI), 
phosphatidylcholine plasmalogen (PtdCho plas) and phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho). 
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Table 4.2, Quantifications of tumor choline, in vivo and ex vivo. 

Tumor 

Type 

Number of 

Spectra 

(n) 

Tumor Choline Metabolites as % total aqueous phosphate signal (± sem) Tumor 

Type 

Number of 

Spectra 

(n) 

PCho, 

3.93 

GPC, 

0.49 

PCho/GPC Cho,* 

3.2 

PtdCho," 

-0.84 

PtdCho 

pias, 

-0.77 

l>yso-

PtdCho," 

-0.33 

Tumor 

Type 

in 
vivo 

ex 
vivo 

in 
vivo 

ex 
vivo 

in 
vivo 

ex 
vivo 

in 
vivo 

ex 
vivo 

ex vivo ex vivo ex vivo ex vivo 

MCF-

7/S 

16 1 8.4 

(1.0) 

15.0 3.6 

(0.8) 

6.5 2.31 

(1.21) 

2.32 0.064 298 2.8 7.0 

MCF-

7/D40 

17 2 15.1 

(2,0) 

16.9 3.1 

(0.5) 

3.3 10.1 

(4.30) 

5.14 0.088 321 13.8 13.4 

MDA-

mb-231 

23 7 

(6 

lipid) 

7.1 

(0.9) 

12 
(0.7) 

4.6 

(1.1) 

4.8 

(0.8) 

6.88 

(4.39) 

1.84 

(0.42) 

0.035 

(0.023) 

87.2 

(23.0) 

4.0 

(0.73) 

2.3 

(0.66) 

' (Cho/PCho from 'H spectra) * (PCho/tot aqueous PC)4signal from "P spectra) * 100. 

"(PtdCho nmol/mg protein from lipid "P spectra) / (PCho nmol/mg protein from aqueous ^'P spectra) * (PCho/total aqueous PO4 

signal from "P spectra) * 100. 

quantifications generally agreed with in vivo. Cho and phospholipid levels were only 

identifiable ex vivo. 

In Vitro Quantification of Choline Metabolites 

Quantitative extracts were obtained from cultured cells which not only allowed 

careful control over conditions but also allowed comparison to non-tumorigenic cells, viz. 

MCF-lOA. Both 'H and ^'P high resolution MR spectra were acquired from the aqueous 

phase of MCF-lOA, MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 cell extracts. Cells were grown to steady-

state before extraction in order to mimic tumor conditions. Figure 4.2 shows the choline 
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Figure 4.2, Cell extract MR spectra of human breast cancer cell lines of increasing 
cancer progression: normal MCF-lOA cells (top row), tumoigenic MCF-lOA cells 
(middle row), and tumorigenic/metastatic MDA-mb-231 cells (bottom row). ^Hspectra 
of the choline region are in the left column, and^'P spectra of the PME and PDE regions 
are shown in the right column. Peak abbreviations are: glycerophosphocholine (GPC), 
phosphocholine (PCho), choline (Cho), phosphoethanolamine (PEtn), inorganic 
phosphate (Pi), phosphocreatine (PCr), nucleotide triphosphate (NTPy) and 
glycerophosphoethanolamine (GPE). 
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region of'H spectra (left column) and the PME and PDE region of spectra (right 

column). Choline phospholipids were identified in ^'P spectra of the lipid phase (Figure 

4.3). Cellular metabolites were normalized as both nmols per mg protein, or as a ratio of 

metabolite peak area to total aqueous phosphorous peak area. Similar peak profiles were 

observed by either method of normalization (Figure 4.4), but the peak area ratios yielded 

considerably lower error estimates (4.4A versus 4.4B), implying a higher degree of 

precision when quantifying as a percentage of total aqueous phosphorous. Both cytosolic 

and lipid choline metabolites were quantified as a percentage of total aqueous 

phosphorous and are reported in table 4.3. 

In vitro, PCho increased significantly by degree of cancer progression. The 

lowest PCho concentrations were observed in normal MCF-lOA cells. Tumorigenic 

MCF-7 cells had significantly higher PCho, and metastatic MDA-mb-231 cells had yet a 

significantly higher concentration. This same profile is seen for the phosphatidylcholine 

(PtdCho) degradation product, Lyso-PtdCho. GPC also appears to increase by degree of 

cancer progression, with MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 concentrations being significantly 

higher than in MCF-lOA cells, although the differences between the tumorigenic cell 

lines were not significant. This same effect is seen with the PCho/GPC ratio, where the 

cancer cell lines do not have significantly different ratios, but both ratios are significantly 

lower than that of the normal cell line. While PCho levels are higher in cancer cells, the 

inverse is seen for Cho concentrations. Cho is significantly lower in MCF-7 and MDA-

mb-231 cells compared to MCF-lOA cells. However, Cho is lowest in MCF-7 cells. 
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PtdCho MCF-lOA 

PtdCho plas PtdEtn PtdEtn plas 

-o.l -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 

rrj^ 

-0.6 -0.7 
T 

ppm 

MCF-7 

PS/SPH 
CL 

-0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 -0,8 0.0 ppm 

MDA-mb-231 

Lyso-PtdCho 

0.0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 

Figure 4.3, P MR spectra of the cell extract lipid phase: MCF-lOA (top), MCF-7 
(middle) and MDA-mb-231 (bottom). Peak abbreviations are: 
phosphatidylethanolamine plasmalogen (PtdEtn plas), phosphatidylethanolamine 
(PtdEtn), phosphatidylinositol (PI), phosphatidylcholine plasmalogen (PtdCho plas), 
phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho), cardiolipin (CL), phosphatidyl serine/sphingomyelin 
composite (PS/SPH) and lyso phosphatidylcholine (Lyso-PtdCho). 
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Figure 4.4, A Comparison of normalization methods: Areas of PCho peaks from cell 
extracts (n = 4) normalized as a percentage of total aqueous phosphate signal (A), and 
normalized as nmol per mg protein (B). 
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Table 4.3, Quantifications of choline metabolites in vitro. 

Cell Line Metabolites, ppm, as % total aqueous phosphate signal, n = 4 (± sem) Cell Line 

PCho, 

3.93 

GPC, 

0.49 

PCho/GPC Cho,* 
3.2 

PtdCho,'* 
-0.84 

PtdCho plas,** 
-0.77 

Lyso-PtdCho,** 
-0.33 

MCF-lOA 
(normal) 

ll.O''" 
(0.14) 

n.d.'=''= 80.7" 
(2.2) 

2 9C,a 

(0.27) 

38 70,0 

(3.2) 
5.3"-'' 
(2.0) 

n.d»'^ 

MCF-7 
(tumorigenic) 

1940,0 

(0.38) 
2.6"'° 

(0.020) 
7.3'-" 
(0.1) 

0.20''° 
(0.15) 

32.5"'" 
(9.0) (1.2) 

0.18"'" 
(0.048) 

MDA-mb-231 
(metastatic) 

28.6''' 
(0.37) 

3.2 
(0.39) 

9.2''° 
(1.0) 

1.3''' 
(0.53) 

50.0"'° 
(17.0) 

3.9"'° 
(1.1) 

1 4b,o 

(0.15) 

n.d. = not detected at quantifiable levels, significance calculated from 2X noise. 
* (Cho/PCho from 'H spectra) * (PCho/tot aqueous PO4 signal from^'P spectra) * 100. 
** (PtdCho nmol/mg protein from lipid ^'P spectra) / (PCho rmiol/mg protein from aqueous ^'P spectra) * 
(PCho/total aqueous PO4 signal from^'P spectra) * 100. 
Vot significant, p < 0.05,p < 0.01 / P < 0  .001 V5. other cells in order from top to bottom. 

There were no significant differences observed in the phospholipid PtdCho or the 

etherlipid PtdCho plasmalogen concentrations. 

In Vitro Quantification of All Metabolites Relative to Cancer Progression 

In addition to the choline metabolites, quantifications of all metabolites were 

compared amongst cell lines to determine significant differences correlated with cancer 

progression. Four regions of high peak density were identified in ̂ 'P MR spectra of the 

extract aqueous phase (Figure 4.5): the phosphomonoester (PME)/nucleotide 
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31 Figure 4.5, Regions of high signal density from P MR spectra of cell extracts (MCF-7 
spectrum shown): PME/sugar phosphate region (A), NTP y region (B), NTP a region (C) 
and NTPP region (D). Peak assignments are: glycerol-3-phosphate (Gro3P), fructose-
1,6-dlphosphate (Fru-1,6-DP), phosphoethanolamine (PEtn), adenosine monophosphate 
(AMP), uridine monophosphate (UMP), phosphocholine (PCho), nucleotide triphosphate 
(NTPy, -a, -fi), nucleotide diphosphate (NDPp, -a), uridine diphosphate-glucourinate, -
glucose, -galactose, -N-acetylglucosamine, -N-acetlygalactosamine (UDPGa, -f), and 
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADa, -(i). 
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monophosphate (NMP)/sugar phosphate region (4.5A), the nucleotide triphosphate-y 

(NTPy) region (4.5B) which also includes nucleotide diphosphate-(3 resonances (NDPP), 

the NTPa region (4.5C) which also includes NDPa's, nicotinamide adenine 

dinucleotides (NADs), and UDPG's (uridine diphosphate-glucourinate, -glucose, -

galactose, -A^-acetylglucosamine, -A^-acetlygalactosamine), and the NTPp region (4.5D). 

Table 4.4 is a listing of metabohtes which increase with cancer progression. These 

include the cj^osolic phospholipid synthesis and degradation intermediates PCho, Lyso-

PtdCho, GPC and GPE, and the phospholipid cardiolipin (diphosphatidylglycerol). Also, 

some sugar phosphates were elevated including glycerol-3-phosphate and fructose-1,6-

diphosphate. A single uridine diphosphate-glucose-P (UDPGlcP) resonance increased. 

Table 4.4, Metabolites increasing with cancer progression. 

Cell Line Metabolites, ppm, as % total aqueous phosphate signal n = 4 (± sem) Cell Line 

incremental increase generally elevated in cancers 

Cell Line 

Gro3P, 
4.91 

F1,6BP, 
4.53 

4.46' PCho, 
3.93 

Lyso-
PtdCho,** 

-0,326 

F1,6BP, 
4.75 

GPE, 
1.03 

GPC, 
0.49 

UTP/CTPy. 
-4.93 

UDPGlcp, 

-12.09 

CL," 
0.165 

MCF-lOA 
(normal) 

ad."'" n.d."''= 11.0 
(0.14) 

ii-d."'" 0 19 
(0.051) 

l_7h,o 

(0.078) 
n.d."'" n.d.'''" 

MCF-7 
(luinorigeiiic) 

0.39 
(0.11) 

0.62 
(0.072) 

O.IS"''' 
(0.084) 

19.4''' 
(0.38) (0.048) 

0.39'=''= 

(0.020) 

2.1'=''' 

(0.031) 
2.6"'" 

(0.020) 
2.0'^'" 

(0.057) 
0.23 
(0.027) 

3.2"-" 
(0.88) 

MDA-mb-231 
(metastatic) 

0.85 
(0.14) 

2.0'=-'= 

(0.21) 
0.49 
(0.043) 

28.6 
(0.37) 

l_4b,c 

(0.15) 

0.18"'' 
(0.014) 

1.7'='^' 

(0.11) 
3.2'^'" 
(0.39) 

2.3 
(0.90) 

0,20 
(0.076) 

3.7 
(1.3) 

n.d. = not detected at quantifiable levels, significance calculated from 2X noise. 

' Unidentified sugar phosphate. 

(PtdCho nmol/mg protein from lipid "P spectra) / (PCho nmol/mg protein from aqueous ^'P spectra) * (PCho/total aqueous PO4 

signal from "P spectra) * 100. 

"not significant," p < 0.05,'' p < 0.01, ° p < 0.001 vs. other cells in order from top to bottom. 
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Table 4.5 includes metabolites which are significantly higher or lower only in the 

metastatic MDA-mb-231 cell line, although a number of them appear to increase 

incrementally with cancer progression but are below detection limits needed to verify this 

statistically. These include a number of unidentified resonances in the sugar phosphate 

range. Both table 4.4 and 4.5 show NTPs which increase or decrease, with the majority 

being UTP/CTP coresonances. Table 4.6 is a hsting of metabolites that are higher or 

lower only in MCF-7 cells. Generally, metabolites increased in MCF-7 cells were NDP, 

Table 4.5, Metabolites differing only in metastatic MDA-mb-231 cells. 

Cell Line Metabolites, ppm, as % total aqueous phosphate signal, n = 4 (± sem) Cell Line 

higher in MDA-mb-231 
(peaks ranging from 5.29 to 4.42 are sugar phosphates) 

lower in MDA-mb-231 

Cell Line 

5.29 4.58 4.42 1.56* UTP/CTPy, 
-4.84 

NTPa, 
-10.22 

UTP/CTPP, 
-20.54 

MCF-lOA 
(normal) 

n.d. n.d. n.d."'^ n.d. 1.5 
(0.024) 

1.1 
(0.07) 

0.985 
(0.13) 

MCF-7 
(tumorigenic) 

n.d. 0.12"-'' 
(0.073) 

0.066 
(0.014) 

n.d."-^ 1.8'''' 
(0.00007) 

1.3 
(0.04) 

l.O"'" 
(0.06) 

MDA-mb-231 
(metastatic) 

0.48 
(0.12) 

1.4 
(0.22) 

0.98 
(0.17) 

0.46 " 
(0.036) 

0.81 
(0.28) 

0.80 
(0.18) 

0.68"'" 
(0.071) 

n.d. = not detected at quantifiable levels, significance calculated from 2X noise. 
Unidentified. 

** (PtdCho nmol/mg protein from lipid ^'P spectra) / (PCho nmol/mg protein from aqueous ^'P spectra) * (PCho/total 
aqueous PO4 signal from "P spectra) * 100. 
"not significant, ° p < 0.05,p < 0.01,' p < 0.001 vs. other cells in order from top to bottom. 



Table 4.6, Metabolites differing only in tumorigenic MCF-7 cells. 

Cell Line Metabolites, ppm, as % total aqueous phosphate signal, n = 4 (± sem) Cell Line 

higher 

(peaks ranging from -10.32 to -10.74 are UDPGa's and NADa's, peaks ranging from -12.02 to -12.33 are UDPGP's) 

lower 

Cell Line 

-4.63* -4.73' ADP/GDPo, 
-9.70 

-10.32 -10.39 -10.57 -10.67 -10.74 NADp, 
-10.81 

NADp, 
-10.91 

-11.93 -12.02 -12.13 -12.24 -12.33 -0.225" PtdEtn 
plas, 
-0.040 

MCF-lOA 
(normal) 

0 14 b,o 

(0.00004) 
n.d.'^'" 0.41 

(0.10) 
1.7^-^' 
(0.05) 

J b,0 n.d. ' 1.6^-" 
(0.26) 

0.38 
(0.12) (0.07) 

0.72 
(0.17) 

n.d. 0.43 
(0.070) 

n.d. 0.25'-'' 
(0.11) 

n.d. 7.8"^" 
(0.70) 

7.9 
(2.6) 

MCF-7 
(tumorigenic) 

0.24 
(0.11) 

0.28'-'^ 
(0.015) 

0.70^^ 
(0.041) 

2.0 
(0.06) 

0.77 
(0.16) 

2.2''' 
(0.15) 

0.44 
(0.047) 

0.92 
(0.051) 

1.8'^'' 
(0.01) 

1.2 
(0.06) 

0.34"'' 
(0.033) 

0.81 
(0.083) 

0.31 
(0.051) 

0.75'-^ 
(0.050) 

0.61 
(0.023) 

3 gio 

(1.1) 
1.2 " 
(1.0) 

MDA-
mb-231 
(metastatic) 

0.16 
(0.019) (0.054) 

0.52°'" 

(0.030) 

l_4 0,b 

(0.12) 
0.38 
(0.11) 

1.6^-^ 
(0.13) 

0.16''-' 
(0.082) 

0.65 
(0.066) 

1.2^-'^ 
(0.03) 

0.76 
(0.066) 

0.16°'^ 

(0.048) 
0.25''''^ 
(0.10) 

0.082^-^ 
(0.00008) 

0.40°-^ 

(0.065) 
0.21"-'' 
(0.085) 

6.2 
(2.3) 

12.6°'" 

(5.7) 

n.d. = not detected at quantifiable levels, significance calculated from 2X noise. 

' Unidentified. 

" (PtdCho nmol/mg protein from lipid "P spectra) / (PCho nmol/mg protein from aqueous ^'P spectra) * (PCho/total aqueous P04Signal from ^'P spectra) * 100. 

"not significant,' p < 0.05,'' p < 0.01,' p < 0.001 vs. other cells in order from top to bottom. 
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NAD, and UDPG resonances. Two lipid resonances were lower in MCF-7 cells, 

phosphatidylethanolamine (PtdEtn) plasmalogen and an unidentified lipid at -0.225 ppm. 

A number of metabolites decreased with cancer progression (Table 4.7). These were 

Cho, phosphoethanolamine (PEtn), phosphocreatine (PCr), adenosine monophosphate 

(AMP), NDPa, and various NTPs. Metabolites remaining unchanged with cancer 

progression 

(Table 4.8) included two unidentified sugar-phosphates, inorganic phosphate (Pi), NDPP, 

a number of UDPG and NAD resonances, and the majority of phospholipids. 

Choline Pathway Gene (mRNA) Expression 

The choline metabolic pathway has been well characterized and gene sequences 

of enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho) are known 

7 42 (Figure 4.6) ' . PtdCho catabohsm is mediated by three classes of PtdCho specific 

phospholipases (PLA2, PLC and PLD). Each class mediates PtdCho degradation by a 

separate pathway (Figure 4.6), but all can mediate the conversion of PtdCho back into 

cytosolic Cho or PCho. Using real-time RT-PCR, the relative mRNA expression of 

choline metabolism genes in normal and cancerous breast cells is quantified (Table 4.9). 

Expression is normalized to |3-actin mRNA, which is known to be relatively unchanged 

amongst these cell lines (Chapter 2) and is determined from multiple RNA extracts (n = 

3). 



Table 4.7, Metabolites decreasing with cancer progression. 

Cell Line Metabolites, ppm, as % total aqueous phosphate signal, n = 4 (± sem) Cell Line 

PEtn, 

4.40 

AMP, 

4.33 

PCr, 

-2.54 
ATP/GTPa, 

-4.78 
ATP/GTPa, 

-4.87 

NDPa, 

-9.81 

ATP/GTPa, 

-10.09 

NTPa, 

-10.18 
ATP/GTPP, 

-20.24 
NTPP, 
-20.34 

NTPP, 
-20.44 

Cho,* 

3.2 

MCF-lOA 

(normal) 

7.5 

(0.26) 

0.74 

(0.042) 

8.7 " 

(0.20) 

6.8 " 

(0.06) 

7.0" 

(0.04) 

0.75"" 

(0.085) 

6.8" 

(0.10) 

7.2" 

(0.07) 

3.3" 

(0.10) 

7.8" 

(0.17) 

2.9" 

(0.07) 

2.9" 

(0.27) 

MCF-7 

(tumorigenic) 

1.3 

(0.054) 

0.43 

(0.14) 

1.9" 

(0.00005) 

5.0" 

(0.02) 

5.1" 

(0.05) 

0.64°'' 

(0.027) 

4.9" 

(0.03) 

5.3" 

(0.03) 

2.5 

(0.04) 

6.2''' 

(0.03) 

2.2" 

(0.02) 

0.20 

(0.15) 

MDA-mb-

231 

(metastatic) 

0.45 

(0.13) 

0.13''° 

(0.031) 

0.73" 

(0.060) 

4.7" 

(0.084) 

4.6" 

(0.28) 

0.45'^'" 

(0.042) 

4.6" 

(0.01) 

5.0" 

(0.26) 

2.4 

(0.14) 

5 4c,b 

(0.17) 

2.0" 

(0.05) 

1.3'-° 

(0.53) 

n.d. = not detected at quantifiable levels, significance calculated from 2X noise. 
* (Cho/PCho from 'H spectra) * (PCho/tot aqueous PO4 signal from ''? spectra) * 100. 
from^'P spectra) * 100. 
"not significant,p < 0.05,'' p < 0.01, p < 0.001 vj-. other cells in order from top to bottom. 



Table 4.8, Metabolites remaining unchanged regardless of cancer phenotype. 

Cell Line Metabolites, ppm, as % total aqueous phosphate signal, n = 4 (± sem) 

(peaks at 5.38 and 5.07 are sugar phosphates, and ranging from -10.26 to -10.64 are UDPGa's and NADa's) 

Cell Line 

5.38 5.07 Pi, 
3.15 

NDPp, 

-5.26 

NDPp, 

-5.36 

-10.26 -10.44 -10.47 -10.54 -10.64 UDPGp, 
-11.99 

PtdEtn," 
-0.083 

PS/SPH,' 
-0.157 

PI/ 
-0.400 

PtdCho 'plas, 
-0.772 

PtdCho, * 
-0.840 

-13.1" 

MCF-lOA 
(normal) 

n.d. n.d. 10.5 
(0.66) 

0.62 
(0.016) 

0.73 
(0.038) 

0.52 
(0.054) 

0.94 
(0.50) 

0.69 
(0.41) 

0.55 
(0.16) 

0.44 
(0.18) 

n.d. 14.3 
(1.5) 

0.68 
(0.44) 

4.9 
(1.3) 

5.3 
(2.0) 

38.7 
(3.2) 

8.2 
(0.96) 

MCF-7 
(tumorigenic) 

0.13 
(0.031) 

0.16 
(0.04) 

10.4 
(0.10) 

0.61 
(0.029) 

0.83 
(0.041) 

0.53 
(0.046) 

0.53 
(0.18) 

1.4 
(0.42) 

0.38 
(0.11) 

0.73 
(0.040) 

0.23 
(0.042) 

23.8 
(6.6) 

0.62 
(0.44) 

4.4 
(1.3) 

2.6 
(1.2) 

32.5 
(9.0) 

1.3 
(0.39) 

MDA-mb-
231 
(metastatic) 

0.14 
(0.021) 

o.iy 

(0.071) 
10.2 
(1.0) 

0.50 
(0.079) 

0.62 
(0.033) 

0.36 
(0.11) 

0.63 
(0.19) 

0.53 
(0.085) 

0.14 
(0.062) 

0.57 
(0.22) 

0.13 
(0.033) 

22.3 
(7.7) 

0.36 
(0.13) 

4.8 
(1.9) 

3.9 
(1.1) 

50.0 
(17.0) 

2.6 
(0.87) 

n.d. = not detected at quantifiable levels, significance calculated from 2X noise. 

'(PtdCho nmol/mg protein from lipid ̂ 'P spectra) / (PCho nmol/mg protein from aqueous ^'P spectra) * (PCho/total aqueous P04signal from ^'P spectra) * 100. 
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Figure 4.6, Phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho) metabolic pathway. The choline transporter 
(CT), mediates the uptake of extracellular choline (Choe) across the plasma membrane 
(PM). The Kennedy pathway enzymes: choline kinase (CK), converting intracellular 
choline (Choj) into phosphocholine (PCho); CTP.phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase 
(CCT), converting PCho and CTP into CDP-Cho; and CDP-choline: 1,2-diacylglycerol 
cholinephosphotransferase (CPT), converting CDP-Cho and diacylglycerol (dAG) into 
PtdCho and CMP. PtdCho degradation is mediated by phospholipases A, C and D: PL-
A2 converts PtdCho into lyso-PtdCho and free fatty acid (FFA); PL-Al converts Lyso-
PtdCho into GPC and FFA; PL-C converts PtdCho into PCho and dAG; and PL-D 
converts PtdCho into Cho andphosphatidate (PA). 
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Table 4.9, Expression (niRNA) of genes in the choline pathway. 

Cell Line Choline Metabolic Enzyme/p-actin ratio (2"'"t/2"'^t) * 1000 Cell Line 

CKl CHKL CTP la CPT PLD2a PLD2p 

MCF-lOA 
(normal) 

2.8 
(0.31) 

3.8' 
(0.30) 

50.0 
(2.7) 

1.3 
(0.79) 

16.0'^ 
(4.7) 

3.0 
(0.38) 

MCF-7 
(tumorigenic) 

7.4 
(3.1) 

4.8 
(0.20) 

41.0 
(4.0) 

1.6 
(0.23) 

2.9 
(0.23) 

1.0® 
(0.13) 

MDA-mb-231 
(metastatic) 

4.6 
(1.4) 

8.4 
(0.27) 

15.0" 
(1.0) 

6.2' 
(0.52) 

2,5 
(0.12) 

2.2 
(0.20) 

' p < 0.002, p < 0.004,' p < 0.007, p < 0.05,' p < 0.01. 

Choline kinase activity mediates the conversion of intracellular choline (Choj) 

into PCho. Expression of the choline kinase gene (CK) appears to be higher in cancer 

lines but the difference is not statistically significant. Choline-kinase like gene (CHKL) 

is the result of a recent gene duplication event of CK and is highly homologous , 

however CHKL's biological activity has not been determined. These analyses detected 

CHKL transcripts at levels comparable to those of CK. CHKL mRNA is expressed at 

significantly higher levels in MDA-mb-231 cells but at significantly lower levels in 

MCF-7 cells. This is the first record of CHKL being expressed in breast cancer. The 

CTP:PCho cytidylyltransferase (CTPl) gene product converts PCho and CTP into CDP-
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choline. CTPl has undergone a gene duplication event and is known to be expressed as 

both a and p forms. CTPl a was expressed in all of the breast cancer cell lines, but at 

significantly lower levels in MDA-mb-231 cells. Expression of CTPip was also detected 

but at levels too low to accurately quantify. Choline phosphotransferase (CPT) activity 

converts CDP-Choline into PtdCho. CPT transcript was expressed at significantly higher 

levels in MDA-mb-231 cells. PLD mediates the conversion of PtdCho into Cho and 

phosphatidate (PA). PLDl was found to be expressed at low unquantifiable levels. 

PLD2 is known to be expressed as two variants (a and P). Both variants were expressed 

in the breast cancer lines, however, PLD2a expression was significantly higher in MCF-

lOA cells and PLD2p expression was significantly lower in MCF-7 cells. Gene 

expression of PtdCho -PLC and PLA2 were not determined. 

Changes in Expression of Choline Metabolism Genes in Response to Docetaxel 

Significant changes in choline metabolite concentrations in these same breast 

cancer cell lines, 48 h after treatment with 10 nM docetaxel are reported in chapter 7. In 

MDA-mb-231 cells, expression of the putative choline transporter, CTLIA (Chapter 3) 

increased significantly 48 h post treatment with 10 nM docetaxel (Figure 4.7A). CTLIA 

also appears to increase in the cancer line MCF-7 but not with significance. The normal 

MCF-lOA cell line did not increase CTLIA expression post-treatment. A similar profile 

was seen for CKl expression response (4.7B), with significant increases in MDA-mb-

231. CHKL, CTPl a and PLD2P all had similar expression response profiles with small 
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post-treatment decreases in expression. Of the three, only PLD2P expression decreased 

significantly in the metastatic MDA-mb-231 cell line. 
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Figure 4.7, Changes in mRNA expression of choline metabolism genes in human breast 
cancer cells 48 h post treatment with 10 nM docetaxel. Data are shown for a choline 
transporter (CTLla), choline kinase (CKl), choline ethanolamine kinase (CHKL), 
CTP.phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase (CTPla) and phospholipase 2 (PLD2P). 
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DISCUSSION 

Tumor choline metabolites are being studied as potential diagnostic markers for 

breast cancer which can be noninvasively detected and quantified via magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy Herein, the in vivo detection and quantification of PCho and GPC in 

three different breast cancer xenograft tumor types in SCID mice (MCF-7/S, MCF-7/D40 

and MDA-mb-231) is reported. Also reported is the ex vivo detection of tumor cytosolic 

and lipid choline metabolites. By MR spectroscopy of in vitro cell extracts, including 

two of the cancer cell lines and a normal breast line, an incremental increase in PCho, 

GPC and Lyso-PtdCho in cell lines of increasing cancer progression, and a general 

decrease in Cho are observed. Additionally, differences in other metabolites parsed by 

cancer progression are quantified. 

In vivo results are not always recapitulated in vitro. Although generally elevated, 

PCho was quantifiably higher in the metastatic MDA-mb-231 cells in vitro, but not 

significantly different from MCF-7 tumors in vivo. In chapter 6, MDA-mb-231 tumor 

xenografts are shown to be more necrotic cf MCF-7 tumors (Chapter 6). Hence, this 

discrepancy might be explained by the partial volume effects of having a lower 

proportion of viable cancer cells in the whole tumor volume when compared to MCF-7 

tumors. How this partial volume issue might influence clinical measurements is not 

entirely clear since the xenograft model is not necessarily an ideal model of human breast 

tumors. Differences in tumor perfusion and host interactions could have an effect on the 

proportion of viable cells to necrotic cells within a tumor. 
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Lowered Cho concentration in the cancerous cells implies lower choline transport 

and/or increased CK activity. Choline transport kinetic parameters for MCF-7 breast 

cells are presented in chapter 3, and a general increase in transport compared to normal 

MCF-lOA cells is observed. Another group has reported a 2-fold increase in MCF-7 

choline transport relative to HMECs Additionally, lower transport would be 

inconsistent with the observed elevation of PCho in cancer lines. An elevation in 

transcription of the kinases, CKl and CHKL is observed in the cancer cells. This 

observation is consistent with reports of increased CK activity in breast cancer cells of 

increasing tumor grade Increased CK activity would at least in part explain the 

observed lower levels of cj^osolic Cho and elevated levels of PCho. 

Significantly decreased CTPla mRNA is observed in metastatic cancer cells, 

which codes for CTP:PCho cytidylyltransferase (CCT). This enzymatic step is rate-

limiting for the generation of PtdCho from PCho, and CCT activity is subject to 

regulation at the level of transcription and by higher-order, post translational regulatory 

mechanisms , CCT tightly regulates membrane lipid homeostasis and it has been 

proposed that depletion of PtdCho in the membrane is followed by CCT activation. 

Regardless of higher order regulation, decreased transcript levels could lead to decreased 

CCT levels, translating to lower enzyme activity, and contributing to the elevation of 

PCho. Decreased CCT activity in NTH 3T3 fibroblasts has been observed following Ha-

48 ras transformation , which would be consistent with a role for CCT in the elevation of 

PCho in malignant cells. 
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Increased PtdCho degradation products in the phospholipase A2 (PLA2) pathway 

are detected (Figure 4.6). Both Lyso-PtdCho and GPC are products of PLA2 degradation 

of PtdCho and are significantly elevated by degree of cancer progression. GPC is 

converted to Cho and glycerol-3-phosphate (Gro3P) by GPC phosphodiesterase 

Elevated Gro3P is observed incrementally by cancer progression. Based on this 

metabolic evidence, PLA2 activity appears to be elevated by degree of cancer 

progression. This increased activity would add to the PCho pool by providing Cho 

substrate for CK. 

Elevated transcription of genes does not necessarily translate to elevated gene 

product within the cell or elevated enzyme activity, but in many cases increased 

transcription does lead to increased activity. The combination of elevated choline 

metabolites and elevated expression of genes in the choline pathway suggests that 

multiple mechanisms are involved in generating increased tumor PCho (Table 4.10). 

Increased CK and PLA activity generating more PCho, coupled with tight regulation of 

CCT activity would lead to a buildup of PCho. 

Changes in expression of genes in the choline pathway were observed following 

docetaxel therapy. However, it is not simple to explain the coincident PCho decrease and 

GPC increase from the observed changes. Expression of both the choline transporter and 

kinase are increased, either of which would intuitively suggest an increase in PCho. Note 
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Table 4.10, Proposed mechanisms for increased PCho by cancer progression and 
decreased PCho in response to docetaxel therapy. 

Condition Evidence and Proposed Model Net Metabolic 
Effect 

Cancer 
Progression 

T choline transport (provides substrate for CK), 
t CK activity and expression (converts Cho to PCho), 

CTPla (CCT) expression and activity (inhibits 
conversion of PCho to PtdCho, activity decrease 
shown by others in MCF-7 cells), 

t PLA activity (proposed because activity converts 
PtdCho to Lyso-PtdCho and GPC which are elevated), 

t GPC phosphdiesterase activity (proposed because 
activity converts GPC to Cho and Gro3P (elevated), 
providing substrate for CK further elevating PCho). 

iCho, tPCho, 
t Lyso-PtdCho, 

t GPC, 
t Gro3P. 

Docetaxel 
Therapy 

t CTLl A* (suggesting increased transport), 
t CK expression (suggesting increased phosphorylation 

of Cho to PCho), 
t CCT activity (proposed because t GPC suggests 

PtdCho turnover which signal CCT activity, and is 
observed to increase following treatment with TNF), 

l- PLD expression, 
X GPC phosphdiesterase activity (Proposed because 

activity converts GPC to Cho and Gro3P (not 
elevated), providing substrate for CK and elevating 
PCho. The opposite is observed). 

1 PCho, t GPC. 

* These results are counterintuitive since a decrease in PCho is observed. However, GPC 
is further increased post treatment suggesting increased PtdCho turnover post treatment, 
potentially signaling an increase in CCT activity, utilizing PCho substrate pool. 

that the observed decrease in PCho is coupled to an increase in GPC, which suggests 

increased PtdCho turnover. Since the homeostasis of membrane lipid content is tightly 

regulated by CCT, increased PtdCho turnover would suggest CCT activation and 
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utilization of the PCho substrate pool. CTPl mRNA did not increase, but as discussed 

above, this gene's product, CCT, is regulated post-translationally by a number of 

mechanisms CCT activity has been shown to increase following treatment of MCF-

7 breast cancer cells with tumor necrosis factor (TNF) which is consistent with a role 

for CCT in depletion of PCho following therapy. A significant therapy-induced decrease 

in PLD2P expression was also observed, which could contribute to the decrease in PCho 

levels by reducing the amount of choline substrate available to choline kinase. Further 

elevation of GPC post treatment suggests an additional increase in PLA2 activity. 

However, additional Gro3P was not observed post treatment (data not shown), suggesting 

that GPC phosphodiesterase activity is decreased. In this case, the degradation of GPC 

into choline would decrease and could contribute to the decrease in PCho by reducing the 

amount of choline substrate (Table 4.10). 

In general terms, the evidence points toward the combination of elevated choline 

transport and kinase activity, decreased CCT activity and increased phopholipase activity 

as the factors leading to increased PCho in breast cancer. In contrast, the mechanism 

behind post therapy decreases in PCho appears to be a combination of increased CCT 

activity and decreased phospholipase and GPC phosphodiesterase activities. These 

conclusions are based on metabolite differences, changes in gene expression and reports 

from other groups. Absolute differences in enzyme activities have yet to be determined. 
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SECTION III: Therapeutic Response 

Chapter 5 - Docetaxel induces cell death through mitotic catastrophe in 
human breast cancer cells of increasing cancer progression 

ABSTRACT 

Apoptosis has long been considered to be the prevailing mechanism of cell death 

in response to chemotherapy. Currently, a more heterogeneous model of tumor response 

to therapy is being discussed where multiple modes of death combine to generate the 

overall tumor response. The resulting mechanism(s) of cell death is likely determined by 

the mechanism of action of the drug, the dosing regimen used and the genetic background 

of the cells within the tumor. This study describes a non-apoptotic response to docetaxel 

therapy in human breast cancer cells of increasing cancer progression (MCF-lOA, MCF-7 

and MDA-mb-231). Docetaxel is a microtubule stabilizing taxane that is being used in 

the clinic for the treatment of breast and prostate cancers, and small cell carcinoma of the 

lung. The genetic backgrounds of these cells were characterized for the status of key 

pathways and gene products involved in drug response and cell death. The cellular 

responses to docetaxel were assessed by characterizing cell viability, cell-cycle 

checkpoint arrest, and mechanisms of cell death. Mechanisms of cell-death were 

determined by annexin V binding, and scoring of cytology stained cells by morphology 

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The primary mechanism of death was 
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deteimined to be mitotic catastrophe by scoring of micronucleated cells and cells 

undergoing aberrant mitosis. Other, non-apoptotic modes of death were also determined. 

No significant changes in levels of apoptosis were observed in response to docetaxel. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Docetaxel (Taxotere®, Aventis Pharmaceuticals, ref. 1) is a microtubule 

stabilizing taxane, which has recently been approved for use in the clinic for the 

treatment of breast and prostate cancers, and small cell carcinoma of the lung (2). 

Docetaxel has increased affinity for tubulin (3) and has higher antitumor activity 

compared to paclitaxel (4). Critical cellular processes require the dynamic reorganization 

of microtubules. Therefore, treatment of cells with docetaxel causes the inhibition of 

major cellular events such as mitotic cell division, endosomal uptake, secretion and 

transport. 

Despite the clear connection to mitotic mechanism, apoptosis has generally been 

accepted to be the predominant mechanism of cell death in response to taxane 

chemotherapy (5-7, reviewed in 8). However, recent work has indicated that other modes 

of cell death may also contribute significantly to the overall therapeutic response (9, 10, 

reviewed in 11, 12). This is supported by the observation that the degree of therapeutic 

response does not correlate with apoptosis, and that anti-apoptotic mutations or altered 

expression of genes such as bcl-2, p21 and p53 are not negative predictors of therapeutic 

efficacy (13-15, reviewed in 16). Other forms of death include mitotic catastrophe, 

treatment-induced senescence and lytic necrosis. There is considerable merit in 

designing therapies to induce these alternate modes of cell death, especially in cells that 

may be apoptosis-deficient. Here the non-apoptotic cell-death response of three human 

breast cancer cell lines to docetaxel is described. 
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Mitotic catastrophe is characterized by the occurrence of aberrant mitosis, or 

missegregation of the chromosomes, followed by cell division. Nuclear envelopes form 

around individual chromosomes or groups of chromosomes forming large nonviable cells 

with multiple micronuclei, which are morphologically distinguishable from apoptotic 

cells. Apoptotic cells have condensed chromatin with shrunken cytoplasm and 

fragmented nuclei, while micronucleated cells are large with uncondensed chromatin and 

a chromatin pattern that resembles that of normal sized nuclei (11). Mitotic catastrophe 

can be the primary mode of cell death following treatment with ionizing radiation 

(reviewed in 17), and occurs in response to a number of anticancer agents (10). 

While apoptosis is commonly regarded as the major mechanism of cell death in 

response to taxanes, both paclitaxel and docetaxel have been observed to induce dose-

and cell line-specific mixtures of apoptotic and mitotic cell death. In HeLa cells (18) and 

human breast cancer cells (19) (including MCF-7), low concentrations of paclitaxel have 

been shown to cause a mitotic block followed by aberrant mitoses, multiple micronuclei 

and tetraploidy (mitotic catastrophe) which may be followed by apoptosis. In both non-

small cell lung carcinoma (20) and breast cancer cells (21) (including MCF-10 and MCF-

7), paclitaxel has been shown to have a concentration dependent, biphasic response. At 

low concentrations mitotic catastrophe and apoptosis are observed, while at high 

concentrations terminal mitotic arrest and necrosis are observed. In a recent study, Jurkat 

leukemia cells were shown to undergo apoptosis following treatment with paclitaxel, 

while MDA-mb-231 breast cancer cells underwent a slow non-apoptotic mitotic death 

characterized by multinucleation (22). In mouse fibroblast cells, docetaxel has been 
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shown to induce death by a mechanism exhibiting characteristics of both apoptotic and 

necrotic death (23). A recent study of human ovarian cancer cells treated with docetaxel 

reported apoptotic death preceded by cells with multifragmented nuclei (24). 

In general, breast cancers are resistant to the therapeutic induction of apoptosis, 

and this is likely due to the status of gene products, such as bcl-2, p21 and p53 (25). 

Therefore, therapies that promote other types of death, such as mitotic catastrophe, may 

be preferential for use in treating breast cancer. Three human breast cancer cell lines of 

increasing degree of cancer progression were used for this study: MCF-lOA, MCF-7 and 

MDA-mb-231, representing non-tumorigenic, tumorigenic/non-metastatic, and metaststic 

stages of disease, respectively (see Materials and Methods). As suggested by the gene 

expression phenotypes of these cells, a hypthesis is formed that the tumorigenic lines 

would be at least partially deficient in docetaxel-induced apoptosis, but that the normal 

MCF-lOA cells would exhibit apoptosis. However at the dosages and time points 

examined in this study, mitotic catastrophe was the predominant mechanism of cell death 

observed in all three cell lines, with a lesser contribution by other necrotic modes of 

death, and practically no contribution by apoptosis. In MCF-lOA and MDA-mb-231 

cells, mitotic catastrophe was nearly the only mode of death observed. A mixture of 

mitotic catastrophe and other non-apoptotic modes of death were observed for MCF-7 

cells, with mitotic catastrophe still being the predominant mechanism. Mitotic 

catastrophe increased with increasing cancer progression, although this may simply be a 

function of the fraction of cycling cells at confluence. The absence of apoptotic 
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morphologies was confirmed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the gold 

standard for detection of apoptosis (26). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials 

Docetaxel (Taxotere®) was acquired from spent clinical stocks originally 

purchased from Aventis Pharmaceuticals (Parsippany, NJ). The commercial sources of 

reagents used in this study are as follows: epidermal growth factor (EGF) [Upstate 

Biotechnology, (Lake Placid, NY)], fetal bovine serum (FBS) [Omega Scientific, Inc. 

(Tarzana, CA)], trypsin [GIBCO/Invitrogen life technologies (San Diego, CA)], annexin 

V-FITC apoptosis detection kit [PharMingen (San Diego, CA)], and the Diff-Quik 

system for cytology staining [Dade Behring, Inc. (Newark, DE)]. All other media, 

chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO), unless otherwise 

stated. 

Statistics 

For mode of cell death determination by cytology, at least 500 cells were scored 

per treatment group and the results were presented as a percentage. In all other cases, the 

results from at least 3 individual experiments (n > 3) were averaged to determine a mean 

and standard error (s.e.m.). Where appropriate, significance was determined by Student's 

t-test. 95% confidence intervals are reported for IC50 values. 
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Cell Lines 

MCF-lOA cells were obtained from the Michigan Cancer Foundation (now 

Karmanos Cancer Institute, Detroit, MI), MCF-7 cells were obtained from the Arizona 

Cancer Center cell culture shared service (Tucson, AZ), and MDA-mb-231 cells were 

obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD). Cells were 

passaged weekly in DMEM-F12 media supplemented with 10% FBS and 5 mg/mL 

insulin. MCF-lOA media also contained 20 ng/mL EGF (27). For all assays involving 

therapeutic response, cells were grown to confluence plus one day, the media was then 

replaced with media containing 10 or 100 nM docetaxel or docetaxel carrier as a control, 

and allowed to grow for the indicated duration. Table 5.1 lists the genetic and functional 

status of pathways known to be involved in proliferation and therapeutic response for 

these cell lines. 

MCF-lOA cells were originally isolated from fibrocystic breast disease, were 

spontaneously immortalized, and do not form tumors when xenografted into SCID mice 

(28). MCF-lOA cells have intact cell-cycle checkpoint controls (29-34), are aneuploid 

but have stable genomes comparable to human mammary epithelial cells (32), have 

normal proliferation controls including contact inhibition (27, 35-39) and normal 

apoptotic machinery (33, 34, 40, 41). 

MCF-7 cells were isolated from a pleural effusion of stage IV invasive ductal 

carcinoma (IDC) (42), form tumors when xenografted into SCID mice but are not 

metastatic (43), are aneuploid with high chromosomal instability, have a mismatch repair 
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Table 5.1, Status of key pathways and gene products of cell lines used in this study. 

Mechanism MCF-lOA MCF-7 MDA-mb-231 Refs. 

apoptosis Proficient. Normal 
Bcl-2, p53 and p21 
expression and 
regulation. 

Proficient via 
caspase 6, no 
caspase 3 
expression, t Bcl-2 
expression, and 
normal p53 and p21 
expression and 
regulation. 

Proficient but resistant, T Bcl-xL 
expression, a p53 mutation with 
t expression, and lower than 
normal p21 expression with 
subdued induction. 

33, 34, 

40, 41. 

45,47, 

53, 54, 

63, 64, 

66 

cell-cycle 
checkpoint 

G|, S and mitotic-
spindle checkpoint 
proficient. Normal 
p53 and p21 
expression and 
regulation. 

Transient G| and 
mitotic-spindle 
checkpoints. S and 
G2 checkpoint 
proficient. Normal 
p53 and p21 
expression and 
regulation. 

Gi, S, G2 and mitotic-spindle 
checkpoint proficient. p53 
mutation with t expression, and 
lower than normal p21 
expression with subdued 
induction. 

29-34, 

45, 46, 

52, 65, 

66 

genome 
stability 

Low/normal 
chromosomal 
instability. 

High chromosomal 
instability. High 
single-nucleotide 
instability 
(mismatch-repair 
defect). High single-
strand break repair 
defect. 

Moderate chromosomal 
instability. Slight increase in 
single-nucleotide instability. 
Moderate single-strand break 
repair defect. 

32, 44, 

45 

contact 
inhibition 

Normal down 
regulation of MAPK. 
Normal anchorage-
dependent growth. 

Cell density does not 
decrease MAPK 
activity. 

Cell density does not decrease 
MAPK activity. 

35 

proliferation ER positive. Normal 
anchorage-dependent 
growth. EGF 
dependent growth. 
Normal HER2/neu/c-
erbB-2 expression. 
Normal Ras 
expression. Normal 
phosphorylation of 
Rb. 

t ER expression, 
estrogen dependent 
growth. EGF 
independent growth, 
t HER2/neu/c-erbB-
2 expression. 
Amplified N-ras. 
Rapid 
phosphorylation of 
Rb. 

ER negative, estrogen 
independent/unresponsive. EGF 
independent growth but 
responsive for migration. 
Normal/low HER2/neu/c-erbB-2 
expression. Activated Ki-ras 
mutation. Deregulated 
dephosphorylation of Rb. 

27, 36-

39, 48, 

49, 55 
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defect (44) and a single-strand break repair defect (45), and are partially defective for the 

Gi and mitotic-spindle checkpoints (32, 46). MCF-7 cells are proficient for apoptosis but 

not by a caspase 3 mediated pathway (45, 47), and overexpress bcl-2. Enhanced 

proliferation is suggested by EGF independent growth (27), elevated HER2/neu/c-erbB-2 

expression (48), amplified N-ras (49) and rapid phosphorylation of the Rb gene product 

(39). 

MDA-mb-231 cells were isolated from stage IV invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) 

(50), form tumors and are metastatic when xenografted into SCID mice (51). These cells 

are aneuploid and have an intermediate level of chromosomal instability (32), with partial 

defects in mismatch (44) and single-strand break (45) repair. Although at least partially 

proficient for all cell-cycle checkpoints (30, 32, 52), MDA-mb-231 cells express mutated 

p53 (45) and low p21 expression with subdued induction (31). MDA-mb-231 cells are 

proficient for apoptosis (47, 53) but resistant (54) due to elevated expression of the 

apoptosis inhibiting Bcl-xL (45). Regulation of proliferation is perturbed by the 

following observations: MDA-mb-231 cells are both estrogen and EGF independent for 

growth (49, 55), have an activated Ki-ras mutation (49) and deregulated 

dephosphorylation of Rb (39). 

Cell Proliferation and Cell Cycle 

Population doubling times were determined by plating cells at IxlO"^, 3x10"^ and 

1x10^ cells/mL in 24 well plates, detaching (0.25% trypsin) and counting 3 wells per day 

on a hemacytometer for three subsequent days then every other day until the culture 
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reached steady-state. The slope of the growth curves during log phase of at least 3 

individual experiments (n > 3) was used to determine population doubling time. Pre- and 

post-treatment cell-cycle status was determined by staining the DNA of 1x10^ cells per 

mL with propidium iodide (modified Krishan buffer) and performing fluorescence-

activated cell sorting (FACS) following treatment periods of 0, 8, 16, 24 and 48 h. FACS 

analysis was performed by the Arizona Cancer Center Flow Cytometry Shared Service 

Laboratory using a FACScan instrument (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ). The 

percentage of DNA at GQ-GI, S, and G2-M phases of the cell-cycle was determined using 

the modeling program ModFit LT 2.0 (Verity Software House, Inc., Topsham, ME). 

Nucleoprotein Content Assay 

Post treatment nucleoprotein content was determined by crystal violet staining 

(56). A decrease in nucleoprotein is interpreted as resulting from drug induced cell 

detachment or decreased proliferation. Cells were grown in 96 well plates, 10,000 cells 

per well, and each row of wells treated with increasing concentration of drug. Following 

24 or 48 h of treatment, the medium was aspirated from each well, and washed with 

medium so only viable adherent cells remain. Cells were either allowed to grow for an 

additional 24 h before fixation, or were fixed immediately in 0.025% gluteraldehyde for 

30 min. The nucleoprotein of fixed cells was stained by 0.1% crystal violet for 60 min 

then destained by multiple washes with ddH20. After air-drying overnight, the remaining 

crystal violet was solubilized in 0.1 mL of a lOOX dilution of glacial acetic acid. 

Absorbance was measured at 590 nm wavelength in a microplate autoreader model 
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EL311 (Bio-Tek Instruments, Winooski, VT). The measured absorbance is proportional 

to the protein content of the living-adhered cells remaining in the well following 

treatment. Inhibitory concentration (IC) values were determined using GraphPad Prism, 

version 3.01 (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA) to generate a non-linear 

regression line-fit. 

Cell Viability Assay 

Cell viability was determined by scoring trypan blue uptake 48 h after treatment 

with 10 nM docetaxel or docetaxel carrier as a control. One hundred cells per treatment 

group were scored and results are reported as a percentage. 

FACS Cell Death Assay 

Annexin V binding assays were performed by incubating cells in 10 nM docetaxel 

or docetaxel carrier for 0, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24 and 48 h time points, followed by retrieval of 

detached cells suspended in the buffer and dispersal of adhered cells using cell-dispersal 

buffer (Hank's Buffered Saline solution prepared with or Na^ salts substituted for 

Mg"^^ or Ca^"^ salts). Annexin V-FITC staining was performed in conjunction with 

propidium iodide (PI) to distinguish early from late apoptosis and living versus dead 

cells. Following FACS, fluorescence of PI was plotted over annexin V-FITC 

fluorescence. Early apoptotic cells were distinguished by having high FITC fluorescence 

(bound phosphatidylserine) but low PI fluorescence (intact membranes). Healthy, non-

apoptotic cells have low FITC fluorescence and low PI fluorescence. Late apoptotic cells 
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are distinguished by having high FITC fluorescence and high PI fluorescence. Necrotic 

cells have low FITC fluorescence, but high PI fluorescence. 

Cell Death by Cytology and TEM 

Following 48 h treatment of cells with 10 nM or 100 nM docetaxel, or docetaxel 

carrier, cells were detached from the cell culture plate using 0.25% trypsin, resuspended 

in 20% bovine serum albumin (BSA), cytospinned onto slides, fixed and stained using 

the Diff-Quik system. Using a lOOX objective lens, at least 500 cells per treatment group 

were scored as being normal non-mitotic, normal mitotic, aberrant mitotic, having 

multiple micronuclei, having a vacuolated nucleus, being dark and shrunken, or being 

apoptotic. Images of cyto-stained cells were generated using a SPOT model 1.5.0 CCD 

camera (Diagnostic Instruments, Inc., Sterlin Heights, MI) mounted on a Nikon Eclipse 

E600 microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY). To verify cytologic results, transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) images of cells were acquired following 48 h treatment with 

10 nM and 100 nM docetaxel, and docetaxel carrier. Following treatment, cells were 

caused to detatch using 0.25% trypsin, fixed in 3% gluteraldehyde in phosphate buffer, 

post-fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide and embedded in SPURR low viscosity resin. One 

micron thick sections were prepared and stained with toluidine blue O. Ultrathin sections 

were prepared and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. TEM was performed by 

the Arizona Research Laboratories Biotechnology Imaging Facility using a Philips CM12 

system. 
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RESULTS 

Cell Cycle 

Table 5.2 lists the relative proliferation rates of MCF-lOA, MCF-7 and MDA-mb-

231 cells during exponential growth, the percent Go+Gi DNA at confluence (steady-state 

growth), and maximal G2+M checkpoint arrest following treatment with 10 nM 

docetaxel. In these growth conditions, we saw no significant difference between the 

exponential growth rates of the three cell lines. However, at confluence, a higher fraction 

of cells remained proliferating in the tumorigenic and metastatic MDA-mb-231 (43.9 ± 

2.5%) and tumorigenic MCF-7 (27.8 ± 0.5% non-Go/Gi) cells compared to the relatively 

normal MCF-lOA cells (18.2 + 2.5%). Fig. 5.1 shows an example of changes in DNA-

FACS profiles following treatment with docetaxel. As an indicator of G2-M checkpoint 

arrest. 

Table 5.2, Relative proliferation rates during exponential growth (doubling time), % Gg-
Gi at confluence, and maximal G2-M checkpoint arrest following treatment with 10 nM 

docetaxel" 

cell line doubling time, days % Go-Gi G2-M/ Go-Gi at max increase 

MCF-lOA 1.52 (±0.23) 81.8 (±2.5) 0.61 (±0.26) 8 h 

MCF-7 1.60 (±0.21) 72.2 (±0.5) 1.54 (±0.59) 24 h 

MDA-mb-231 1.67 (±0.23) 56.1 (±2.5) 1.86 (±0.43) 24 h 

^ Error is expressed as standard error of means. 
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Fig. 5.1, DNA-FACS profiles of MCF-7 cells pre- and post-treatment with 10 nM 
docetaxel. 
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the (G2+M)/(GO+GI) ratios were determined following treatment with 10 nM docetaxel 

and the ratio and time of maximum increase is shown in table 5.2. MCF-lOA cells had a 

small increase peaking at 8 h, and returned to pre-treatment levels by 24 h. MCF-7 and 

MDA-mb-231 cells steadily increased to 24 h, and remained elevated but leveled-off with 

a lesser degree of increase at 48 h (Fig. 5.2). 

Nucleoprotein Content 

Nucleoprotein content was measured at increasing doses of docetaxel and at 

different time points following treatment by crystal violet (CV) staining (56). Fig. 5.3 

shows nucleoprotein content curves for MDA-mb-231 cells determined after 24 h or 48 h 

of drug treatment. In order to assess clonogenic death (senescence), CV staining was also 

assayed after 48 h of drug followed by 24 h in normal media. From these experiments 

IC50 values were determined for all three cell lines and are shown in table 5.3. As shown 

in this table, the two cancer lines MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 were similarly sensitive to 

drug at 24 and 48 h, but were less sensitive than the normal MCF-lOA cell line. Only 

MCF-7 cells had a further decrease in CV staining following 24 h of recovery in normal 

media, and drug sensitivity under these conditions was similar to that of MCF-lOA cells. 

From these data, 10 nM and 100 nM docetaxel were chosen for subsequent experiments, 

as they bracket the EC50 response in all cell lines under all conditions. The responses at 

these doses were determined and are presented in table 5.4. As shown in this table, 

virtually all of the MCF-lOA and MCF-7 cells are destined to die 
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hours 

Fig. 5.2, G2/M checkpoint arrest detected by DNA-FACS and indicated by the increase in 
G2-M/G0-G1 ratio over time following treatment with 10 nM docetaxel. Plots are shown 
for MCF-1 OA cells (A), MCF-7 cells (B), andMDA-mb-231 cells (C). 
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Fig. 5.3, Nucleoprotein content of MDA-mb-2 31 cells in increasing doses of docetaxel. 
Plots are shown for 24 h treatment (#), 48 h treatment (O), and 48 h treatment followed 
by 24 h incubation in drug-free media (A). 
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Table 5.3, IC50 docetaxel at 24 h and 48 h chronic treatment, and at 48 h treatment 
followed by 24 h incubation in drug-free media. 

cell line IC50 24 h 
(95% confidence 

interval) 

IC50 48 h 
(95% confidence 

interval) 

IC50 48 h + 24 h 
(95% confidence 

interval) 

MCF-lOA 3.25e-8 
(l.lOe-8 to9.66e-8) 

2.24e-8 
(1.02e-8 to 4.93e-8) 

1.97e-8 
(1.49e-8 to2.63e-8) 

MCF-7 3.87e-7 
(8.69e-8to 1.72e-6) 

8.34e-8 
(1.03e-8 to6.73e-7) 

1.47e-8 
(2.53e-9 to 8.52e-8) 

MDA-mb-231 9.28e-8 
(1.63e-9 to5.28e-6) 

5.12e-8 
(3.25e-8 to 8.07e-8) 

5.00e-8 
(3.43e-8 to 7.29e-8) 

Table 5.4, Percent death following treatment with 10 nM and 100 nM docetaxel, at 24 h 
and 48 h chronic treatment, and at 48 h treatment followed by 24 h incubation in drug-

free media. 

cell line dose, docetaxel % death, 24 h 
(s.e.m.) 

% death, 48 h 
(s.e.m.) 

% death, 48 h + 24 h 
(s.e.m.) 

MCF-lOA lOnM 30.7 (±6.9) 34.4 (±5.2) 30.2 (±2.1) MCF-lOA 

100 nM 68.9 (±6.9) 78.9 (±5.4) 90.0 (±2.1) 

MCF-7 10 nM 4.5 (±7.7) 11.2 (±13.0) 28.0 (±5.7) MCF-7 

100 nM 25.4 (±7.7) 53.2 (±15.0) 99.6 (±5.6) 

MDA-mb-231 10 nM 13.4 (±25.6) 21.8 (±2.9) 12.9 (±2.7) MDA-mb-231 

100 nM 51.5 (±31.6) 62.5 (±3.1) 68.4 (±2.8) 



by 48+24 hr at the higher dose of 100 nM, while nearly a third of the MDA-mb-231 cells 

survive. Similarly, even the lower dose of 10 nM kills significant fractions of the MCF-

lOA and MCF-7 cells (30 and 28%, respectively), and only a small number (13%) of the 

MDA-mb-231 cells. Similar to the data of table 5.3, the MCF-7 cells were slowest to 

respond at the low dose, and the MCF-lOA and MDA-mb-231 cells did not have a further 

decrease in cell number following the recovery period. 

Cell Viability 

To determine whether cell killing was occuring in response to docetaxel, trypan 

blue uptake was scored 48 h after treatment with the lowest dosage of docetaxel used (10 

nM) or with docetaxel carrier as a control. MCF-lOA cells had 18% lower viability, 

MCF-7 cells had 17% lower viability and MDA-mb-231 cells had 10% lower viability in 

treated versus untreated cells. 

Cell Death Assays by FACS 

In addition, Annexin V binding following treatment with 10 nM docetaxel was also used 

to determine the contribution of cell death by apoptosis (57) (Table 5.5). Increases in 

annexin V binding were minimal for all three cell lines and the percent increase for each 

cell line compared to controls was not significant. Increased polyploidy following 

treatment is indicative of mitotic catastrophe (58, 61). A trend towards increased ploidy 

for MCF-7 (19.7 %, p = 0.06) and MDA-mb-231 (19.7 %, p = 0.12) cells following 
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treatment with 10 nM docetaxel was observed but the increases were not significant 

(Table 5.5). 

Table 5.5, Percent change following treatment with 10 nM docetaxel of FACS 
determiners of cell death relative to untreated controls.'^ 

cell line annexin V, 
% maximum increase 

polyploidy, 
% increase, 48 h 

MCF-lOA 4.68 (p = 0.21) at 8 h 3.35 (p = 0.69) 

MCF-7 1.05 (p = 0.35) at 16 h 19.7 (p = 0.058) 

MDA-mb-231 0.97 (p = 0.39) at 8 h 19.66 (p = 0.12) 

^ P-values determined by t-test. 

Cell Death Assays by Cytology and TEM 

Fig. 5.5 shows both cytology and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

images from untreated MCF-7 cells and those treated with 10 nM docetaxel. Normal 

non-mitotic nuclei {A and E) are juxtaposed with multiple micronucleated cells {B and F). 

Normal mitotic cells (C and G) are juxtaposed with cells undergoing aberrant mitosis {D 

and H). Fig. 5.6 illustrates other non-mitotic modes of death observed in these samples. 

Cells with large vacuolated nuclei were observed {A and D), with the cell in plate D being 

phagocytosed by another cell. Non-apoptotic cells with condensed nuclei and cytoplasm 

were also observed {B and £), along with apoptotic cells (C and F). By TEM only, cells 

with condensed mitochondria were observed (Fig. 5.7). The mitochondria of these cells 

have a "State (III)" conformation (60) (e.g., energized mitochondria) which is 
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hypothesized to represent a compensating effect in cells struggling to maintain adequate 

energy metabolism. Recent studies also indicate that condensed mitochondria can be 

observed following a drop in mitochondrial membrane potential (60). 

From these preparations, a minimum of 500 cells per condition were scored for 

morphologies and the results are presented in table 5.6 and fig. 5.8. For all three cell 

lines at all doses, apoptosis accounted for less than 0.5 % of all cells scored. Mitotic 

catastrophe (aberrant mitoses + multinucleated cells), was the major cause of death for all 

cell lines and treatments. Other non-apoptotic forms of death increased with dose for 

MCF-lOA and MCF-7 cells, but did not increase for MDA-mb-231 cells. MDA-mb-231 

cells had the highest number of dead cells at all doses with mitotic catastrophe being the 

only relevant cell death response. 
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Fig. 5.4, Mitotic catastrophe in MCF-7 cells following 48 h treatment with 10 nM 
docetaxel. Shown are Diff-Quik stained cells (A-D), TEM images (E-H), normal 
untreated nuclei (A and E), treated cells with multiple micronuclei (B and F), 
untreated cells undergoing normal mitosis (C and G), and treated cells undergoing 
aberrant mitosis (D and H). 
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Fig. 5.5, Other forms of death in cells treated with docetaxel. Shown are Diff-Quik 
stained cells (A-C), TEM images (D-F), MCF-7 cells with large vacuolated nuclei (A and 
D), small non-apoptotic MCF-7 cells with dark-staining nuclei and cytoplasm (B and E), 
an MDA-mb-231 apoptotic cell (C), and an MCF-lOA apoptotic cell (F). In addition, the 
MCF-7 cells in frame D and E are being engulfed via phagocytosis by viable cells in the 
culture. 
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A. 

Fig. 5.6, Condensed mitochondria in treated MDA-mb-221 cells. Box in A indicates 
expanded region B. 
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Table 5.6, Results of scoring cell-death morphologies of Diff-Quik stained cytospins." 

ceil line dose, 
docetaxel'' 

normal normal 
mitotic 

non-apoptotic death'^ apoptosis ceil line dose, 
docetaxel'' 

normal normal 
mitotic 

aberrant 
mitoses 

multinucleate other non-
apoptotic 
cell death 

total 

apoptosis 

MCF-
lOA 

OnM 98.8 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 MCF-
lOA 

lOnM 76.0 0.0 5.7 17.9 0.2 23.8 0,1 

MCF-
lOA 

100 nM 85.0 0.0 2.2 9.0 3.4 14.6 0.4 

MCF-7 OnM 97.7 1.0 1.1 0.0 0.2 1.3 0.0 MCF-7 

lOnM 81.6 0.5 6.1 6.1 5.6 17.8 0.0 

MCF-7 

100 nM 43.5 0.7 10.7 35.5 9.6 55.8 0.0 

MDA-
mb-231 

OnM 94.0 2.3 0.9 0.7 2.0 3.6 0.0 MDA-
mb-231 

lOnM 61.4 0.6 9.3 25.6 2.9 37.8 0.1 

MDA-
mb-231 

100 nM 19.3 0.4 11.3 66.4 2.5 80.2 0.2 

' n > 500 cells. 
0 nM dose contained dilute docetaxel carrier. 
Other non-apoptotic cell death includes vacuolated nuclei and non-apoptotic darkly-stained nuclei. 
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Fig. 5.7, Percentage of cells undergoing apoptosis (•), mitotic catastrophe (O) or other 
modes of death combined (A) following 48 h treatment in increasing doses of docetaxel. 
MCF-lOA cells (A), MCF-7 cells (B) and MDA-mb-231 cells (C). At least 500 cells were 
scored per treatment group. 
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DISCUSSION 

The type of cell death resulting from a given therapy is determined by the 

mechanism of action of the drug, dosing regimen of the therapy, and the genetic 

background of the cells being treated. Non-apoptotic cell death, viz. mitotic catastrophe, 

is the major response to docetaxel in three human breast lines at the dosages and timing 

used in this study. This action of taxanes may be partly responsible for their efficacy in 

treating breast cancers, which may be apoptosis-deficient. Absolutely no apoptotic 

response was observed for MCF-7 cells, which are known to overexpress the apoptosis 

inhibiting Bcl-2 and do not express caspase 3, a major component of the effector or 

executionary phase of the majority of apoptotic signaling pathways (45) (Table 5.1). In 

contrast, MCF-lOA and MDA-mb-231 cells showed slight (< 0.5%), but measurable, 

numbers of apoptotic figures. FACS assays for apoptosis support the cytologic results, 

with minimal and insignificant increases in annexin V binding following treatment of all 

three cell lines. In addition, the cytology and annexin V results were supported by TEM 

images of treated cells (62), which is considered to be the gold standard for detection of 

apoptosis (26). For TEM, multiple preparations were made for each cell line and 

treatment condition. Each preparation was scanned thoroughly and only two examples of 

apoptosis were observed in all of the preparations. In contrast, other mechanisms of 

death were ubiquitously observed in TEM images. 

As scored by cytology, mitotic catastrophe is the predominant mode of death for 

all docetaxel dosing regimens and all human breast cancer cell lines used in this study. In 
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general, the percentage of cell death by this mechanism was higher in cells of increasing 

cancer progression. At the highest dose, the normal MCF-lOA cell line had the lowest 

measure of cell death (15%) with mitotic catastrophe being the major component (12%o), 

the tumorigenic MCF-7 cells had a considerably higher percentage of death (56%) with 

about 46 %) attributed to mitotic catastrophe, and the tumorigenic and metastatic MDA-

mb-231 cells had the highest percentage of death (80%)) with nearly all cell death 

attributed to mitotic catastrophe (78%o). Also consistent with mitotic catastrophe, a trend 

towards an increase in polyploidy following treatment was observed in MCF-7 and 

MDA-mb-231 cells (Table 5.6). The TEM images support the cytologic results, since 

cells undergoing aberrant mitoses and having multiple micronuclei were common 

observations following docetaxel treatment of all three cell lines. 

Long-term assays have shown that the percentage of cells undergoing mitotic 

catastrophe is proportional to the decrease in clonogenic survival and that these 

morphologies ultimately result in cell death (11, 13, 22). Without performing clonogenic 

assays, viability (trypan blue incorporation) measurements demonstrated a loss of 

membrane integrity and ultimate cell death 48 h post treatment with the lowest dosage 

used. Percentages of cell death measured by this assay were comparable to percentages 

scored by both biomass (nucleoprotein) assay and cytology (Table 5.7). 

This increase in death by mitotic catastrophe may be caused by ineffective G2/M 

checkpoint arrest due to a partial defect in the mitotic spindle checkpoint, or the higher 

rates of proliferation in confluent cells of increasing metastatic potential (Table 5.1). As 

shown in table 5.3, at least 18%) of MCF-lOA cells are cycling (i.e. in non-Go/Gi) at 
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Table 5.7, Percentages of death scored by viability, biomass and cytology. 

cell line viability biomass cytology 

MCF-lOA 18% 33% 24% 

MCF-7 17% 11% 18% 

MDA-mb-231 10% 21% 35% 

steady-state growth (confluence), while 28% of the MCF-7 cells and 44% of MDA-mb-

23 1 cells are cycling at steady-state. Cells actively proceeding through the cell cycle 

would be more susceptible to mitotic block and subsequent mitotic death. This could 

also explain the apparently discrepant results between the dose-responses that showed the 

MDA-mb-231 cells to be least sensitive (Tables 5.3, 5.4) and the cytologic scoring (Table 

5.6) that showed the MDA-mb-231 cells to be most sensitive. Because the MDA-mb-231 

culture is replenishing itself more rapidly, fewer cells would be lost (as determined by 

crystal violet staining) even though there is a higher proportion of cell death (as 

determined by cytology). Furthermore, the number of cells scored as being "nonnal" 

following treatment may have been ultimately destined for death, causing a disconnect 

between cytology and survival. 

Modes of cell death other than mitotic catastrophe and apoptosis were detected by 

cytology and TEM. Other forms of death scored by cytology were small, dark non-

apoptotic cells and cells with highly vacuolated nuclei at varying degrees of 

disintegration. These types of death are possibly due to disruption of the cellular 
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infrastructure in terms of uptake, secretion, transport, and energy metabolism due to the 

mechanism of action of the drug. An inhibition of energy metabolism is implicated by 

the observation of State III mitochondria (Fig. 5.7) which may represent the energized 

state of mitochondria (60). It is also possible that the increase in condensed mitochondria 

may represent a loss of mitochondrial membrane potential (60), although this loss in 

membrane potential does not translate into apoptosis. In contrast to mitotic catastrophe, 

all cells regardless of their cell-cycle status would be susceptible to these non-apoptotic 

forms of death. Hence, the non-metastatic MCF-lOA and MCF-7 cells are more 

competent for contact inhibition than the metastatic MDA-mb-231 cells, and have a 

higher proportion of cell death by these other means (Fig. 5.8). 

In conclusion, mitotic catastrophe is the primary mode of death observed in 

response to the treatment regimen with docetaxel in the human breast cancer cell lines 

included in this study, with additional death attributed to other non-apoptotic 

mechanisms. The proportional mixture of cell death responses were cell line specific, 

and could be due to differential regulation of proliferative controls, contact inhibition, or 

cell-cycle checkpoints (Table 5.1). Both MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 cells have 

compromised contact inhibition and altered proliferative signaling, i.e., amplified ras 

(MCF-7) and activated Ki-ras (MDA-mb-231). Both have partial defects in the mitotic-

spindle checkpoint, the checkpoint activated by microtubule hyperpolymerizing drugs 

such as docetaxel. MDA-mb-231 cells have mutated p53 which is implicated in 

checkpoint maintenance. And both MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 cell lines are partially 

resistant to apoptosis due to elevations in the apoptosis inhibiting products Bcl-2 (MCF-
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7) and Bcl-xL (MDA-mb-231), and caspase 3 defects in MCF-7 cells. Therefore, it is not 

surprising that treatment of these two cell lines with docetaxel resulted in death primarily 

by mitotic catastrophe with no significant increase in apoptosis. In addition, the 

mechanism of action of docetaxel, the binding to microtubules, would favor a type of cell 

death associated with aberrant assembly and separation of chromosomes during mitosis. 

However, the normal MCF-lOA cells, which are proficient for proliferative controls, 

contact inhibition, checkpoint controls and apoptosis, were also negative for a significant 

increase in apoptosis. In contrast, MCF-lOA cells had lower levels of mitotic 

catastrophe, possibly due to a proficient Gi checkpoint and fewer numbers of actively 

cycling cells due to normal regulation of proliferation and contact inhibition. This study 

underscores the importance of evaluating the specific mechanism of cell death in breast 

cancer cells (i.e., apoptosis, necrosis, and mitotic catastrophe) since chemotherapeutic 

agents that target the mitotic spindle may be most effective at killing these apoptosis-

resistant cells. 
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Chapter 6 - MRI-measured water mobility increases in response to 

docetaxel-induced cell death via multiple mechanisms 

ABSTRACT 

Numerous pre-clinical and clinical reports have demonstrated that the MRI-

measured apparent diffusion coefficient of water (ADCw) increases early in the response 

to a wide variety of anti-cancer therapies. It has been proposed that this increase in 

ADCw generally results from an increase in the tumor extracellular volume fraction 

leading to a greater degree of unrestricted water motion. Furthermore, an increase in 

extracellular volume has been ascribed to the cell shrinkage which occurs early in the 

process of apoptotic programmed cell death. However, other modes of death can be 

initiated soon after beginning therapy. These other modes of death include mitotic 

catastrophe and necrosis, and may also involve changes in the fraction of water with 

unrestricted motion. Whether MRI-measured ADCw is altered in response to therapies 

that primarily induce cell death via mechanisms other than apoptosis is examined herein. 

The data indicate that early and significant changes in ADCw can occur in concert with 

mitotic catastrophe, suggesting that ADCw may be a generalized measure of tumor 

response and that other mechanisms besides apoptotic cell shrinkage may mediate the 

MR-measured changes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In cancer chemotherapy, patients with disseminated disease are treated first with 

front hne therapies. Non-responders are moved to second-hne, third-hne and 

experimental therapies, with generally increasing morbidities. Hence, at these stages, it is 

important to identify whether an individual patient is destined to respond early during 

courses of therapy. Non-invasive measures of therapy response would be useful in such 

a situation. The apparent diffusion coefficient of water (ADCw) is measured non-

invasively by diffusion-weighted MRI (DW-MRI), and is known to increase in response 

to therapy in both humans and animal models (recently reviewed in [1,2,3,4]). Animal 

models of breast cancer [5,6], fibrosarcoma [7], glioma [8,9,10,11], liver tumors [12] and 

prostate cancer [13] have shown an increase in ADCw following numerous therapeutic 

modalities. Clinical studies of gliomas [14,15] and breast metastases in hver [16] have 

demonstrated comparable ADCw responses in human patients. This ADCw response 

occurs within days after initiation of therapy and appears to be a universal response to 

therapy regardless of the therapeutic regimen or tumor type. Some of these studies have 

involved taxane therapy [5,13,14]. 

MR measures of ADCw are sensitive to alterations in cellularity. Increased ADCw 

has been correlated with the necrotic fraction of animal tumor models [6,17]. In 

spheroids, mean diffusion coefficients are higher in the necrotic center compared to the 

periphery, which contains proliferating cells [18]. In human breast cancer xenografts and 

radiation-induced fibrosarcomas (RIF), high ADCw values are coincident with necrotic 
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areas which have low cellularity [16,19]. Recently, a significant inverse correlation 

between ADCw and cell density was demonstrated in a clinical study of gliomas [20], 

Apoptosis can cause the increased mobility of extracellular water through early 

cell shrinkage [21], which is a universal feature of apoptosis regardless of the cell type or 

treatment [22], Even though apoptosis can lead to an increased ADCw, it cannot be 

assumed that increased ADCw is a surrogate for apoptosis. Other modes of cell death, 

including mitotic catastrophe and necrosis, can also affect cellularity. Response to 

taxane therapy has been explicitly and implicitly coupled to the apoptotic mechanism of 

cell death [23,24,25], yet other modes of cell death are observed in breast cancer 

xenografts following docetaxel treatment (results published herein). In murine tumors, 

docetaxel is a potent inducer of mitotic arrest and a weak inducer of apoptosis with anti

tumor efficacy correlated with necrosis [26]. 

Docetaxel is an analogue of the taxane, paclitaxel, and is synthesized from a 

precursor compound extracted from the needles of the yew tree [27]. Like paclitaxel, 

docetaxel acts by stabilizing microtubules, but has an increased affinity for tubulin [28] 

and has higher anti-tumor activity than paclitaxel [29,30]. Mitotic cell division, 

endosomal uptake, secretion and transport are critical cellular processes that require the 

dynamic reorganization of microtubules and are required for cell survival. Docetaxel is 

used in the clinic for treatment of breast and prostate cancers, and small cell carcinoma of 

the lung [31]. 

That docetaxel induces death by multiple mechanisms in a SCID mouse human 

breast cancer xenograft model is demonstrated herein. These mechanisms include 
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apoptosis, mitotic catastrophe and necrosis. The mechanisms of cell death are 

positionally variable within the tumor, and dominated by aberrant mitoses. Consistent 

with previous results in other tumor systems, docetaxel causes a general increase in the 

MR-measured ADCw [13]. However the positional dependence was not correlated to the 

magnitude of apoptosis. These results indicate that the ADCw response is a sensitive 

indicator of therapy response, yet is not specifically associated with a single mechanism 

of cell death, viz. apoptosis. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials 

Docetaxel (Taxotere®) was acquired from spent clinical stocks originally 

purchased from Aventis Pharmaceuticals (Parsippany, NJ). The commercial sources of 

reagents used in this study are as follows: Fetal bovine serum (FBS) [Omega Scientific, 

Inc., Tarzana, CA], trypsin [GIBCO/Invitrogen life technologies, San Diego, CA], 

matrigel [Becton Dickinson Labware, Bedford, MA], estradiol pellets [Innovative 

Research of America, Sarasota, FL], puralube petrolatum ophthalmic ointment 

[PhaiTnaderm, Veterinary Division of Atlanta, Inc., Melville, NY], 10% neutral buffered 

formalin [VWR, West Chester, PA], hematoxylin 7211 and alcoholic eosin [Richard 

Allen Scientific, Kalamazoo, MI], ABC (Avidin:Biotinylated Enzyme Complex) kit 

[Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA], Cytoseal mounting medium [Richard-Allen 

Scientific], cleaved cytokeratin 18 mouse monoclonal antibody [Roche Molecular 

Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN], cleaved caspase 3 rabbit polyclonal antibody [Cell 

Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA]], cleaved lamin A rabbit polyclonal antibody [Cell 

Signaling Technology], biotinylated rabbit anti-mouse antibody [DAKO Cj^tomation, 

Carpineria, CA], and biotinylated goat anti-rabbit antibody [Vector Laboratories, Inc.], 

All other media, chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) 

unless otherwise stated. Female SCID mice, MCF-7/S and MCF-7/D40 cells were 

obtained from the Arizona Cancer Center shared services (Tucson, AZ), and MDA-mb-

231 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD). 
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Cell Culture and Tumor Model 

As a model for tumor therapeutic response, human tumor xenografts have been 

grown in SCID mice and effectively treated [32,33,13], For tumor inoculation, MCF-7 

(MCF-7/S and the subline MCF-7/D40) and MDA-mb-231 human breast cancer cells 

were grown to late log phase in DMEM-F12 media supplemented with 10% FBS. Cells 

were removed from flasks by either treating with trypsin or by scraping into a suspension 

in Hank's buffered saline or 0.9% saline, transferred to conical centrifuge tubes and 

pelleted at 1000 rpm, 4°C. Pellets were resuspended in a 1:1 mixture of ice-cold Hank's 

buffered saline and Matrigel to a volume of 1 to 2 x 10^ cells per 100 pL which was 

immediately injected into the mammary fat pad (MFP) of 5 to 7 week old female SCID 

mice. One week prior to xenografting, mice were bled (200 )liL) by retro-orbital puncture 

in order to screen for the presence of mouse Ig by ELISA to verify lack of 

immunocompetence. Mice receiving MCF-7 cells were subcutaneously implanted in the 

neck fat pad with a 0.72 mg estradiol pellet 2 to 3 days before the xenograft. For imaging 

and histology, xenografts were allowed to grow for 3 to 12 weeks to develop tumors of 

suitable volume. Mice with MCF-7 tumors growing more than 8 weeks were re-pelleted 

with estradiol. Mice were weighed and tumor volumes were measured twice weekly 

using calipers and calculated as (length x width^)/2, with the length and width defined as 

the long and short diameters, respectively. 
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In Vitro Nucleoprotein Assay 

To determine drug toxicity (decrease in nucleoprotein biomass) following 

treatment, cells were inoculated into 96 well plates at 10^ cells per well, allowed to attach 

overnight, after which each row of wells was treated with increasing concentrations of 

drug. Following 24 h of treatment, the medium was aspirated from each well and washed 

with medium so only adherent cells remained. Cells were allowed to grow for an 

additional 48 h before fixation in 0.025% gluteraldehyde for 30 min. The nucleoprotein 

of fixed cells was stained by 0.1% crystal violet for 60 min then destained by multiple 

washes with ddH20. After air-drying overnight, the remaining crystal violet was 

solubilized in 0.1 mL of 1% (v/v) acetic acid. Absorbance was measured at 590 nm 

wavelength in a microplate autoreader model EL311 (Bio-Tek Instruments, Winooski, 

VT). The measured absorbance is proportional to the protein content of the adherent 

cells remaining in the well following treatment [34]. Inhibitory concentration (IC) values 

were determined using SigmaPlot version 7.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL) to generate a 

non-linear regression line-fit with 95% confidence intervals. 

In Vitro Viability Assay 

Before treatment and to best model a tumor, cells were grown to steady-state 

(confluence plus one day). The media was then replaced with media containing a low 

dose (10 nM) of docetaxel or docetaxel carrier as a control. After 48 h, 100 cells were 

scored for trypan blue uptake. Results are reported as percent difference in viability 

between treated and untreated cells, or percent decrease in viability. 
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Tumor Growth Delay 

The maximum tolerated dose (MTD) for docetaxel in non-tumor bearing SCID 

mice is 60 mg/kg [13], For tumor-bearing mice, the MTD is ca. 45 mg/kg docetaxel, yet 

it was observed that a dose of 30 mg/kg docetaxel was better tolerated in longitudinal 

studies requiring low attrition. As a measure of tumor response, tumor growth delay 

(TGD) is the time required for tumor growth to return to the pretreatment rate [35]. For 

TGD studies, 16 MFP xenografts were generated for each tumor type. Mouse weights 

and tumor volumes were measured twice weekly until the mean tumor volume was over 

100 mm^, after which mice were stratified into two treatment groups per tumor type. By 

tail vein injection (< 200 |j,L), one group received 30 mg/kg docetaxel and a control 

group was treated with appropriately diluted docetaxel carrier (polysorbate 80 diluted 3:1 

with 13% ethanol in distilled H2O and futher diluted with distilled H2O (as if drug were 

present). Following treatment, mouse weights and tumor volumes were measured twice 

per week until the regrowth rate of the tumor matched the pre-treatment growth rate. 

Diffusion MRI 

Diffusion images were generated one day before commencement of treatment and 

after treatment as follows: MCF-7/S tumors 2 days after tail i.v. injections with 15 (n = 

2) or 30 (n = 1) mg/kg docetaxel, or appropriately diluted docetaxel carrier as a control (n 

= 4); MCF-7/D40 tumors 2 days after 30 mg/kg docetaxel (n = 2); and MDA-mb-231 

tumors 3 or 4 days after 15 (n = 5), 22.5 (n - 2), or 30 (n = 5) mg/kg docetaxel, or 

appropriately diluted docetaxel carrier (n = 5). Tumor volumes ranged from 400 to 1400 
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cm^. Mice were anesthetized with an initial mixture of 1.0 L/min O2 and 3 % 

isofluorane. After mice were in deep anesthesia, the mixture was reduced to ca. 1 % 

isofluorane. Puralube sterile ocular lubricant was applied to the eyes to prevent drying. 

Tumors were placed through an appropriate sized hole in plastic film and the film was 

wrapped around the abdomen and taped in place as a splint to minimize motion effects. 

Tumors were placed in a self-built 12 mm surface coil and mice were secured in position. 

Mice and probe were inserted into the 40 cm diameter horizontal bore of a Bruker 

Biospec Avance 4.7 T imaging spectrometer [Bruker, Karlsuhe, Germany] equipped with 

an actively shielded gradient coil capable of 150 mT/m. The probe was positioned so the 

tumors were centered in the gradient coil. Body temperature was monitored by a Luxtron 

fluoroptic thermometer [Luxtron, Santa Clara, CA] using a fiberoptic rectal probe. 

Temperature was maintained by maintaining a constant temperature in the gradient coils 

using a gradient chiller circulating water bath, and by a heating pad warmed by a heating 

circulating water bath positioned underneath the mouse and probe in the bore of the 

magnet. During diffusion-weighted imaging, body temperature was maintained within 

0.5°C of 37°C. The surface coil was tuned to receive signal at ~ 200 MHz. 

Shimming was achieved by an XYZ autoshim routine. A diffusion-weighted MRI data 

acquisition method (DIFRAD) [36] was used with fat suppression to generate axial slices 

covering the entire tumor volume. Typical acquisition parameters were: TR = 1800 ms, 

TE = 52.00 ms, FOV = 3.00 x 3.00 cm, matrix size = 128 x 128, slice thickness = 2.00 

mm (contiguous), A = 20.00 ms, 5 = 7.00 ms, where 6 and A represent duration and 

separation of diffusion gradients, respectively. Diffusion gradients were applied along 
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the phase direction. This approach is sufficient due to low diffusion anisotropy in tumor 

xenografts (data not shown). At each slice location, images were obtained at four b 

values of 0, 200, 400 and 800 sec/mm^ [b = y^Gd^§^(A-5/3], where by increasing the 

gradient strength, Ga , and keeping A constant, y is the gyromagnetic ratio for protons 

(42.58 MHz/T). Images were reconstructed from the radial data using magnitude filtered 

back projection, which minimizes artifacts due to motion [36]. Apparent diffusion 

coefficient (ADCw) maps were generated by fitting the signal intensity of each pixel to a 

single exponential decay: S = where So is the signal intensity at b=0 sec/mm^, 

and S is the signal intensity with diffusion weighting. ADCw maps were analyzed using 

programs written in Interactive Data Language [Research Systems, Boulder, CO]. 

Regions of interest (ROIs) corresponding to tumor were demarcated by a single operator 

on the ADCw map for each slice and ADCw distribution histograms were generated. For 

each tumor, values from each slice were combined to generate a single histogram. ADCw 

histograms were normalized by plotting the percentage of pixels remaining above the 

ADCw value in the X-axis generating a cumulative histogram. The difference between 

the pre- and post-treatment cumulative histograms generates a single plot of the post-

treatment cumulative change in percent pixels above the X-axis ADCw value (a 

normalized cumulative difference). The area under these cumulative difference curves 

(AUG) can be used as a measure of tumor response [4]. 

To assess changes in ADCw regionally within the tumor, ROIs of two additional 

regions were drawn on the ADC map of the center slice of a single MCF-7 and MDA-

mb-231 tumor for each of the following treatment groups: docetaxel carrier alone 
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(sham), 15 mg/kg docetaxel, and 30 mg/kg docetaxel. One ROI approximating the 

boundary between the peripheral and intermediate regions as judged by histology of a 

center section of the corresponding tumor type (histology for the specific tumor was used 

when available), and one approximating the boundary between the intermediate and 

center regions (e.g. Figures 6.8 & 6.9). ADC histograms were generated for each ROI 

and regional histograms were generated as follows: the "peripheral region" histogram 

was generated by subtracting the histogram for the ROI drawn at the 

peripheral/intermediate boundary from the histogram for the whole slice; the 

"intermediate region" histogram was generated by subtracting the intermediate/center 

ROI histogram from the peripheral/intermediate ROI histogram; and the 

intermediate/center ROI histogram was used to represent the "center region." The 

regional change in AUC was calculated by subtracting pre-treatment from post-treatment 

cumulative difference curves. 

Histology 

Immediately following imaging, while mice were maintained under anesthesia, 

tumors were rapidly excised and a cross-section shce (approximately 2 mm thick) was 

cut from the center of the tumor. The slice was subsequently fixed overnight in 10% 

formalin. Formalin was replaced with 70% ethanol the following day. Fixed tumor 

slices were embedded in paraffin, sectioned (5 )j.m) and placed on plus coated slides by 

the University of Arizona Cell Biology and Anatomy Histology Service Laboratory. For 
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morphology, the tumor slices were stained with hematoxylin 7211 and alcoholic eosin (H 

& E) by the Histology Service Laboratory. 

Immunohistochemical Staining 

Immunohistochemical staining of the apoptosis markers cleaved caspase 3, 

cleaved cytokeratin and cleaved lamin A was performed using a previously described 

method [37], Antigen retrieval was perfomed by the Histology Service Laboratory as 

follows; slices were deparaffmized in xylene, dehydrated in ethanol, placed in citrate 

buffer (pH 6.1 with ammonium hydroxide), heated to a boil and maintained at 

approximately 100°C for 6 minutes. After coohng, endogenous peroxidase was blocked 

by incubating the slides in 10% methanolic hydrogen peroxide for 30 min, followed by 

rinses with distilled water and PBS. Non-specific binding was blocked by incubating 60 

min in rabbit or goat serum (1:66 dilution in 2% BSA in PBS). Slides were incubated in 

primary antibody for 60 min (diluted 1:50 in 2% BSA in PBS) followed by two rinses in 

PBS, incubated in secondary antibody for 30 min (biotinylated rabbit anti-mouse was 

diluted 1:400 and biotinylated goat anti-rabbit 1:100 in 2% BSA in PBS) followed by 2 

rinses in PBS, and reacted 30 min with ABC reagent and rinsed twice with PBS. 

Sections were developed 5 min in 0.25 mg/mL diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride 

(DAB) in PBS containing 0.019% hydrogen peroxide. Sections were counterstained with 

Harris hematoxylin (Sigma) and mounted using Cytoseal mounting medium. 
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Image Capture and Computer Assisted Image Analysis 

Images of H & E and immunoperoxidase stained tumor slices were generated 

using a SPOT model 1.5.0 CCD camera (Diagnostic Instruments, Inc., Sterlin heights, 

MI) mounted on a Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY). Tumor slices 

were divided into 3 regions: peripheral, intermediate and center (e.g. Figures 6.8 & 6.9). 

Using a 40X objective lens, five images were made per region for each tumor-type, 

treatment and mode of staining. MCF-7/D40 tumors were excised from mice 2 d after 

treatment with 45 mg/kg docetaxel or docetaxel carrier (control). MDA-mb-231 tumors 

were excised 3 or 4 days after 15, 22.5 and 30 mg/kg docetaxel or docetaxel carrier. H & 

E stained sections from a single MCF-7/D40 and MDA-mb-231 tumor of each treatment 

group were analyzed. Immunohistochemical stained sections of the same MCF-7/D40 

sections and the same 30 mg/kg and carrier treated MDA-mb-231 sections were 

analyzed. Using the image analysis software SimplePCI [Compix, Inc. Imaging Systems, 

Cranberry Township, PA], H & E stained sections were scored for number of nuclei, 

percent condensed nuclei, mean nuclear area, and total nuclear area. Mitotic structures 

were visually scored. The number of immunostained cells per image was determined 

using the image analysis software. 
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RESULTS 

In Vitro Nucleoprotein 

Drug toxicity (decrease in nucleoprotein biomass) following treatment with 

docetaxel was determined in vitro for the three cell lines used to generate xenografts. All 

three cell lines had comparable IC50 values with overlapping 95% confidence intervals 

(Table 6.1). 

In Vitro Viability 

A viability decrease following treatment with docetaxel was determined in vitro. 

Steady-state cells were treated for 48 h with a low, sub IC50 dosage (10 nM), then scored 

for trypan blue uptake. A comparable loss of viability (cell death) was determined for all 

three cell lines (Table 6.1). Note that viability loss is determined by loss of membrane 

integrity (trypan blue uptake) after 48 h treatment with a low dose of drug in the 

therapeutic range. 

General Diffusion Response 

ADCw maps were generated for diffusion-weighted images representing 2 mm slices 

through the entire tumor. Figure 6.1 is a comparison of the ADCw maps from 3 adjacent 

slices of an MCF-7 xenograft pre-treatment (TOP) and 2 days after i.v. injection of 15 

mg/kg docetaxel (BOTTOM). In these figures, the tumor region-of-interest (ROI) is 

delineated by the dotted white line. Note the general increase in post-treatment ADCw 
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Table 6.1, Decrease in viability and IC50 values for docetaxel treatment in human breast 
cancer cell lines used to generate xenografts. 

Cell Line Decrease in Viability, 
48 h after 10 nM docetaxel 

IC50 (M) 
(95% Confidence) 

MCF-7/S 1 8 %  1.3 X 10'^ 
(3.8 X 10"*^ to 4.1 X 10'®) 

MCF-7/D40 9% 1.6 X 10"' 
(1.8 X 10"^ to 1.01 X 10"'') 

MDA-mb-231 1 0 %  5.0 X 10"' 
(1.6 X 10"'' to 6.7 X 10"^) 

values as indicated by a shift from blue to green and red. Figure 6.2 is the same for 

MDA-mb-231 tumors before (TOP) and 4 d after (BOTTOM) treatment with a single 

dose of 30 mg/kg docetaxel. The elevated diffusion in the central regions of the pre-

treatment tumor indicates low cellularity which may correspond to spontaneous necrosis. 

Nonetheless, there was a general elevation of ADCw values following treatment 

throughout the tumor. Although the hematoxylin/eosin (H & E) stained sections of the 

tumors were not registered with the slices from MRI, elevated diffusion in the center 

region of an untreated tumor was generally associated with the central region of the 

tumor which had low cellularity as determined by histology (Figure 6.3). ADC^ values 

were lower in the peripheral regions, which have higher cellularity. 

ADCw values from multiple slices were combined to generate histograms of 

ADCw values for the entire tumor. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 (TOP) show pre- and post-
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treatment histograms from MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 tumors, respectively, treated with 

varying doses of docetaxel and with carrier only. Note the general shift of ADCw values 

fi-om pre-treatment median values of ca. 500 mm^ sec"' to values approaching 1000-1500 

mm^ sec"' post-treatment for MDA-mb-231 and MCF-7 tumors, respectively. Also note 

the negligible shift in ADCw values following treatment with no-drug carrier. Both MCF-

7 and MDA-mb-231 tumors had a decrease in the number of pixels post-treatment 

relative to carrier-treated controls, implying a reduction in tumor volume. This is 

consistent with the tumor growth delay curve (vide infra). This effect of treatment on 

ADCw is better visualized in a cumulative histogram, produced by plotting the percentage 

of pixels remaining above the X-axis ADCw values (MIDDLE). The difference between 

the pre- and post-treatment curves generates a single plot of the post-treatment 

cumulative change in percent pixels above the X-axis ADCw value (a normalized 

cumulative difference) (BOTTOM). The area under these curves (AUC) with units of 

pixel-sec mm"^ can be used as a measure of tumor response [4]. 

The AUCs for all MCF-7 tumors are shown in Figure 6.6A. Values for docetaxel-

treated tumors (all doses combined) are plotted on the left and values for drug carrier 

treated tumors are on the right. Note the general increase in the AUC for drug treated v^. 

untreated tumors. However, a single treated tumor did not have a cumulative increase 

and a single untreated tumor had an increase comparable to the treated tumors. The same 

plot is shown for MDA-mb-231 tumors (Figure 6.6B), except that the treatments are 

shown by specific dose. Note the general trend towards increasing values with increasing 

dose. However, again there are some treated tumors with low cumulative values and 
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ADC^ X 10"^ (mnf sec"^) 

Figure 6.1, ADC^^ maps of an MCF-7 tumor and surrounding tissue. Three adjacent 2 
mm axial slices pretreatment (TOP) and three adjacent 2 mm slices 2 days after 15 mg/kg 
docetaxel (BOTTOM). Bar at bottom indicates lookup table for ADC values (scale is 10 
X mm^ sec'). Tumor boundaries are delineated by white dashed lines. [Note: This is the 
same tumor shown in column 2 of figure 4.] 
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•1 IV* 

ADCw X  10"^ ( m m ^  s e c " ^ )  

Figure 6.2, ADC^ maps of MDA-mb-231 tumor and surrounding tissue. Three adjacent 2 
mm axial slices pretreatment (TOP), three adjacent 2 mm slices 4 days after 30 mg/kg 
docetaxel (BOTTOM). Bar at bottom indicates lookup table for ADC values (scale is 10 x 
mm^ sec'). Tumor boundaries are delineated by white dashed lines. [Note: This is the 
same tumor shown in column 1 of figure 6.5 and column 2 of figures 6.9 and 6.10.] 
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No-drug 30 mg/kg docetaxel 

ADC^ X 10"^ (mm^ sec"^) 

Figure 6.3, ADC,^ maps and histology sections. ADC^ maps are shown from center axial 
slices through MDA-mb-231 tumors and surrounding tissue (BOTTOM), 3 d after 
treatment with drug carrier only (LEFT) and 4 d after treatment with 30 mg/kg docetaxel 
(RIGHT). Tumor boundaries are delineated by white dashed lines. H & E stained 
middle sections of the same tumors, not registered (TOP). [Note: These are the same 
tumors shown in figures 6.5, 6.9 and 6.10.] 
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30 mg/kg docetaxel 

MCF-7 tumors 

15 mg/kg docetaxel drug carrier only 

pretreatment 
2 d post treatment 

500 1000 1500 2000 500 1000 1500 2000 500 1000 1500 2000 

500 1000 1500 2000 500 1000 1500 2000 500 1000 1500 2000 

ro CD 

500 1000 1500 2000 500 1000 1500 2000 

ADCyv 

500 1000 1500 2000 

Figure 6.4, ADC^ response to therapy in MCF-7 tumors: treated with 30 mg/kg 
docetaxel (LEFT), 15 mg/kg docetaxel (MIDDLE); and drug carrier only (RIGHT). Pre-
andpost-treatment ADC^ histograms expressed as a percentage of pixels within a range 
of 5 ADCw values and with smoothed lines (TOP). Percent pixels above ADC^ value 
(MIDDLE). Cumulative change in % pixels above ADCw value post treatment 
(BOTTOM). All imaging occured one day before treatment (SOLID LINE) and 2 days 
after treatment (DOTTED LINE). 
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30 mg/kg docetaxel 

MDA-mb-231 tumors 

15 mg/kg docetaxel drug carrier only 

pretreatment 

3 - 4 d post treatment 

500 000 500 20002500 500 1000150020002500 500 100015002000 2500 

500 10001500 2000 2500 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 500 1000150020002500 

500 10001500 2000 2500 500 10001500 2000 2500 

ADC^ 

500 10001500 20002500 

Figure 6.5, ADCw response to therapy in MDA-mb-231 tumors: treated with 20 mg/kg 
docectaxel, and imaged before and 4 d after treatment (LEFT); treated with 15 mg/kg 
docetaxel, and imaged before and 2 d after treatment (MIDDLE); and treated with drug 
carrier only, and imaged before and 3 d after treatment (RIGHT). Pre- and post-
treatment ADC^v histograms expressed as a percentage of pixels within a range of 5 
ADCw values and with smoothed lines (TOP). Percent pixels above ADC^ value 
(MIDDLE). Cumulative change in % pixels above ADC^ value post treatment 
(BOTTOM). Pretreatment (SOLID LINE) and post treatment (DOTTED LINE). 
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Figure 6.6, Cumulative pre- to post-treatment change in % pixels above ADC^ (AUC): 
MCF-7 tumors (A), and MDA-mb-231 tumors (B). 
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untreated tumors with comparatively high values. It is notable that the AUC values are 

generally lower in MDA-mb-231 tumors (highest response at > 6000 pixel-sec mm'^) 

compared with MCF-7 tumors (highest response > 10,000 pixel-sec mm"^). This 

correlates with higher sensitivity to docetaxel in MCF-7 tumors compared to MDA-mb-

231 tumors as determined by tumor growth delay {vide infra). 

Tumor Response 

Tumor growth delays (TGD) were observed in both MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 

xenografts in response to docetaxel. Following treatment with 30 mg/kg docetaxel, 

MCF-7 tumors exhibited a TGD of 34.5 days (Figure 6.7, TOP), whereas MDA-mb-231 

tumors were less sensitive, with a TGD of only 7 days (Figure 6.7, BOTTOM). 

Images of H&E stained tumor sections reveal heterogeneity in the tumor 

topography. As shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 tumors, 

respectively, could be divided into three general regions (panels A and E); A peripheral 

region (1) with cancer cells at high density (B and F); a central region (3) with decreased 

cellularity or necrosis (D and H); and an intermediate region (2) with a mixture of normal 

cells, small darkly-stained cells and necrosis (C and G). 

Cell death-related morphologies were observed in H&E stained sections of 

docetaxel-treated tumors compared with carrier-treated controls. Examples from the 

peripheral region of carrier-treated MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 tumors are shown in 

figures 6.1 OA and B, respectively. Docetaxel treated tumor sections with highly 
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Figure 6.7, Tumor growth delays. MCF-7 xenografts (TOP) and MDA-mb-231 
xenografts (BOTTOM). One group (n = 8) was treated with drug-carrier only as a 
control (•) and a second group (n = 8) was treated with 30 mg/kg docetaxel (O). 
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Figure 6.8, Regions in MCF-7 tumors. These H & E stained sections illustrate the 
different regions analyzed for cell death-related morphologies. Two days after drug-
carrier only (A-D). Two days after 45 mg/kg docetaxel (E-H). Peripheral region 
indicated by "I;" intermediate region indicated by "2;" and center region indicated by 
"3" (A andE). Peripheral region (B andF), intermediate region (C and G), and center 
region (D and H). 
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Figure 6.9, Regions in MDA-mh-231 tumors. These H & E stained sections illustrate the 
different regions analyzed for cell death-related morphologies. Three days after drug-
carrier only (A-D). Four days after 30 mg/kg docetaxel (E-H). Peripheral region 
indicated by "1;" intermediate region indicated by "2;" and center region indicated by 
"3" (A and E). Peripheral region (B and F), intermediate region (C and G), and center 
region (D and H). 
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Figure 6.10, Different modes of cell death. MCF-7 tumor slices (LEFT) and MDA-mb-
231 tumor slices (RIGHT). Untreated (A and B), treated with 45 mg/kg docetaxel and 
excised 2 days following treatment (C and E), treated with 30 mg/kg docetaxel and 
excised 4 days following treatment (D and F). Highly condensed nuclei and cells (C and 
D, open arrows), and aberrant mitoses (C, closed arrows, and E and F open arrows). 



condensed cells (6.IOC and D, open arrows) and cells undergoing aberrant mitosis 

(6.IOC, closed arrows, and E and F open arrows) were found in both tumor types. H&E 

stained sections from both treated and untreated tumors were scored for number of nuclei 

by tumor type, region of tumor and dosage of docetaxel (Figure 6.11A and B). Generally 

the number of nuclei per area decreased from the periphery of the tumors to the center, 

indicating a general decrease in cellularity or increase in necrosis deeper into the tumor. 

The percentage of condensed cells or dark bodies was also determined (6.11C & D). 

Highly-condensed cells are general indicators of cell death and are an indication of 

apoptosis, but it is difficult to attribute all condensations without nuclear fragmentation as 

apoptotic events using H&E stained tissues alone. Using electron microscopy as the 

gold standard [Chapter 5], a percentage of confluent MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 cells are 

shown to respond to docetaxel by non-apoptotic cell condensation. An increase in 

condensed cells was generally observed following treatment, except for the center region 

of the MCF-7 tumors, where a decrease was observed. The intermediate region of the 

MCF-7 tumors had the largest increase in condensed cells following treatment and the 

central region of MDA-mb-231 tumors had generally elevated percentages of condensed 

cells. Cells are known to respond to anti-microtubule drugs by arresting the cell cycle. 

Arrested cells are enlarged with enlarged nuclei [26,33,39]. The mean nuclear area is an 

indication of the balance between enlarged nuclei due to arrest and condensed nuclei due 

to apoptosis or other modes of cell death, e.g., dark cell death [40,41]. Following 

treatment with docetaxel, mean nuclear area (1 IE and F) increased in the peripheral 

region of MCF-7 tumors and in the intermediate region of MDA-mb-231 tumors, and 
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Figure 6.11, Quantitative analysis of cell death by morphometry. Analysis ofH&E 
stained tumor slices for cell-death related morphologies. MCF-7 tumors (LEFT) treated 
with drug carrier only as a control, or with 45 mg/kg docetaxel and prepared 2 d post 
treatment. MDA-mb-231 tumors (RIGHT) treated with drug carrier only (3 dpost 
treatment), 15 mg/kg docetaxel (4 dpost treatment), 22.5 mg/kg docetaxel (3 dpost 
treatment), or 30 mg/kg docetaxel (4 d post treatment). Number of nuclei scored in 5 
images per region (A and B), condensed nuclei as a percentage of total nuclei in a region 
(C and D), mean area per nucleus (E and F), and total nuclear area as a percentage of 
pixels in five images (G and H). Data from tumor periphery is designated as "region 1, " 
intermediate region as "region 2, " and tumor center as "region 3. " 
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decreased in the intermediate and center region of MCF-7 tumors. Total nuclear area 

partially reflects the balance of nuclear size and the cellularity of the tumor region. Total 

nuclear area (11G and H) generally decreased from the periphery to the center of all 

tumors. Following treatment with docetaxel, total nuclear area increased in the periphery 

of MCF-7 tumors and in the periphery and intermediate region of MDA-mb-231 tumors. 

Total nuclear area decreased in the intermediate and center region of MCF-7 tumors and 

in the center of MDA-mb-231 tumors. 

Although the fraction is small, the percentage of mitotic figures (M-phase arrest) 

following docetaxel treatment significantly increased from untreated levels of 0.0% 

(0/1475 nuclei scored) to 0.35% (19/5375 nuclei scored) in the peripheral region of 

docetaxel treated MDA-mb-231 tumors. No appreciable increases in mitotic figures were 

observed in MCF-7 tumors (untreated = 0.28% of 1818 nuclei, and docetaxel treated = 

0.33% of 1866 nuclei). However, the percentage of mitotic figures scored may be 

underestimated in treated tumor sections because a number of the condensed bodies in 

treated sections appeared to have originated from mitotic figures (i. e., strandedness to 

condensed structures) but were not included due to lack of a definitive chromosomal 

appearance normally associated with a simple mitotic arrest. 

Immunohistochemical staining of treated and untreated tumor sections for 

apoptotic indicators was also performed. Staining for cleaved caspase 3 (Figure 6.12A), 

was present in all three regions of both MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 tumors. Untreated 

tumors of both types had the highest numbers of cells staining for cleaved caspase 3 in 
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the intermediate region, with fewer cells staining in the center region and very low 

numbers in the peripheral region (6.12C & E). Docetaxel treated tumors had an increase 

in staining for cleaved caspase 3 in the peripheral region and a decrease in the 

intermediate and center when compared with the untreated tumors. Cytokeratin 18 is 

cleaved downstream of caspase 3 in the same apoptotic pathway [42,43], Untreated 

MCF-7 tumors had the same pattern of staining for cleaved cytokeratin 18 (6.12D) as 

seen for cleaved caspase 3, with higher numbers of stained cells in the intermediate 

region, followed by the center region, and lowest in the peripheral region of the tumors. 

Docetaxel treated MCF-7 tumors had no change in cleaved cytokeratin 18 staining in the 

periphery, a decrease in the intermediate region, and an increase in the center. Cleaved 

cytokeratin 18 was detected at low levels in the center region of untreated MDA-mb-231 

tumors, which decreased following docetaxel treatment (6.12F). Cleaved cytokeratin 18 

was not detected above background levels in the peripheral or intermediate regions of 

treated or untreated MDA-mb-231 tumors. Both tumor types were also stained for the 

presence of cleaved lamin A, which is an apoptotic marker for a caspase 3 independent 

pathway (caspase 6) [44,45]. No staining was detected above background for treated or 

untreated tumors of either type (data not shown). 

The parental strain for MCF-7 cells has lost expression of caspase 3 and is therefore 

considered to be partially resistant to apoptosis [46]. However, drug-resistant strains 

derived from MCF-7 cells by continuous culture in presence of drug, i.e., MCF-7/D0X, 

have been shown to have restored expression of caspase 3 [47]. The above 

immunohistochemical staining was performed on tumors generated from the subline 
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Figure 6.12, Immunohistochemical staining of apoptotic markers: cleaved caspase 3 
staining of cells in the intermediate region of untreated MDA-mb-231 tumors (A); 
cleaved cytokeratin 18 staining of cells from the peripheral region of untreated MCF-
7/D40 tumors (B); number of cells staining positive for cleaved caspase 3 in five 4()X 
images per region and treatment group of MCF-7/D40 (C) and MDA-mb-231 (D) 
tumors; and number of cells staining positive for cleaved cytokeratin 18 in five 40X 
images per region and treatment group of MCF-7/D40 (D) and MDA-mb-231 (F) tumors. 
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MCF-7/D40 which were derived through a similar drug exposure protocol. Notably, this 

subline is not resistant to docetaxel (Table 6.1). 

Regional Diffusion Response 

Since differential cell death responses were observed regionally within the tumor, 

the diffusion response was assessed regionally in order to correlate specific modes of cell 

death with the changes in ADCw Pre- and post-treatment ADCw histograms were 

generated for the peripheral, intermediate and center regions of the tumors. Changes in 

the ADCw following treatment were determined (Table 6.2). Both MCF-7 and MDA-mb-

231 tumors had relatively small changes in ADCw following sham treatment (-222 to 

+573 and -128 to +1716 AUC respectively). MCF-7 tumors had larger increases in 

Table 6.2, Regional changes in ADCw following docetaxel therapy. 

Cell Line Docetaxel (mg/kg) Regional Changes in ADCw 

(AUC) 
Cell Line Docetaxel (mg/kg) 

peripheral intermediate center 

MCF-7 

0 (sham) -222 -352 +573 

MCF-7 15 +17936 +13373 +20698 MCF-7 

30 +16441 +24991 +4800 

MDA-mb-231 

0 (sham) +656 -128 +1716 

MDA-mb-231 15 +246 +1960 -487 MDA-mb-231 

30 +14714 +6200 +18734 
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ADCw at both 15 and 30 mg/kg dosages of docetaxel, compared to MDA-mb-231, which 

is expected since MCF-7 tumors are more sensitive (Figure 6.7). Although the ADCw 

response was not explicitly region-specific, it was interesting to note that the regional 

profiles of ADCw changes were similar between the 15 mg/kg dose in MCF-7 tumors and 

the 30 mg/kg dose in MDA-mb-231 tumors. Note that the center sections of the tumors 

used for histology were not perfectly registered with the center slice of the diffusion 

experiment, so correlations made between regional cell death and regional diffusion 

changes are general comparisons. 
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DISCUSSION 

Non-invasive imaging of therapy response has apphcations in both early and late 

phase clinical trials [48]. For phase I and II trials, imaging of proximal endpoints, i.e. at 

the site of drug activity, are potentially useful as an in vivo measurement of 

phamacodynamics. In phases II and III, imaging may provide quantitative and early 

biomarkers for clinical response. Diffusion MR can potentially provide a marker for 

therapy response which is general and not directly linked to the mechanism or site of 

drug action. In previous work, ADCw has been explicitly coupled to apoptosis and this is 

reasonable given changes in cell volume that occur by this mechanism soon after onset of 

therapy [25], However, it is becoming more appreciated that anticancer drugs can cause 

cell death by a variety of mechanisms, including mitotic catastrophe and lytic necrosis 

[26, 38]. The question addressed in this work is whether other mechanisms of cell death 

also induce early changes in ADCw, or whether it is specific to apoptosis. The results 

presented in this communication indicate that diffusion changes are not correlated with 

apoptosis, since this was a minor mechanism and did not correlate with the ADCw change 

in a region-specific manner. Hence, it is concluded that taxotere-induced changes in 

MRI-measured diffusion may be independent of the mode of cell death. 

Docetaxel has an antitumor effect as shown by tumor growth delay in both MCF-

7 and MDA-mb-23I xenografts (Figure 6.7). Following treatment with docetaxel, ADCw 

generally increased throughout the tumor (Figures 6.1 & 6.2, Table 6.2), consistent with 

previous results with other tumors [13]. These changes in diffusion are detected within 
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2-4 days following treatment, and are quantifiable by the AUC of the cumulative 

difference histograms (Figures 6.4 and 6.5). A general trend towards increasing ADCw 

with increasing dose was observed (Figure 6.6). Treatment with docetaxel induced a 

heterogeneous mixture of cell death modes including mitotic catastrophe (aberrant 

mitoses), apoptosis and other necrosis, and this is consistent with in vitro results reported 

in chapter 5. Although figures 6.1 and 6.2 would seem to indicate that the ADCw 

increases are greater in the center of the tumor, careful analyses of these changes over 

many tumors indicates that the response is similar in all regions (Table 6.2). 

The nature of the cytological changes that would give rise to these ADC^ changes 

is not well-defined. Current models indicate that increases in ADCw are consistent with 

an increase in tissue water mobility, which can be achieved through cell shrinkage, 

through breakdown of the plasma membrane, through an increase in the 

nuclearxytoplasmic ratio or through a loss of cells [4]. These changes can all be 

associated with different modes of cell death. Apoptosis includes cell shrinkage [22], 

mitotic catastrophe is associated with enlarged cells in mitotic arrest [49, 50], and lytic 

necrosis involves breakdown of the plasma membrane, by definition. In the current 

system, the increase in ADCw is not associated with a general decrease in cell density. 

Although there is a general drug-independent decrease in cellularity from the periphery to 

center of the tumors, this was not affected by drug at these early time points, as indicated 

by the number of nuclei per field (Figure 6.11 A,B). 

Loss of membrane integrity, as measured by Trypan Blue exclusion, is observed 

post-treatment in vitro (Table 6.1). Although this result is from cells rather than tumors. 
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the observation has some vahdity since the dosage used was low, at therapeutic levels, 

the timing (48 h) corresponds with observed changes in diffusion, and correlates with the 

same modes of death observed by histology in tumors and cytology in cells, i.e., mitotic 

catastrophe instead of apoptosis [Chapter 5]. 

Following docetaxel treatments, aberrant mitoses were detected in all regions of 

the tumors, contemporaneous with the increased ADCw Aberrant mitosis is an indicator 

that a cell death is occurring via mitotic catastrophe [49]. Although the nuclear area 

increased in the peripheral region of MCF-7 tumors and the peripheral-intermediate 

region of MDA tumors, it appeared to decrease in the central regions, albeit this region 

had very few cells. 

In contrast, the prevalence of apoptosis was region-specific, as described in Table 

6.3. In the tumor periphery, a modest increase in apoptosis occurs following treatment, 

as indicated by caspase 3 staining (Figure 6.12, C and E), and an increase in the 

percentage of condensed nuclei (Figure 6.11, C and D). In the center of the tumor, and in 

the intermediate region between the periphery and center, a background of apoptosis was 

present pre-treatment as indicated by caspase 3 staining. Following treatment, this 

background of apoptosis decreased dramatically. 

To recapitulate, mitotic catastrophe is the dominant mode of cell death induced by 

docetaxel, compared to a rather minor contribution from apoptosis. Furthermore, the 

increases in mitotic catastrophe were not region-specific, yet the changes in apoptosis 

were. Concurrent changes in the ADCw were also not region specific, leading to the 

conclusion that these ADCw changes are not specifically related to apoptosis, and may be 
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Table 6.3, Correlation of regionally specific mode of death with changes in ADCwCit the 
highest dosage. 

Response Cell Line Region of Tumor Response Cell Line 

Periphery Intermediate Center 

Mode of 
death 

MCF-7 Mitotic catastrophe 
predominates 

(net 8 % increase in total 
nuclear area) 

with a concomittant 
increase in apoptosis 
(5 % more cells are 

condensed and 4.5 % 
more have cleaved 

caspase 3). 

Increased non-apoptotic 
condensed cells and 

decreased apoptosis (net 5 
% decrease in total nuclear 
area; 23 % more cells are 

condensed; and a 5 % 
fewer cells with cleaved 

caspase 3). 

Increased necrosis and 
decreased apoptosis 

(reduced nuclei # pre-
treatment, 5 % of 

nuclei in same space 
of periphery; 90 % 

decrease in # of nuclei 
post-treatment; and 88 
% decrease in cleaved 

caspase 3). 

Mode of 
death 

MDA-
mb-231 

Mitotic catastrophe 
predominates (net 2 % 
increase in total nuclear 

area) with a concomittant 
increase in non-apoptotic 
condensations (8 % more 
cells are condensed) and 

a slight increase in 
apoptosis (0.6 % more 
cells having cleaved 

caspase 3). 

Mitotic catastrophe 
predominates (6 % increase 
in total nuclear area) with a 

concomittant increase in 
non-apoptotic 

condensations (5 % more 
cells are condensed) and a 
decrease in apoptosis (7 % 
fewer cells with cleaved 

caspase 3). 

Increased necrosis and 
decreased apoptosis 

(reduced nuclei # pre-
treatment, 35 % of 

nuclei in same space 
of periphery; 85 % 

decrease in # of nuclei 
post-treatment; and 
100 % decrease in 
cleaved caspase 3). 

Change in 
ADC„ 
(AUC) 

MCF-7 high/moderate (+16441) high (+24991), at the lower 
dose the intermediate was 

moderate (+13373) 

low (+4800), however 
at the lower dose the 

center was high 
(+20698) 

Change in 
ADC„ 
(AUC) 

MDA-
mb-231 

high/moderate (+14714) low (+6200) high (+18734) 

specifically related to mitotic catastrophe. The cytological changes associated with 

mitotic catastrophe that could give rise to an increase in ADCw are not known. Although 

it is not usually associated with mitotic catastrophe, a loss in membrane integrity was 

observed in vitro which could account for ADCw increases by increasing the volume 
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accessible to mobile tissue water. These findings are relevant to cancer pharmacology, as 

diffusion MRI is being investigated as a biomarker for patient response and a potential 

surrogate for apoptosis. These data indicate that, while diffusion MRI may be a 

biomarker for response, it is not a surrogate for apoptosis. This may make diffusion MRI 

more widely applicable, yet it raises new challenges to understand the underlying 

multiplicity of mechanisms, and to develop newer image acquisition methods to 

discriminate them. 
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Chapter 7 - Response of choline metabolites to docetaxel therapy is 
» . ^ 1 

quantified in vivo by locahzed P MRS of human breast cancer xenografts 
•> 1 

and in vitro by high-resolution P NMR spectroscopy of cell extracts 

ABSTRACT 

It has been widely reported that choline-containing compounds are generally 

elevated in breast cancer. This has been detected in vivo by the 'H MRS visible total 

chohne containing compound (tCho) resonance (3.25 ppm) and the ^'P MRS visible 

phosphomonoester (PME) resonance (3.8 ppm). Both the tCho and PME resonances 

have been shown to decrease in response to therapy. Although, both resonances are 

composites of multiple metabolites, it has been determined that a single major component 

of both resonances, phosphocholine (PCho) responds to therapy by decreasing. Herein, 

the in vivo resolution and quantification of PCho is reported in human mouse xenograft 

tumors of the human breast cancer cell lines MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231. Significant 

decreases in tumor PCho are observed within 2 to 4 days post treatment with the 

antimicrotubule drug, docetaxel. To determine whether these decreases are a general 

tumor response or an intracellular metabolic response, high-resolution NMR 

spectroscopy was performed on extracts of cells treated with docetaxel. Significant 

decreases in intracellular PCho and increases in glycerophosphocholine (GPC) were 

observed. These decreases are correlated with other tumor and cellular responses such as 

tumor growth delay, increased water mobility, cell-cycle arrest and histologically 
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determined modes of cell death such as mitotic catastrophe, necrosis and apoptosis, with 

the predominant mode of death being mitotic catastrophe. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Early, noninvasive measures of therapy response have great potential for 

improving the success rate of cancer chemotherapeutic strategies and improving the 

quahty of life of patients undergoing cancer therapy. Early determination of therapeutic 

efficacy would allow for discontinuation of ineffective therapy, improving the chances of 

selecting an alternate treatment with favorable outcome, and sparing the patient from 

morbid side effects. Therapy-induced decreases in choline containing metabolites 

measured by localized MR spectroscopy is currently being explored as a biomarker for 

therapy response. Choline containing compounds (CCCs) are detected in vivo by 'H and 

MRS and are known to be generally elevated in cancer, and particularly in breast 

cancer [reviewed in (1,2,3,4,5)]. 

'H MR spectra of malignant breast tumors have a single broad peak resonating at 

3.25 ppm which represents signal detected predominantly from trimethylamines and is 

termed total choline-containing compounds (tCho) (6,7,8,9,10). High-resolution 'H 

spectroscopy of tumor extracts ex vivo have determined that the primary component of 

the tCho resonance is phosphocholine (PCho) with contributions from 

glycerophosphocholine (GPC), choline, taurine and phosphoethanolamine (PEtn) (11). 

31 PCho is also detectable in vivo via P MRS as a major component of the 

phosphomonoester (PME) resonance at a chemical shift of 3.8 ppm (12,13,14). 

Spectroscopy of tumor extracts has confirmed that PCho and PEtn are the major 

components of the PME resonance with other minor peaks being present in the PEtn 
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region (15,16,17). Hence, the region of the in vivo PME resonance containing PEtn is 

termed PEtn' to denote the presence of other minor metabolites. The phosphodiester 

resonance containing glycerophosphoethanolamine (GPE) and GPC is also detected by 

^'P MRS of tumors in vivo (12). PCho is a cytosolic intermediate in the synthesis of 

phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho), a major phospholipid component, and GPC is a cytosolic 

catabolite of PtdCho. 

Both the PME and tCho peaks decrease in response to successful therapy in vivo 

(18,19,20,14,21,22). As determined in vivo and ex vivo by mouse xenograft studies, 

PCho is the major component of these signals decreasing post-therapy (23,24). MRS 

studies of tumor cell models in vitro can determine if therapy-induced decreases in PCho 

occur at the level of cellular metabolism in the absence of confounding factors found in 

tumors, such as perfusion or cellularity. Previous MRS studies in whole cells and cell 

extracts have been performed with mixed results which may be cell type and/or drug 

specific (reviewed in (5)). Additionally the majority of these studies examined changes 

at times less than 24 h, yet in vivo changes are not observed until much later. Many of 

these studies investigated cellular responses in actively growing cultures, whereas to 

recapitulate growth conditions in tumors, it would be desirable for cultures to have 

reached steady-state growth prior to initiation of therapy. This is especially true because 

1 31 PCho levels can be affected by proliferation (25,26). H and P studies of perfused 

human mammary epithelial cells treated with the anti-inflammatory drug indomethacin 

have demonstrated a decrease in the PCho/glycerophosphocholine (GPC) ratio (27,28). 

GPC has also been shown to increase after 48 h treatment with antimicrotubule drugs 
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(paclitaxel, vincristine, colchicine and nocodazole) (29). Herein, decreases in PCho and 

increases in GPC are described that occur 24-48 hr following addition of docetaxel 

(Taxotere®, Aventis Pharmaceuticals, ref (30)) in vitro, indicating that this response 

involves metabolic perturbations. 

Docetaxel is a microtubule stabilizing taxane, which has recently been approved 

for use in the clinic for the treatment of breast and prostate cancers, and small cell 

carcinoma of the lung (31). Docetaxel has increased affinity for tubulin (32) and has 

higher antitumor activity compared to paclitaxel (33). Critical cellular processes require 

the dynamic reorganization of microtubules. Therefore, treatment of cells with docetaxel 

causes the inhibition of major cellular events such as mitotic cell division, endosomal 

uptake, secretion and transport. 

As discussed above, PME decreases in response to therapy have been measured 

non-invasively in patients. However, attempts to use PMEs in the clinic as an indicator 

of therapeutic response have yielded mixed results (5). Since PCho is the component of 

the PME peak that responds to therapy, these failures are likely due to the inability to 

resolve and quantify PCho. The ability to quantify PCho in vivo would increase the 

sensitivity of response detection. In an animal model, PCho has been resolved and 

-51  ,  ,  

quantified in vivo by P MRS using susceptibility matching, and response to radiation 

(34) and 5-fluorouracil chemotherapy (35) was characterized. These high-field 

measurements, 7 T and 4.7 T, were surface-coil localized, spatially separated from the 

body by growing tumors on the footpad, and immersed in water. In humans, PCho has 

31 been resolved and quantified in developing brain tissue, using proton-decoupled P MRS 
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with nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) at low field (1.5 T) using a large 97.5 mL 

voxel (36). More recently in human brain, PCho was quantified in smaller voxels (15 

mL) at higher-field (4 T), without proton-decoupling or NOE (37). In this study, 

quantification of the PCho response to docetaxel therapy is reported in mouse breast 

cancer xenografts at 4.7 T, via MRS with image-guided localization of small voxels, 

the smallest being 245 |j.L. Peak assignments are vahdated by ex vivo spectroscopy of 

tumor extracts. Significant decreases are observed in PCho 2 to 4 days post docetaxel 

treatment in xenografts from two human breast cancer cell lines. 

Therapy induced decreases in PCho have been variously ascribed to apoptosis, 

even in MCF-7 cells (e.g. (38)). Herein, a correlation of taxane-induced changes in 

choline metabolites in vitro with the previously reported induction of cell-cycle arrest and 

subsequent mitotic catastrophe is observed in the absence of measurable apoptosis 

(Chapter 5). Additionally, in vivo PCho decreases are correlated with other previously 

reported tumor responses, such as tumor growth delay, histologically determined cell 

death, and increases in ADCw (Chapter 6). These findings are important to the use of 

PCho as a therapy response indicator. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials 

Docetaxel (Taxotere®) was acquired from spent clinical stocks originally 

purchased from Aventis Pharmaceuticals (Parsippany, NJ). The commercial sources of 

reagents used in this study are as follows: Fetal bovine serum (FBS) [Omega Scientific, 

Inc., Tarzana, CA], trypsin [GIBCO/Invitrogen hfe technologies, San Diego, CA], 

matrigel [Becton Dickinson Labware, Bedford, MA], estradiol pellets [Innovative 

Research of America, Sarasota, FL], puralube petrolatum ophthalmic ointment 

[Pharmaderm, Veterinary Division of Atlanta, Inc., Melville, NY], 10% neutral buffered 

formalin [VWR, West Chester, PA], hematoxylin 7211 and alcoholic eosin [Richard 

Allen Scientific, Kalamazoo, MI], and the Diff-Quik system for cytology staining [Dade 

Behring, Inc. (Newark, DE)]. NMR tubes were acquired from Wilmad (Buena, NJ). 

Deuterated chemicals for NMR were purchased from Aldrich (Milwaukie, WI). All other 

media, chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) unless 

otherwise stated. MCF-lOA cells were obtained from the Michigan Cancer Foundation 

(now Karmanos Cancer Institute, Detroit, MI), MCF-7 cells were obtained from the 

Arizona Cancer Center cell culture shared service (Tucson, AZ), MCF-7/D40 cells were 

obtained from from the Arizona Cancer Center Experimental Mouse Shared Services, and 

MDA-mb-231 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection 

(Rockville, MD). Female SCID mice were obtained from the Arizona Cancer Center 

Experimental Mouse Shared Services. 
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Tumor Model 

As a model for tumor therapeutic response, human tumor xenografts have been 

grown in SCID mice and effectively treated (39,40,41), (Chapter 6). MCF-7/S, MCF-

7/D40 and MDA-mb-231 human breast cancer cells were grown to late log phase in 

DMEM-F12 media supplemented with 10% FBS. Cells were removed from flasks by 

either treating with trypsin or by scraping into a suspension in Hank's buffered saline or 

0.9% saline, transferred to conical centrifuge tubes and pelleted at 1000 rpm, 4°C. Pellets 

were resuspended in a 1:1 mixture of ice-cold Hank's buffered saline and matrigel to a 

volume of 1 to 2 x 10^ cells per 100 )iL. About 10 to 20 million cells were immediately 

injected into the mammary fat pad of 5 to 7 week old female SCID mice. One week prior 

to xenografting, mice were bled (200 |iL) by retro-orbital puncture in order to screen for 

the presence of mouse Ig by ELISA to verify lack of immunocompetence. Mice 

receiving MCF-7 cells were subcutaneously implanted in the neck fat pad with a 0.72 mg 

estradiol pellet 2 to 3 days before the xenograft. For imaging and histology, xenografts 

were allowed to grow 3 tol2 weeks into tumors of suitable volume. MCF-7 tumors 

growing more than 8 weeks were re-pelleted with estradiol. Mice were weighed and 

tumor volumes were measured twice weekly using calipers and calculated as (length x 

width^)/2, with the length and width defined as the long and short diameters respectively. 

Animal Preparation for Imaging and Spectroscopy 

Only healthy mice were used for imaging and spectroscopy. Image localized 

spectroscopy and in most cases corresponding diffusion images were generated 1 day 
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before treatment and after treatment as follows: MCF-7 tumors 2 days after tail i.v. 

injections with 15 (n = 2) mg/kg docetaxel, or appropriately diluted docetaxel carrier as a 

control (n = 5); MCF-7/D40 tumors 2 days after 30 mg/kg (n = 2), 45 mg/kg docetaxel (n 

= 3) or saline as a control (n = 2); and MDA-mb-231 tumors 3 or 4 days after 15 (n = 4), 

22.5 (n = 2), or 30 (n = 6) mg/kg docetaxel, or appropriately diluted docetaxel carrier (n = 

5). Tumor volumes ranged from 400 to 1400 cm^. Mice were anesthetized with an initial 

mixture of 1.0 L/min O2 and 3 % isofluorane (AErrane®) [Baxter, Deerfield, IL]. After 

mice were in deep anesthesia, the mixture was reduced to ~ 1 % isofluorane. Puralube 

sterile ocular lubricant was applied to the eyes to prevent drying. Tumors were placed 

through an appropriate sized hole in plastic film and the film was wrapped around the 

abdomen and taped in place as a splint to minimize motion effects. Tumors were placed 

in a hand-made 12 mm surface coil and mice were secured in position. Mice and probe 

were inserted into the 40 cm horizontal bore of a Bruker Biospec Avance 4.7 T imaging 

spectrometer [Bruker, Karlsuhe, Germany] equipped with an actively shielded gradient 

coil capable of 150 mT/m. The probe was positioned so the tumors were centered in the 

gradient coil. Body temperature was monitored by a Luxtron fluoroptic thermometer 

[Luxtron, Santa Clara, CA] using a fiberoptic rectal probe. Temperature was maintained 

by maintaining a constant temperature in the gradient coils using a gradient chiller 

circulating water bath, and by a heating pad warmed by a heating circulating water bath 

positioned underneath the mouse and probe in the bore of the magnet. During 

spectroscopy and imaging, body temperature was maintained within 0.5°C of 37°C. 
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In Vivo Localized ^'P MR Spectroscopy 

Image-guided OSIRIS localized spectroscopy (42) was performed using 

quantitative acquisition parameters, at a field-strength of 81.15 MHz, with a spectral 

width of 8013 Hz, acquisition size of 4096 data points, Tr of 10 s, either 23 (184/8) 

averages for an acquisition time of 0.5 h or 46 (368/8) averages for an acquisition time of 

1 h, a secant hyperbolic inversion pulse, an adiabatic fast passage excitation pulse, a 

Hermitian refocusing pulse, and a dwell time of 62.4 )isec. Localized XYZ 

autoshimming on the water resonance was accomplished using a PRESS sequence. 

Voxel size was variable (0.245 to 1.450 mL) and set within the boundaries of the tumor. 

Mean voxel volume was 831 ±62 |j,L for MCF-7 tumors, and 436 ± 7 |j,L for MDA-mb-

231 tumors. 

Spectra were processed using an exponential line broadening factor of-30 and a 

Gaussian factor of 0.06. Manual phasing and baseline correction were applied. Spectra 

were referenced to the a-NTP peak at -10.05 ppm. Peak areas were determined using a 

deconvolution routine based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Individual peak 

areas were normalized to the total phosphate signal. Peak assignments were made from 

the literature and were validated by standard addition to high resolution ^'P NMR 

spectroscopy of tumor extracts. 

To test that this system is quantitative, a phantom was prepared with PEtn and 

PCho in 25% BS A to mimic the tumor environment. The ratio of PEtn/PCho was 1.011, 

as confirmed by high-resolution 'H and ^'P MRS. Phantom spectra were processed to 

mimic the linewidth and signal to noise ratio of typical in vivo tumor spectra. 
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Deconvolution resulted in a PEtn/PCho area ratio of 1.015. These results indicate that the 

deconvolution was quantitative. 

Immediately following the final in vivo spectroscopy session, while mice were 

maintained under anesthesia, tumors were rapidly excised and a cross-section slice 

(approximately 2 mm thick) was cut from the center of the tumor and temporarily set 

aside. The remaining tumor tissue was immediately weighed and freeze-clamped 

between copper plates cooled with liquid nitrogen. The shce was fixed overnight at 4°C 

in 10% formalin and the formalin was replaced the following day with 70% ethanol and 

stored at 4°C until histo-staining. 

Dual-Phase Tumor and Cell Extract 

Tumor metabolites were extracted via a dual-phase extraction (DPE) method 

previously described by Katz-Brull, et al. (43). Frozen tumors were placed in 10 mL ice-

cold 0.4 mM phenylphosphonic acid in methanol for 1 h, after which the tumor tissue 

was homogenized to an even consistency using a Dremel hand-held homogenizer 

[Racine, WI] while maintaining on ice. Equal volumes (10 mL) of ice-cold chloroform 

and distilled and deionized water were sequentially added to the homogenate followed by 

vigorous vortex mixing after each addition. The mixture was left overnight in the -20°C 

freezer allowing phase separation. 

Human breast cancer cells representing a range of cancer progression were used 

[Chapter 5]. Prior to treatment, MCF-lOA (normal), MCF-7 (tumorigenic) and MDA-

mb-231 (tumorigenic and metastatic) cells were grown to steady-state (confluence + 1 d) 
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in order to best model a tumor. Cells were treated with 10 nM docetaxel or drug-carrier 

only as a no drug control. At 24 and 48 h following treatment, dual-phase cell extracts 

were performed as described by Tyagi, et al. (44). Four extracts per treatment group. 

Immediately following three initial 0.9% saline washes at room temperature, plates were 

placed on ice and covered during the 10 to 20 minute incubation in ice-cold methanol. 

Cells in methanol were scraped from each plate and ice-cold water and chloroform were 

added in succession with vortexing between additions. Equal volumes of methanol, 

water and chloroform were used (1:1:1). Extracts were kept overnight at 4°C for phase 

separation. 

Following phase separation of both tumor and cell extracts, the upper methanol-

water and the lower chloroform phases were transferred into separate containers. 

Methanol was reduced from the aqueous phase by blowing nitrogen gas over the mixture 

while on ice and samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and lyophilized at -80°C. After 

lyophilization, water-soluble metabolites were resuspended in 1 mL of ^HaO. Chelex (~5 

mg) was added to the resuspendate and removed by centrifuge. For 'H spectroscopy, 400 

fiL of resuspendate were added to a 5 mm NMR tube. For spectroscopy, EDTA (pH 

8) was added to reach a final concentration of 10 mM. Tumor samples were then diluted 

1:1 in tricene buffer (pH 8.1) bringing the sample pH to within the range of pH 7.8 to 8.0. 

Cell extracts were already in the appropriate pH range for resolution of peaks (—8.5) so 

adjustment was not necessary. Protein at the interface between the aqueous and lipid 

phases was air dried, resuspended in 0.1 N NaOH, let stand for 30 minutes, boiled 5 

minutes and neutralized in HCl. Protein content was determined via Bradford assay 
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using BSA standards (45). Before resuspending, samples were maintained at -20°C. 

Resuspended samples were maintained on ice or at 4°C. 

High-Resolution NMR Spectroscopy 

High-resolution spectroscopy of extracts was performed on a Bruker-Biospin 

DRX-500 NMR spectrometer [Billerica, MA], Phosphorous spectroscopy of the aqueous 

and lipid phases was performed using a Bruker-Biospin 5 mm multinuclear probe at a 

field strength of 202 MHz with an acquisition size of 65,000 data points, a sweep width 

of 50 ppm, Tr of 12 s, with 5000 scans for aqueous extracts and 1200 scans for lipid 

extracts. Linewidths were < 1 Hz for aqueous extracts and < 2 Hz for lipid extracts. 

Processing included zero filling and a line broadening factor of 1 Hz was applied. As a 

standard, a 10 mM 1-aminopropylphosphonic acid (1-APP) in H2O was used. Proton 

spectroscopy was performed using a Bruker-Biospin 5 mm triple-resonance triple-

gradient probe at a field strength of 500 MHz with an acquisition size of 32,000 data 

points, a sweep width of 20 ppm, Tr of 3.6 s, with 256 scans. Linewidths were ~ 3 Hz. 

Processing included zero filling and a line broadening factor of 0.3 Hz was applied. As a 

standard, 0.5 mM 3-(trimethylsilyl) tetradeutero sodium propionate (TSP) in was 

used. 90° pulse angles were applied for quantitative results. T1 tests determined that 

acquisition conditions were quantitative (5*T1) for all resonances analyzed except for 

inorganic phosphate (Pi) during ^^P spectroscopy. Pi was determined to be 81.9% of the 

fully relaxed signal, and the appropriate correction was applied. Tumor extract standards 

were placed into a Wilmad 5 mm O.D. stem coaxial insert [Buena, NJ] and inserted into 
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the sample NMR tube. For cell extracts, standards were sealed in a capillary tube and 

placed in the NMR tube. The ratio of sample to standard was determined from 

manufacturer's specifications of the NMR tube and insert, or from a cross-section of the 

capillary tube by which the inside and outside diameters were determined. For cell 

extracts, initial spectra were acquired without the standard. A second spectrum was 

acquired with the standard without spinning. Since the initial spectra were of higher 

resolution due to the spinning, a ratio of the standard peak and the largest metabolite peak 

was determined from the standard spectra and applied to all peaks of the higher resolution 

spectra. Peak assignments were made by addition of known metabolites and from the 

literature. Peak areas were determined using a deconvolution routine based on the 

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The signal to noise ratio was used to determine values 

for undetectable peaks with the ratio being defined as: largest peak intensity/(2*noise 

intensity). Undetectable peaks were given the value of 2X noise, which is the largest 

peak area divided by the signal to noise ratio. Data were expressed as integral ratios and 

as nmols/mg protein. 

Histology and Cytology 

Fixed tumor slices were embedded in paraffin, sectioned (5 jim) and placed on 

plus coated slides by the University of Arizona Cell Biology and Anatomy Histology 

Service Laboratory. For morphology, the tumor slices were stained with hematoxylin 

7211 and alcoholic eosin (H & E) by the Histology Service Laboratory. Following 48 h 

treatment of cells with 10 nM or 100 nM docetaxel, or docetaxel carrier, cells were 
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detached from the cell culture plate using 0.25% trypsin, resuspended in 20% bovine 

serum albumin (BSA), cytospinned onto slides, fixed and stained using the Diff-Quik 

system. Images of H & E stained tumor shces and Diff-Quik stained cytospins were 

generated using a SPOT model 1.5.0 CCD camera (Diagnostic Instruments, Inc., Sterlin 

heights, MI) mounted on a Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY). 

Statistics 

Data are represented as the mean of n measurements. Error is expressed as 

standard error of the mean (s.e.m.). Significance (p-value) was determined by t-test. In 

the case of in vivo quantifications for MDA-mb-231 tumors, resuUs were not significant 

until spontaneous and non-responders were removed from the analysis. Since tumors 

were excised for histology immediately after the final spectroscopy session, response was 

determined by diffusion-weighted MRI measurements of pre- to post-treatment changes 

in the apparent diffusion coefficient of water (ADCw). Quantification of AADCw and cell 

death by histology in these same tumors has been reported elsewhere (Chapter 6). Also, 

increases in ADCw are correlated with longitudinal tumor response (39,46). 
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RESULTS 

Tumor and Cellular Response to Docetaxel Therapy 

As reported previously (Chapter 6), tumor growth delays (TGD) were observed in 

both MCF-7 and MDA-mb-231 xenografts in response to 30 mg/kg docetaxel 

administered intravenously. MCF-7 tumors exhibited a 34.5 d delay and MDA-mb-231 

tumors were less sensitive with a 7 day delay. 

Following the same treatment regimens used in this study, and in these same 

tumors and cell lines, cell-cycle arrest, cell death (by mitotic catastrophe, apoptosis and 

necrosis), and increases in the apparent diffusion of water (ADCw) are quantified 

(Chapters 5 & 6). The predominant mode of cell death was mitotic catastrophe in all 

cases. Histology of treated tumor sections revealed enlarged cells, probably due to 

mitotic arrest, undergoing aberrant mitoses (Figure 7.IB). Aberrant mitoses lead to cell 

death via mitotic catastrophe (47). An untreated tumor section is shown in 7.1 A. 

Apoptosis was also observed to increase in the periphery of these tumors as detected via 

cleaved caspase 3 staining. Sham treated, cyto-stained MDA-mb-231 cells are shown 

with normal nuclei (7.1C) and undergoing normal mitosis (7.ID). Docetaxel treated 

MDA-mb-231 cells are shown with multiple micronuclei (7. IE) and undergoing aberrant 

mitosis (7.IF). 
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^mmi 

E. 

Figure 7.1, Histo-stained sections of sham-treated (A) and 45 mg/kg docetaxel treated 
(B) MCF-7 tumors. Arrows indicate cells undergoing aberrant mitosis (B). Diff-Quik 
stained cytospins of MDA-mb-231 cells, sham treated with normal nuclei (C), sham 
treated mitotic cell (D), 10 nM docetaxel treated cell with multiple micronuclei (E) and 
10 nM docetaxel treated cell with aberrant mitosis (F). 
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Figure 7.2, In vivo ^'P MR spectrum and deconvolution linefit overlay (dashed-line) of a 
sham treated MCF-7 tumor xenograft (A), and MR image of 2 mm center slice used for 
localization with the voxel outline on the image (B). 
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31 Figure 7.3, In vivo P MR spectrum and deconvolution linefit overlay (dashed-line) of an 
MDA-mb-231 tumor xenograft treated with 30 mg/kg docetaxel (A), and MR image of 2 
mm center slice used for localization with the voxel outline on the image (B). 
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Validation of In Vivo Peak Assignments by Corresponding Ex Vivo Spectra 

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 are typical examples of in vivo localized MR spectra (A, 

solid line) acquired using our system. The deconvolution line-fits are overlaid on the 

spectra (dashed line). Representative images of the center slices used for localization are 

shown in (B), with the voxels indicated. Figure 7.2 is a spectrum of an MCF-7 tumor 

treated with drug carrier as a control. Figure 7.3 is of an MDA-mb-231 tumor 3 days 

after a single i.v. injection of 30 mg/kg docetaxel. Note the partial resolution of the PCho 

peak from the PEtn' peak in both spectra. Also, although signal to noise is low, GPC is 

resolved above background. In addition, the PCr signal is low, indicating suitable 

localization to the tumor, i.e., without contamination from underlying muscle. 

' 3 1  The phosphomonoester and phosphodiester region of high-resolution P NMR 

spectra of extracts from the same tumors shown in figures 7.2 and 7.3 are shown in figure 

7.4A and B, respectively. In general, the region surrounding PEtn is more complex with 

other smaller peaks in the immediate vicinity. Also note that PCho and GPC are both 

fully-resolved from other resonances. An overlay and alignment of the ex vivo extract 

spectum on the in vivo spectrum from the same tumor (Figure 7.5) demonstrates the 

ability to resolve the PCho and GPC signals, although the low signal to noise could 

increase error in the GPC quantification. 

Quantification of Metabolites In Vivo 

Quantitation of metabohtes from high-resolution ^'P NMR spectra of tumor 

extracts demonstrated a general trend toward lower levels of PCho in treated tumors 
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versus sham treated tumors, and higher levels of GPC but this observation was not 

statistically significant. However, the ratio of PCho/GPC (0.79 ±0.12) from extract 

spectra of MDA-mb-231 tumors treated with 30 mg/kg docetaxel was significantly lower 

than the ratio from sham treated tumors (1.86 ± 0.42), p < 0.03. No significant 

differences were observed in lipid fraction metabolites between sham-treated and treated 

tumors. However, it is important to note that, in the case of extracts, variability between 

animals contributed to the error, while, with in vivo data, each animal served as its own 

control (i.e. pre- and post-treatment) 

As measured in vivo, PCho decreased pre- to post-treatment (2 days) in MCF-7 

tumors when comparing sham treated with treated tumors (Figure 7.6A). PCho generally 

increased in sham treated tumors, and decreased significantly in treated tumors relative to 

sham treated tumors. PCho in tumors from all docetaxel treatment dosages combined (n 

= 7) decreased significantly, p < 0.01, relative to PCho increases in sham treated tumors 

(n = 7). 

Due to outliers, primarily in the sham treated group, changes in PCho (pre- to 

post-treatment) were not significantly different between the sham treated and docetaxel 

treated MDA-mb-231 tumors. As previously reported (Chapter 6), some sham treated 

tumors spontaneously regress, while some treated tumors do not respond, as indicated by 

changes in the MRI-measured apparent diffusion coefficient. When spontaneously 

responding (n = 2) and non-responding (n = 3) MDA-mb-231 tumors were removed from 

analysis, a profile similar to the MCF-7 tumors is observed (7.6B), i.e., PCho increased in 
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Figure 7.4, PME and PDE regions of ex vivo P MR spectra of a sham treated MCF-7 
tumor (A) and a 30 mg/kg docetaxel treated MDA-mb-231 tumor (B). 
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Figure 7.5, PME and PDE region of an in vivo P MR spectrum of a sham-treated MCF-
7 tumor with an overlay of the corresponding ex vivo spectrum. 
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sham treated tumors and decreased significantly in treated tumors, p < 0.03 for all doses 

combined. 

On average, GPC increased pre- to post-treatment for all treatment groups. 

However, these increases were not statistically significant. This may be due to low signal 

to noise, making absolute quantitation of GPC in vivo more difficult. 

Quantification of Metabolites In Vitro 

For all three cell lines, significant differences were observed in water soluble 

choline metabolites after 48 h of treatment with 10 nM docetaxel. Figures 7.7 through 

'5 1 
7.9 show examples of the PME and PDE regions of P spectra from carrier- (top) and 

docetaxel-treated extracts (bottom) after 48 h treatment of MCF-lOA, MCF-7, and MDA-

mb-231 cells, respectively. Note the lower PCho peaks relative to the y-NTP peak in 

docetaxel- vs. carrier-treated spectra. Also note the generally elevated GPC levels in 

docetaxel-treated spectra, except for MCF-lOA cells in which PDEs were too low to 

accurately detect. 

Lower PCho levels were observed for all three cell lines following 48 h in 

docetaxel (Figure 7.10A), and these differences were significant for the two cancer cell 

lines (p = 0.05 for MCF-7 cells and p = 0.02 for MDA-mb-231 cells). In contrast, GPC 

levels were increased under the same conditions (Figure 7.10B) with the increase in the 

metastatic MDA-mb-231 cell line being highly significant (p < 0.0002). GPC was not 
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Figure 7.6, Pre- to post-treatment changes in PCho levels measured in vivo: MCF-7 
tumors (A) and MDA-mb-231 tumors (B). Spontaneous (n = 2) and non-responders (n = 
2) as determined by diffusion-weighted MRlwere removed from MDA-mb-231 
determinations. 
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Figure 7.7, PME and PDE region of^'P NMR specta of MCF-lOA cell extract treated 48 
h with sham treatment (TOP) and 48 h with 10 nM docetaxel (BOTTOM). 
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Figure 7.8, PME and PDE region of^'P NMR specta of MCF-7 cell extract treated 48 h 
with sham treatment (TOP) and 48 h with 10 nM docetaxel (BOTTOM). 
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Figure 7.9, PME and PDE region of^'P NMR spectra of MDA-mh-231 cell extract 
treated 48 h with sham treatment (TOP) and 48 h with 10 nM docetaxel (BOTTOM). 
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Figure 7.10, Comparison of choline compounds from in vitro spectra of sham treated and 
10 nM docetaxel treated cell extracts, PCho (A), GPC (B) and PCho/GPC ratio (C). 
Quantitations are reported as the mean (n = 4) measurements. Metabolites are 
normalized as a percentage of the sum ofphosphate signals in the spectrum (A and B). 
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detectable in sham treated MCF-lOA cells and hence, 2X the signal-to-noise ratio was 

used to provide values for upper limits of GPC in these cells. Predictably, the PCho/GPC 

ratios decreased with therapy (Figure 7.IOC) with the change reaching significance in 

MCF-lOA (p < 0.05) and MDA-mb-231 cells (p < 0.002). No differences were observed 

24 h post treatment. PCho and GPC levels were also quantified via high-resolution 'H 

spectroscopy and again the same differences in mean levels were observed but with less 

significance (data not shown). This was possibly due to greater spectral crowding in 'h 

MR spectra making these metabolites more difficult to reliably resolve. 
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DISCUSSION 

The MR measured decrease in tumor PCho following effective therapy is being 

explored as an early, non-invasive therapeutic response indicator. Using image-guided 

MRS, we have resolved and quantified in vivo tumor PCho concentrations in small 

locaHzed volumes, 831 ±62 )j,L for MCF-7 tumors and 436 ±1 \iL for MDA-mb-231 

tumors. The smallest volume interrogated was 245 )j,L. Additionally, we have quantified 

significant decreases in PCho 2 to 4 days post treatment with docetaxel (Figure 7.6). 

These decreases are correlated with previously reported mitotic arrest, tumor growth 

delay, increases in ADCw and a heterogeneous mixture of cell death modalities. In 

response to docetaxel, cells in these tumors die by mitotic catastrophe, necrosis, and 

apoptosis, with mitotic catastrophe being the predominant mechanism of death (Chapter 

6). 

PCho decreases significantly in response to low doses of docetaxel in vitro as well 

{e.g. Figure 7.1 OA). Hence, the tumor PCho response is, at least in part, due to changes 

in the cellular metabolism rather than simply a decrease in cellularity or changes in tumor 

perfusion. This decrease follows the onset of cell-cycle arrest and is concomitant with 

mitotic catastrophe in the absence of apoptosis (Chapter 5). To our knowledge, this is the 

first reporting of such correlations. PCho decreases have previously been correlated with 

induced apoptotic death (38). At the same time, GPC is seen to increase (Figure 7.10B). 

With PCho being an anabolite and GPC a catabolite of PtdCho, the PCho decrease 

coupled with the GPC increase implies a general increase in PtdCho turnover, although it 
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could also be due to inhibition of GPC phosphodiesterase. With the concentration of 

these two metabohtes changing in opposite directions, the PCho/GPC ratio may be a 

more sensitive indicator of response than either measure taken alone (Figure 7.IOC). 

These results imply that the PCho response is intracellular rather than a general tumor 

response, and that it is a general cell-death response, rather than being linked specifically 

to apoptosis. 

Other groups are currently monitoring tCho in the clinic as a putative therapeutic 

response indicator in breast cancer (22,10). Due to the higher innate sensitivity of 'H 

31 ' MRS relative to P MRS, using tCho as an indicator has an advantage. In addition, most 

clinics are currently set-up to do MRS because of the prevalence of water-based 

31 imaging, while many are not set-up for P MRS. However, the tCho peak has a 

disadvantage in that it is a composite peak, and some of its components, such as PEtn or 

GPC, have been observed to increase, potentially offsetting or dampening the PCho 

decrease (48,35,29). 

As higher field-strengths are becoming more common in the clinical environment, 

• ^ 1 

the potential to resolve and quantify tumor PCho via P MRS becomes greater. This 

coupled with other improvements could increase the feasibility of translation into the 

chnic. Improved locahzation methods with shorter Tr and automated shimming methods 

would decrease acquisition times and improve resolution. Methods to decrease chemical-

shift artifacts and the ability to select tailored voxel shapes would allow spectroscopy of 

smaller, more clinically relevant tumor dimensions by maximizing the signal from the 

entire tumor while minimizing partial volume effects from surrounding tissue. 
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In conclusion, the PCho decrease and GPC increase follows cell-cycle arrest and 

is correlated with mitotic catastrophe. While these data do not demonstrate a causal 

relationship, the relevant magnitudes of the two phenomena {viz. PCho and mitotic 

catastrophe) would argue that they could be related. Furthermore, the in vitro data 

reveals that the amphtude of these changes and their degree of statistical significance 

increases by degree of cancer progression, i.e., is highest in the metastatic cell line MDA-

mb-231. 
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Chapter 8 - Docetaxel induced increases in tumor water mobility are 
correlated with decreases in phosphocholine in vivo 

ABSTRACT 

Noninvasive modes of detecting early therapeutic response in tumors are of 

interest because of the potential for directing therapy and improving the potential 

outcomes of individual patients. Two MR-visible response indicators currently being 

explored are increases in the apparent diffusion coefficient of water (ADCw) and 

decreases in tumor choline compounds. The above mentioned responses in human breast 

cancer xenografts in SCID mice are quantified following treatment with the microtubule 

stabilizing taxane, docetaxel. Docetaxel is used in the clinic for the treatment of breast 

and prostate cancer, and small-cell carcinoma of the lung. ADCw was detected by radial 

scan diffusion-weighted MRI at multiple b-values and phosphocholine (PCho) was 

quantified in vivo by single-voxel, image localized MR spectroscopy. For tumors 

examined by both means of detection, a correlation was observed between the two 

response indicators. By using the PCho changes to validate the ADCw changes, receiver 

operating characteristic (ROC) analysis yields an 87% sensitivity and 89% specificity. 

However, these parameters are not uniformly correlated, implying that the two methods 

are measuring separate tumor responses and hence, may have an increased degree of 

precision when used in combination. 
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INTRODUCTION 

MR visible measures of therapy response are currently being investigated because 

they are noninvasive, and therefore can be used at multiple time points throughout the 

duration of therapy without concern for patient safety. In addition, patient outcome may 

be predictable early in the course of the therapy, allowing for the discontinuation of 

ineffective therapy for a potentially more effective alternative. Two response indicators 

currently being explored are the detection of increased tumor water mobility by diffusion-

weighted MRI (1,2,3,4) and the decrease in choline compounds by localized in vivo 

spectroscopy (5,6,7). 

As reported in previous chapters, treatment of SCID mouse bearing human breast 

cancer xenografts with docetaxel (Taxotere®, Aventis Pharmaceuticals) (8) induced 

increases in the apparent diffusion coefficient of tumor water (ADCw) (Chapter 6) and 

decreases in the MR-visible phosphocholine (PCho) resonance (Chapter 7). Docetaxel is 

a microtubule stabilizing taxane (9) with increased antineoplastic activity when compared 

with paclitaxel (10), and is used in the clinic for treatment of breast and prostate cancers, 

and small cell carcinoma of the lung (40). The ADCw response was detected using radial 

scan diffusion-weighted MRI, and the PCho decrease was quantified via single-voxel, 

image-localized ^'P MRS. 

A correlation between the ADC and the PME responses is determined herein by 

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. When the A PCho response is used to 

characterize the A ADCw response for tumors of all treatment groups combined (n = 24), 
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detection is observed at a level of 87% sensitivity and 89% specificity. The correlation is 

not absolute, implying that the two indicators are detecting different aspects of tumor 

response. This is reasonable. The PCho response is cell-specific, as it occurs in vitro, as 

well as in vivo, whereas the MR-measured ADCw reflects a dynamic exchange of water 

between intra- and extra-cellular compartments. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Tumor Model 

As a model for tumor therapeutic response, human tumor xenografts have been 

grown in SCID mice and effectively treated (11,12,13). Spectroscopy and diffusion 

imaging results for the animals discussed in this communication have been previously 

reported (Chapters 6 & 7). Therefore methods will be presented in brief MCF-7/S 

(Arizona Cancer Center Cell Culture Shared Services, Tucson, AZ), MCF-7/D40 

(Arizona Cancer Center Experimental Mouse Shared Services) and MDA-mb-231 

(American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, MD) human breast cancer cells were 

grown in DMEM-F12 media (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) supplemented with 10% FBS 

(Omega Scientific, Inc., Tarzana, CA), detached using trypsin (GIBCO/Invitrogen life 

technologies, San Diego, CA) or scraping, and placed in a 1:1 suspension of Hank's 

buffered saline (Sigma) and Matrigel (Becton Dickinson Labware, Bedford, MA). Cells 

(1 to 2 X 10^) were injected into the mammary fat pad of 5 to 7 week old female SCID 

mice (Arizona Cancer Center Experimental Mouse Shared Services). Xenografts were 

allowed to grow into tumors. 

Treatment 

Only healthy mice were used for imaging and spectroscopy. Image localized 

spectroscopy and corresponding diffusion images were generated 1 day before treatment 

and after treatment as follows: MCF-7 tumors 2 days after tail i.v. injections with 15 (n = 
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2) mg/kg docetaxel, or appropriately diluted docetaxel carrier as a control (n = 4); MCF-

7/D40 tumors 2 days after 30 mg/kg (n = 2); and MDA-mb-231 tumors 3 or 4 days after 

15 (n = 4), 22.5 (n = 2), or 30 (n = 5) mg/kg docetaxel, or appropriately diluted docetaxel 

carrier (n = 5). Docetaxel (Taxotere®) was acquired from spent clinical stocks originally 

purchased from Aventis Pharmaceuticals (Parsippany, NJ). Tumor volumes ranged from 

400 to 1400 cm^ Mice were anesthetized with isofluorane (AErrane®) (Baxter, 

Deerfield, IL). Puralube sterile ocular lubricant (Pharmaderm, Veterinary Division of 

Atlanta, Inc., Melville, NY) was applied to the eyes. Mice were immobilized and tumors 

were placed in a hand-made 12 mm surface coil. Imaging and spectroscopy were 

conducted in a Bruker Biospec Avance 4.7 T imaging spectrometer [Bruker, Karlsuhe, 

Germany] equipped with an actively shielded gradient coil capable of 150 mT/m. Body 

temperature was monitored (fluoroptic thermometer, Luxtron, Santa Clara, CA) using a 

fiberoptic rectal probe and animal temperature was maintained within 0.5°C of 37°C. 

Diffusion MRI 

A diffusion-weighted MRI data acquisition method (DIFRAD) (14) was used with 

fat suppression to generate axial slices covering the entire tumor volume. Detailed 

methods were previously reported (Chapter 6). In brief, acquisition parameters were: TR 

= 1800 ms, TE = 52.00 ms, FOV = 3.00 x 3.00 cm, matrix size = 128 x 128, slice 

thickness = 2.00 mm (contiguous), A = 20.00 ms, 5 = 7.00 ms, where 5 and A represent 

duration and separation of diffusion gradients, respectively. At each slice location, 

images were obtained at three b values of 200, 400 and 800 sec/mm^ [b = Y^Gd^6^(A-5/3], 
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where Gd is the strength of the diffusion weighting gradient and 7 is the gyromagnetic 

ratio for protons (42.58 MHz/T). Images were reconstructed from the radial data using a 

magnitude filtered back projection algorithm (14). Apparent diffusion coefficient 

(ADCw) maps were generated by fitting the signal intensity of each pixel to a single 

exponential decay: S = where Sq is the signal intensity in the absence of 

diffusion weighting, and S is the signal intensity with diffusion weighting. Regions of 

interest (ROIs) corresponding to tumor were drawn on the ADCw map for each slice and 

ADCw distribution histograms were generated, and slice histogram values were combined 

into a whole tumor histogram. Tumor ADCw histograms were normalized by plotting the 

percentage of pixels remaining above the ADCw value in the X-axis generating a 

cumulative histogram. The difference between the pre- and post-treatment cumulative 

histograms generates a single plot of the post-treatment cumulative change in percent 

pixels above the X-axis ADCw value (a normalized cumulative difference). The area 

under these cumulative difference curves (AUC) can be used as a measure of tumor 

response (4). 

In vivo localized MR spectroscopy 

Our method for in vivo image-localized spectroscopy has previously been 

reported in detail (Chapter 7). Briefly, image-guided OSIRIS localized spectroscopy 

(15)was performed using quantitative acquisition parameters, at a field-strength of 81.15 

MHz, spectral width of 8013 Hz, acquisition size of 4096 data points, Tr of 10 s, either 

23 (184/8) averages for an acquisition time of 1/2 h or 46 (368/8) averages for an 
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acquisition time of 1 h, a secant hyperbolic inversion pulse, an adiabatic fast passage 

excitation pulse, a hermitian refocusing pulse, and a dwell time of 62.4 |j,sec were used. 

Localized autoshimming on the water resonance was accomplished using a PRESS 

sequence. Voxel size was variable (0.245 to 1.450 mL) and set within the boundaries of 

the tumor. Mean voxel volume was 831 ±62 )iL for MCF-7 tumors, and 436 + 7 |jL for 

MDA-mb-231 tumors. Spectral processing included an exponential line broadening 

factor of -30 and a gaussian factor of 0.06, manual phasing and baseline correction, and 

calibration of the a-NTP peak was (-10.05 ppm). Peak areas were determined using a 

Levenberg-Marquardt deconvolution routine. Individual peak areas were normalized to 

the total phosphate signal. 

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Analysis 

Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was used to determine the 

change in diffusion (AUC) threshold with the highest sensitivity and specificity (16). 

AUC values from tumors with corresponding A PCho values (n = 24) were binned into 

ranges of 500 units and the corresponding tumor A PCho responses were recorded as 

either positives (decrease) or negatives (increase) for each range. PCho response is 

defined as increased if the A PCho value is positive and decreased if the value is negative, 

where the pretreatment quantification is subtracted from the post treatment quantification. 

From this table, the true and false positive rates were determined, where the true positive 

rate (TPR) = sensitivity = true positives /(true positives + false negatives), and the false 

positive rate (FPR) = (1 - specificity) = true negatives/(true negatives + false positives). 
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Statistics 

Data are represented as the mean of n measurements. Error is expressed as 

standard error of the mean. Significance (p value) was determined by t-test. 
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RESULTS 

ADCw as a Determiner of Tumor Response 

A correlation between significant increases in diffusion and tumor response to 

taxane therapy has been reported (17,11,18) (Chapter 6). For MDA-mb-231 tumor 

xenografts, the magnitude of the change in ADCw was quantified as the area under the 

curve (AUC) for the difference between cumulative histograms of treated and non-treated 

tumors. These were highly correlated to histological responses (Chapter 7) and allowed 

identification of non-responding (treated) mice and spontaneously responding (un

treated) mice. Determination of response on the basis of the AADCw as opposed to 

therapy dose, improved the significance of the PCho response when comparing sham 

treated with docetaxel treated tumors fi:om p = 0.72 to p < 0.03 (Figure 8.1). MDA-mb-

231 tumors have a high rate of spontaneous response possibly due to rapid growth prior 

to establishment of adequate perfusion. This improvement implies a correlation between 

AUC and A PCho. 

Correlating Diffusion Response with PCho Response 

A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed to characterize 

the conclation between AUC and A PCho. Tumors with both diffusion imaging and in 

vivo spectroscopy data, pre- and post-treatment, were included (n = 24). All treatment 

groups were combined. For the purpose of these analyses, the PCho response was 

arbitrarily used to differentiate responders from non-responders. Tumors wherein PCho 
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Figure 8.1, Change in PCho for MDA-mb-231 tumors, with all spectra included (sham 
treated = 5 and docetaxel treated = 12), or without spontaneous- and non-responders 
(sham treated = 3 and docetaxel treated = 9). Treated tumors include all dosages. 
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increased with therapy were considered negative responders and if PCho decreased, these 

considered positive responders. Note that, the AUC of the ADC change could also have 

been used as an indicator of response. An ROC curve for the entire dataset was plotted of 

the true positive rate (TPR, or sensitivity), over the false positive rate (FPR, or 1 -

specificity) (Figure 8.2). From these analyses, a threshold of 1500 AUC was identified 

(Figure 8.2, inset table) that maximized both the sensitivity (87%) and specificity (89%). 

Figure 8.3 is a scatter-plot of A PCho over AUC. Horizontal and vertical lines delineate 

the thresholds which dissect the plot into 4 quadrants; I = true negatives, II = false 

negatives. III = true positives and IV = false positives. 
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Figure 8.2, Receiver operator charachteristic (ROC) curve of PCho response (A PCho) 
correlated with diffusion response (A UC) regardless of treatment, n = 25 tumors. True 
positives were scored as tumors with a decrease in PCho at AUC values above the 
highest value in a given A UC range. False positives were scored as tumors which did 
not have decreased PCho at AUC values above the highest value in a given AUC range. 
An optimal threshold of AUC = 1500 was determined, where sensitivity is 87% and 
specificity is 80%. 
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Figure 8.3, Change in PChoplotted versus change in diffusion (AUC). Quadrants are 
plotted at a threshold of no change in PCho (A PCho = 0) and at the A UC threshold of 
1500. True negatives (TN) are found upper left, false positives (FP) upper right, true 
positives (TP) lower right, and false negatives (FN) are in the lower left quadrant. 
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DISCUSSION 

Early, noninvasive measures of therapeutic response are being pursued because of 

their potential for directing therapy toward more potentially successful modalities 

(7,4,19). A correlation between two MR-visible therapy response indicators, the therapy-

induced decrease in PCho and increase in ADCw is reported herein. However, as shown 

in Figure 8.3, the correlation is not absolute, as the relationship is non-linear with 

significant scatter (R == 0.06). This imperfect correlation implies basic differences 

between the two phenomena being measured. The docetaxel-induced PCho decrease is 

an intracellular response, probably due to aherations in cellular metabolism, rather than a 

general tumor response resulting from changes in perfusion and loss of cellularity 

(Chapter 7). In contrast, the diffusion response reflects whole tumor integrity, reflecting 

changes in intra- and extracellular volumes, cellularity and membrane integrity (4) 

(Chapter 6). Using one response (PCho) to validate the other (AUC), a correlation was 

observed with 87% sensitivity and 89% specificity (n = 24). Since these two noninvasive 

measures of early therapeutic response appear to be quantifying different aspects of 

tumor response to therapy, it is possible that a combination will result in an increased 

level of detection. 
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CONCLUSION 

At the onset of this work, it was known that choline metabolites were elevated in 

breast cancer and that they decreased following effective therapy. From tumor extracts, a 

view was beginning to be formed that PCho is the choline metabolite within the in vivo 

detectable composite resonances with the highest potential utility in diagnosis and 

therapeutic response detection, i.e. the variable choline metabolite of the highest 

concentration and therefore more likely detectable and quantified. Since other 

metabolites in the composite resonances decrease with metastatic potential (PEtn and 

Cho), or increase with therapeutic response (GPC), opposing the direction of change of 

PCho, these other metabolites effectively diminish the overall sensitivity of this detection 

method. The ability to resolve and quantify PCho in vivo increases the potential utility of 

this approach. 

Using a surface coil and sequences readily adaptable to clinical spectrometers, 

PCho has been resolved and quantified in small voxels localized to living human breast 

tumors in a mouse model. Additionally, significant decreases in PCho 2 to 4 days post 

treatment with docetaxel have been quantified. This PCho decrease has been correlated 

with increased tumor water mobility post-treatment. The correlation is not absolute, 

which implies that the two responses originate from different mechanisms, e.g. increased 

tumor water mobility due to changes in intra- and extra-cellular volume fractions (a 

whole tumor response) versus alterations in choline metabolism (a cellular response). 

Since this choline response to therapy had previously been only reliably detected 
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in tumors, and cell culture models had not satisfactory shown this effect, it was not clear 

whether the decrease in PCho was due to a direct effect of the drug on cellular 

metabolism, or if the decrease was due to cell killing or other general responses exclusive 

to the tumor, e.g. decreased perfusion. However, the bulk of therapeutic response 

experiments in cell culture models had been performed using time points of less than 24 

h, and the tumor responses were seen at times greater than 24 h. The in vitro cell culture 

experiments reported within this dissertation have determined that the PCho response to 

docetaxel therapy is detected independent of tumor and host, and at relatively the same 

timing as seen in xenograft tumors (2 days). Additionally, the PCho response follows 

cell-cycle arrest and is correlated with a non-apoptotic mode of cell death (mitotic 

catastrophe). Previously, the choline metabolite response had only been correlated with 

apoptosis. Hence, the PCho decrease in response to therapy is an intracellular response in 

the context of generalized cell death. 

Our in vitro cell extract studies have shown that metabolites in the choline 

pathway are altered by degree of cancer progression. In breast cancer cells, Cho is 

decreased and PCho, GPC, Lyso-PtdCho and glycerol-3-phosphate (Gro3P) are 

increased. Choline pathway gene transcript expression and enzyme activities are also 

altered in breast cancer. Choline transporter and choline kinase activities are increased, 

while CTP:PCho-cytidylyltransferase (CCT) expression is decreased. Although CCT is 

highly regulated post-transcriptionally, the CCT enzyme is also regulated at the level of 

transcription in some contexts. CCT activity decreases with H-ras transformation. 

Intermediates (Lyso-PtdCho, GPC and Gro3P) in the phosphatidylcholine (PtdCho) 
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catabolic pathway mediated by phosphoUpase-A2 are elevated with cancer progression. 

Together, these data suggest multiple factors contributing to the elevation of PCho in 

breast cancer. Elevated PCho is likely due to the combination of increased choline 

transporter, choline kinase and phospholipase activites, combined with decreased CCT 

activity. 

Docetaxel therapy-induced decreases in PCho and increases in GPC are reported 

herein. CCT expression and activity decreases post-treatment. Additionally, a post-

treatment decrease in phospholipase D activity is observed. The increase in GPC is not 

observed in concert with increases in Lyso-PtdCho or Gro3P, suggesting a post-treatment 

decrease in GPC-phosphodiesterase activity. These data suggest that the combination of 

increased CCT activity, with decreased phospholipase and phosphodiesterase activity 

contribute to the decrease in PCho detected post-treatment. 

The choline transporter in breast cells is not known. However, in recent years a 

number of putative choline transporters have been identified in human tissues, primarily 

in the central nervous system, immune system and colon. It is determined herein that one 

of these putative transporters (CTLl variant A) is expressed in human breast cells. 

Additionally, a highly conserved homolog of choline kinase (CHKL) is also determined 

to be expressed in breast cells. 

Significant contributions of this work include the development of a model system 

where the elevation of PCho in living breast tumors, the post therapy decrease in PCho, 

and other cellular and tumor responses associated with therapy are well characterized. 

Tumor PCho and the PCho therapeutic response are quantified using clinically relevant 
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tools. Other choline metabolites that vary with cancer progression are determined. Gene 

expression of the entire choline pathway is determined at the level of transcription. Post-

treatment changes in choline metabolites and gene transcript levels have been 

determined. These data suggest combinations of specific metabolic perturbations which 

lead to the observed changes in PCho. 
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